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Abstract

Adaptation or Death? Bookstore Chains Meet Online Competition

E-commerce is the fastest growing subsector within retail trade, yet the exact na-

ture of competition between physical stores and the online channel is thinly studied

empirically. Following a period of rapid growth, national aggregate establishment

counts for the bookstore industry declined by over 40% between 1994 to 2012. I

measure the differential effect of online competition on brick-and-mortar bookstores,

using unique establishment-level data between 1987 to 2012 combined with measures

of e-commerce levels from Forrester Research’s Technographics Survey. To trace out

the impact of e-commerce, I exploit geographic and temporal variation in the level

of online activities. I find that online competition has a larger negative effect on

large chain stores than on single-unit stores. Furthermore, bookstores that were the

most insulated from online competition are precisely the stores that sell a wide array

of products outside of books, such as food, gift cards, and clothing. In response

to surging online competition, stores have expanded their non-book product offer-

ings over time. However, the largest bookstores chains were still most negatively

impacted given that they were relative inefficient at non-book retailing. I develop a

dynamic oligopoly model of the bookstore industry to quantify the effect of online

retail on equilibrium market structure. One implication of the model is that the rise

of online competition has disproportionately reduced long-run profitability for the

large chains by over 30 % in the last time period of study, despite their non-book
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presence increasing the most over time.

Do Merger Opportunities Spur Hard Drive Firms to Innovate More?

The hard drive industry, the primary supplier of storage devices in the digital

world, is an industry with rapid technological progress has been called the extreme

sport of the technological industry. Through a series of mergers and consolidations,

the number of hard drive manufacturers shrunk from 10 overall in 1997 to 4 by 2010.

Despite the series of mergers and consolidations which industry insiders speculate

would soften competition and raise the returns to R & D, there appears to be a

decline in capacity growth, the main innovation outcome measure. This paper as-

sesses whether the increase in market power through successive merger opportunities

enhances or diminishes innovation incentives. A second goal is to assess the dynamic

efficiency of mergers. Consumer surplus, producer surplus, and aggregate surplus in

industries with mergers are compared against counterfactual worlds with no merger.

To disentangle the effects that the expectation of mergers and possible decline in

R & D productivity have on innovation outcome, I develop a model of firm’s invest-

ment behavior with endogenous mergers. The investment framework incorporates

endogenous mergers in a setting where, when a merger opportunity arises, firms

in the merger pair agrees to the Nash Bargaining Solution with equal bargaining

power. I implement an approximate dynamic programming algorithm to compute

the equilibrium investment strategies for the computational dynamic model.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Adaptation or Death? Bookstore Chains Meet Online Competi-
tion

Since 1999, e-commerce has emerged as the fastest growing subsector of retail

trade. Retail trade e-commerce sales grew at an average annual rate of 19 percent

between 2000 and 2013.1 This is in contrast to non-e-commerce sales, which grew

at an average annual rate of 3 percent over the same time period.2 Among virtual

retailers, sales growth from the online giant Amazon dwarfed the growth trajectory

from traditional retailers. Increasing at an average annual rate of 28% from 2000 and

2013,3 Amazon accounts for about 34% of total U.S. online sales in 2016.4 The grow-

ing dominance of online retailers has led to both attrition and product mix changes

among traditional brick-and-mortar firms in the retail trade sector. Focusing on the

bookstore industry, this paper is one of the first systematic studies of differential

1Census Bureau’s E-Stats Reports.

2Census Bureau’s E-Stats Reports.

3Amazon.com’s annual reports.

4Estimates from Needham & Co., “Amazon Will Make Up 50% of All U.S. E-Commerce by
2021,” fortune.com.
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response to e-commerce among brick-and-mortar stores.

Online presence has considerably impacted brick-and-mortar bookstores, with

e-commerce’s share of sales rising to 44% in 2013. Leveraging unique, establishment-

level data from the Census of Retail Trade, augmented by online activities measures

from Forrester Research’s Technographics survey, I investigate the shakeout process

among brick-and-mortar bookstores following the rise of online competition. As com-

petition from online giants reduces profit margins for books, the increased diversity

of non-book products, such as meals & snacks, clothing and accessories, or souvenir

items, helps to insulate stores from e-commerce. Book is one of the product cate-

gories inherently more suitable for online purchases. Unlike clothing items, jewelry,

toys, hobby goods and games, which tend to require physical inspection prior to pur-

chase, the quality of books can be easily verified online.5 In contrast to food items

consumed on the premise for which delays between purchases and consumption are

costly, the utility loss from shipping or delivery delay for books is lower.6 Using

establishment-level product variety data from the Census of Retail Trade, I establish

that bookstore owners have expanded non-book product offerings in order to stave

off online competition.

The basic observation derived from Census data is that, while increased online

competition has spurred growth in product variety across physical bookstores, there

are marked differences between large bookstore chains and smaller bookstores. Large

chain stores have expanded their product breadth much more compared to small

bookstores. The latter are more likely to occupy a niche, offering food or local non-

book merchandise. As a result, small bookstores have not change their product mix

by much despite the rise in online competition over time.

5Books are relatively more homogenous in the sense that different copies of a book title, includ-
ing those delivered from the online channel, are close substitutes.

6Furthermore, compared to food items, there are relatively few ancillary services tied to books.
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I show that much of the differential impact of online competition on store per-

formance measures across chain sizes can be attributed to differences in non-book

product variety. A considerable body of literature has both documented the shift in

economic activities towards large chains and examined the mechanisms behind the

long-run increase in scale throughout retail trade sectors.7 The large chain stores are

precisely the ones benefitting from economies of scale. If underlying differences in

cost efficiency drive the differences in the effect of online competition, one possibility

is that online competition tends to drive out the high-cost single-unit stores and small

chains more so than the largest chain stores. As price sensitive consumers substi-

tute to the online channel, it may be the case that online competition has hastened

the growth of the more cost-effective large chain stores. In reality, while big-box

bookstores such as Barnes & Noble and Borders either suffered fatal blows or large

declines in sales and establishment counts, the number of independent bookstores

has gone up by 27 % between 2009 and 2015.8 I further document using Census data

that, relative to single-unit stores, chain stores tend to be hurt the most with the

arrival of online competition. Although centralized management enables the largest

chains to reduce administrative complexity, large chain stores are less able to tai-

lor non-book products to differences in preference across local communities. Large

chains struggle to adjust compared to local bookstores, which are more insulated

from the online channel.

The composition of the bookstore industry is shaped by two forces: (i) compet-

itive pressure from large chains that leverage economies of scale; and (ii) increased

competition from the online channel crowding out sales from traditional bookstores.

The direct effect of online competition on single-unit stores is negative. However, as

online competition has disproportionately driven out large chains, reduced compe-

7Examples are Doms et al. (2004), Ellickson (2007), Ellickson et al. (2013), and Jia (2008).

8Report from the American Booksellers Association.
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tition from large chains may have an offsetting effect on the single-unit stores. To

quantify the overall impact of online competition on equilibrium market composition,

I write down a dynamic structural model focusing on heterogeneity in supply-side

responses of bookstores including their entry, exit, and product reposition (choice

between “books only” or “multi-product”) decisions. The estimated model of com-

petition enables one to perform simulations of market outcomes in a counterfactual

world absent of online competition. I find that online competition has the strongest

negative effects on establishment counts for large chains, despite the fact that the

share of “multi-product” stores grows the most over time among large chain stores.

Moreover, the estimated model predicts that online competition has the most pro-

nounced effect on reducing the profitability and market presence of large chains.

Data I present novel data to establish the association between online compe-

tition and its heterogeneous effects across firm size. Detailed establishment-level

data from the US Census Bureau spanning the years 1987 to 2012 is combined with

proxies for exposure to online competition from Forrester Research’s Technograph-

ics survey data. In addition to tracking entries and exits across individual stores,

the Longitudinal Business Database (LBD) provides store characteristics including

store-level employment and the identity and size of the operating firm. Combining

store characteristics from the LBD with establishment-level sales from the Census

of Retail Trade (CRT), I construct store-level performance measures including labor

productivity defined as sales per worker. In addition, the product lines trailer to

the CRT is uniquely suited for examining how e-commerce prompted bookstores to

change the products they carry. The assembled Census data panel from 1987 to 2012

is combined with measures of online activity levels from Forrester Research’s Techno-

graphics Survey. Aggregating over individual-level responses from the latter dataset,

I construct the MSA-level fraction of consumers who had engaged in e-commerce

activities for each year from 1998 to the present year. This variable is my proxy for
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the intensity of competition from the online channel. I exploit geographic and over

time variation in the level of e-commerce activities to trace out the impact of online

competition.

Heterogeneous Effect Across Chain Size Categories I begin by docu-

menting the heterogeneous effect of online competition on store-level performance

measure by store size. A salient fact is that while the largest bookstore chains, de-

fined as having firms operating 40 stores or more, have experienced steady growth

along a number of measures, including establishment counts, average revenue per

store, and average employees per store, pre-2002, large chains suffered a reversal of

fortunes along those measures post-2002. Reduced-form analysis suggests that on-

line competition corresponds to greater margin declines among chain stores than for

single-unit stores. In particular, an establishment operated by an average-sized firm

with roughly 200 stores experiences a roughly 5% decline in labor productivity when

online penetration within the MSA increases by 10 percentage points. Increasing

the chain size of the associated firm by one standard deviation is associated with

a further 1% decline in labor productivity. In contrast, a 10% increase in online

penetration within the MSA corresponds to a nearly 3% increase in labor produc-

tivity for a single-unit store. On the extensive margin, growth in online penetration

is associated with greater decline in survival rate for an averaged-sized chain store

compared to a single-unit store.

Online Competition Driving Growth in Non-book Product Variety A

significant source of difference across firms, which partly drives the relative impact of

online competition across stores, is variation in non-book product offerings. Beyond

looking at how online competition has altered entry and exit decisions across physical

bookstores, I link the observed changes in equilibrium market composition to the

stores’ decision to expand nonbook product variety. I find that, as greater non-book

product variety helps to dampen the negative impact of online competition, increased
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online activities drives an increase in non-book product offerings among traditional

bookstores. Furthermore, stores with the least product variety, which are most likely

to be displaced by the online channel, expand product variety at a faster rate. In the

initial 1987-1992 time period, bookstores from the large chains category, with their

comparative disadvantage in non-book retail, had an average revenue share of less

than 15% from non-books products. In the meantime, the average revenue shares

from non-book products for a single-unit store was nearly twice as much. However,

by the 2007-2012 time period, non-book revenue share for a large chain store has

surged to close to 30%. As the average non-book revenue share for a local bookstore

remained close to 30% over time, the gap in non-book product variety between the

largest chains and local bookstores shrunk over time.

Dynamic Oligopoly Model of the Bookstore Industry To reconcile the

catching-up of the large chains’ revenue share from non-book product offerings with

their initial lower non-book revenue share, I develop a dynamic oligopoly model to

study the shake-out process among brick-and-mortar bookstores. As much of the re-

structuring towards large national chains has been underway before the rise of online

competition, stores are responding not only to growth in online penetration but also

to competitive pressure from other brick-and-mortar bookstores. Hence, evaluating

the equilibrium effect of online competition across chain size categories requires one

to take into consideration both the direct effect of online competition eliminating

stores and the indirect effect that an expansion of the large chains category has on

crowding out smaller stores. In roder to quantitatively assess these two confounding

effects, I write down a dynamic oligopoly model of the bookstore industry based on

a modification of the Ericson and Pakes (1995) framework.

In each time period, the model is based on the following two-stage game of incom-

plete information. In the first-stage of the game, given the current market configura-

tion and online penetration rate, incumbent stores choose between continuation and
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exit while potential entrants make entry decisions. Store participation deicisions take

one period to realize. Entry, exit, and continuation decisions are dynamic choices as

forward-looking stores adjust to growth in online penetration over time.9 In the sec-

ond stage of the game, stores make the static choice between being a “books only”

type or a “multiproduct” type while incurring the reposition cost when switching

from “books only” to “multiproduct”. Market configuration, including online pene-

tration rate, for the beginning of the next period is realized, and the game repeats

itself. The per-period revenue function parameters allow for differences in the im-

pact of online competition on store-level revenue between “multi-product” stores and

“books only” stores. In addition, revenue function parameters take into account the

adverse effect of competition from other brick-and-mortar bookstores.

To evaluate the dynamic effects of eliminating online competition on industry

composition, I use the BBL (Bajari et al. (2007)) forward simulation procedure to

simulate the distribution of market outcomes both with and without online com-

petition. Reduced-form policy functions estimated directly off the data represent

equilibrium response to market condition variables including changes in online pen-

etration measures. Similar to the approach taken by Benkard et al. (2010) in their

study of post-merge effects within the airline industry, policy functions with the

online term set to zero are used to generate forecasts about the long-run effects of

changes in market composition in a world absent of online competition.

The model predicts the following aspects of equilibrium behavior in a counter-

factual world absent of online competition. Shutting down the online channel for all

periods increases industry-wide establishment counts for the large chains category

by 24 % more in 2012 when compared to its counterpart in a world with growth

in online penetration. The rise in the number of single-unit stores in year 2012 is

9Rental and lease agreements for bookstores are typically in place for 10 years, while online
penetration has surged over time. Adjustments on the extensive margin are modeled as long-run
decisions.
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slightly more modest at 19%. Relative to the world with no online competition,

increasing online penetration over time has relatively little effect on inducing local

bookstores to become “multi-product” stores over time. Among single-unit stores,

when comparing the online regime against the no online regime, the share of “multi-

product” stores increased by merely 6 percentage point in 2012. However, for the

large chains category, the predicted share of “multi-product” stores is 26 % higher in

2012 in the world with online competition. These equilibrium model predictions are

consistent with a setting where, as online presence increases over time, the overall

benefit when switching from “books only” to “multi-product” store is greatest among

the large chains. I compare the predicted expected gain in revenue when switching

from “books only” to “multi-product” store with the reposition costs recovered using

standard static methods. Over the 1997 to 2012 time period, the expected gain in

revenue for large chains when becoming a “multi-product” store rose most dramati-

cally from less than zero to $190, 000 on average. Reposition cost, on the other hand,

has decreased slightly for the large chains over the same time period.

To quantify the equilibrium impact of online competition on producer surplus

across the chain size categories, I apply estimates for the revenue functions and the

distribution of costs across chain size categories. I take a revealed preference approach

to infer the distribution of costs across chain size categories. By examining the store’s

choice behavior of how it trades off the expected change in revenue from its product

reposition decision versus the costs, I pin down the reposition cost distribution across

stores. Likewise, entry and exit patterns across firm sizes are used to infer the

distribution of entry and continuation cost levels across chain size categories. I use

the estimated model to show that the rise of online competition has reduced long-run

profitability for large chains by over 30 percent by the last time period of the study,

whereas producer surplus for single-unit stores is reduced by merely 20 percent in

the last time period. The model is consistent with my earlier, empirical findings that
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online competition has the largest negative impact on the large chain stores even

though the largest chainstores also made the biggest adjustment in product breadth.

The overall effects of increasing online competition across brick-and-mortar stores

reflect a combination of offsetting effects, including the direct effect of online com-

petition crowding out sales and the indirect effect arising from substitution across

traditional bookstores. The direct effect of online competition favors the local book-

stores over the large chains, in part because the local bookstores are better insulated

through greater non-book product offering. The indirect effect of online competition

reflects the net impact of two potentially offsetting forces. Prior to the onset of online

competition, as chains grew in dominance, the large chainstores have been displacing

the less cost-effective local bookstores. When Amazon disproportionately drove out

the large chainstores, the local bookstores are indirectly better off from the declined

presence of large chainstores. A countervailing effect, the “product reposition effect”,

arises from the fact that surviving large chainstores became closer substitutes to the

local bookstores in the product space. Through the lens of the structural model, I

measure both the overall effect of increasing online competition and isolate the direct

effect of online competition on local bookstores. I find empirical evidence that the

direct, negative effect of online competition dominates the indirect, positive effect

on single-unit stores. Moreover, the overall, negative effect of online competition on

local bookstores is driven mostly by the direct effect.

1.1.1 Related Literature

An extensively studied aspect of retail market structure is the emergence of dom-

inant chain firms. Among the papers examining factors behind the shift in economic

activities towards the largest chain stores, Jia (2008) and Ellickson et al. (2013) exam-

ine network economies or cost-sharing among nearby stores as a mechanism behind

the expansion of discount chains Walmart and K-Mart. To explain the presence of
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dominant firms in the supermarket industry, Ellickson (2007) develops a model that

interprets IT investment in variety-enhancing distribution systems as an endogenous

sunk cost. Doms et al. (2004) document that across retail trade sectors, the largest

firms which experienced greater productivity growth also tend to make greater IT

investments. However, with the arrival of Internet-based giants like Amazon.com in

the 1990’s and the Internet’s growing penetration rate, the retail landscape has been

shaped by both the diffusion of e-commerce and the largest chain stores displacing

less efficient, smaller firms. Focusing on the interplay between the growth of chains

and the growing presence of online competition, this paper evaluates whether the

diffusion of e-commerce has significantly dampened the growth of large, multi-store

chains in the book retail industry.

An active strand of research investigates the role of e-commerce in altering con-

sumers’ purchasing patterns. Among the papers quantifying the displacement in the

market for physical goods as consumers shift to the online channel are Pozzi (2013)

for the supermarket industry and Gentzkow (2007) for the newspaper industry. Fo-

cusing on comparing online and offline prices across used books sellers, Ellison and

Ellison (2014) show that, among online firms, improvement in the “match quality”

effect increases online prices at upper end of the price distribution whereas the com-

petition effect lowers prices at the bottom end. While a plethora of papers focus

on how differences in firms’ technology or consumers’ preference for the traditional

versus online market have altered sales patterns online versus offline, the exact na-

ture of the competition between traditional stores and the online channel is thinly

studied empirically.

In the sparse literature examining differential response to online competition

across brick-and-mortar stores, Goldmanis et al. (2010) highlight e-commerce’s role

in reducing search costs and reallocating market shares from high-cost to low-cost

producers. Here I document that horizontal differentiation across establishments
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leads to greater substitution barriers between stores with greater non-book product

breadth and the online channel.

This paper is related to a strand in the international trade literature examining

how local industry structure adjusts to changes in import or export competition

(Breinlich et al. (2018), Holmes and Stevens (2014), Mayer et al. (2014)). One

paper that is similar in spirit but different in setting is Holmes and Stevens (2014).

The motivating example is the differentiation between large furniture chains selling

standardized goods and small, Amish shops providing goods facilitated by face-to-

face interaction between buyers and sellers. They found that a surge of imports from

China crowded out large-scale primary plants more than small-scale specialty plants.

In a similar vein, I find that the diffusion of e-commerce has a more substantial

negative impact on large chains as opposed to single-unit stores. However, one point

of departure from Holmes and Stevens (2014) is that I focus on a particular channel of

adaptation, expansion in non-book product variety, as a means of differentiation from

the online channel. Breinlich et al. (2018) focuses on another margin of adjustment,

the substitution towards services provision and out of goods production among UK

manufacturing firms, when confronted with increase in import competition.

1.2 Do Merger Opportunities Spur Hard Drive Firms to Innovate
More?

Is the presence of merger opportunities good or bad for consumers and producers

in industries with rapid technological progress? The evaluation of optimal horizontal

merger has been the focus of consideration in past theoretical and empirical studies

under various different models of market competition. Among the papers emphasiz-

ing the tradeoff between merger-related efficiencies and the reduction in competition,

Farrell and Shapiro (1990) analyzes market outcomes under Cournot competition in

a static setting. Gowrisankaran (1999) and Mermelstein et al. (2014) examine firm
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response to merger policies in a dynamic, Cournot context, where the dynamic deter-

minants include entry, exit through merger, and investment decisions. Abstracting

away from the possibility of cost-side productivity improvements arising from merg-

ers, this paper analyzes the effect of merger opportunities on investment incentives

that enhances product quality in the hard drive industry. Utilizing a quarterly firm-

product level dataset from 1997 to 2010, this research examines how the prospect

of bargaining over mergers impact investment efforts for firms inside merger pairs

and the investment responses of firms external to any merging pairs. The hard drive

industry is a fiercely competitive one where surviving firms continually introduce

quality improvements to meet the growing demand of large original equipment man-

ufacturer (OEM) customers. Drive makers speak of the short product life cycles that

make recovering R & D cost difficult. This paper evaluates whether the increase of

market power through successive mergers has the net effect of increasing the overall

rate of product quality growth. To assess the dynamic efficiency of mergers, con-

sumer surplus, producer surplus, and aggregate surplus in industries with mergers

are compared against their values in counterfactual industries with no merger.

The hard disk drive industry, the primary supplier of storage devices in the digital

world, has been called the extreme sport of the technology industry by many insiders.

Fueled by the expanding demand of computers, shipment volume for desktop hard

drives increased by 243 % from 22 million in quarter 1 of 1997 to 76 million in quarter

4 of 2010. Over the same time period, the number of desktop drive manufacturers

dwindled from 9 overall to 4 amid fierce competition. Despite the series of mergers

and consolidations which industry insiders speculate would soften competition and

raise the returns to R & D, there is no discernable increase in storage capacity growth

rate, a main innovation outcome measure. In fact, the growth rate of the desktop

market’s capacity frontier have throttled back from roughly 100 % a year to 50 %
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over the 2000-2010 period. As the technology of hard drive production becomes

increasingly complex, one possibility is that the decline in capacity growth comes

not so much from a slowdown in R & D as from a decline in the returns to R & D.

To tease apart the effects that the expectation of mergers and possible decline in R

& D productivity have on innovation outcome, I construct and estimate a model of

firms’ investment behavior with endogenous mergers.

This research is focused on analyzing firms’ investment behavior in the hard

drive industry for several reasons. The hard drive industry is characterized by in-

tense technological competition. Given the lack of product differentiation among

drives designed for the same end-use, a driving force of innovation incentives is the

possibility of being the first-to-market with the highest quality products and grab-

bing the most profitable leadership position. Even so, as firms are competing for the

leadership position, competitors are quick to introduce comparable products. Indus-

try insiders lament rapid commoditisation and product life cycles that are as short

as six months. Despite the disk drive makers’ claims of the difficulty in recovering

R & D cost, the ability to deliver drives at the innovation frontier is essential not

only to the success but also to the survival of hard drive manufacturers. Since the

technological race takes place in an industry that has been consolidating over time

amid fierce competition, I study the firms’ investment decisions under the possibility

for them to merge.

Following the realization of a merger episode, changes in the degree of prod-

uct market competition alter both pre- and post-innovation rents for each period

post-merger. Hence the overall effect of the potential increase in market power on

quality growth in post-merger periods is a priori ambiguous. Various economic forces,

present to a greater or lesser degree under different market structures, offer different

predictions for the role of market power in promoting innovation. The Schumpeterian
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view is that when it is difficult for imitators to profit from an innovation, product

market that is highly concentrated post-innovation encourages innovation. An op-

posing force is the profit that is eliminated by an innovation when a dominant firm

cannibalizes profits from its old technology. Because the net payoff from innovation

is higher for a competitive firm when compared with a monopolist replacing itself,

Arrow’s replacement effect suggests that competitive firms may have more incentive

than a monopolist. Among the papers considering the relationship between product

market competition (PMC) and the firms’ R & D intensities, both Aghion et al.

(2001) and Aghion et al. (2005) develop models generating an inverted U-shaped

relationship between the extent of product market competition and the overall level

of innovative activities within an industry.

When assessing the impact of changes in market power brought about through

mergers, earlier literature on the relationship between product market competition

and innovation incentives points to the need to account for the closeness of competi-

tion amongst firms pre-merger. As the hard drive business is characterized by “fierce

competition and rapid commoditisation” (Financial Times, Seagate on a hard drive

against its low-cost rivals), anecdotal evidence and discussions with industry experts

have indicated that market consolidations foster R & D through making it easier

for firms to recover research and development expenses. While forces akin to the

replacement effect may potentially neutralize the enhanced incentives brought about

by reduced product market competition, the replacement effect is likely less relevant

in the hard drive industry setting. Given the relative lack of technological differ-

entiation across competitors, firms are much more concerned with the possibility of

innovation by its rivals with self-cannibalization.

To examine the impact of merger prospects on the pre-merger investment be-

havior of firms within potential merger pairs, the analysis uses the familiar Nash
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bargaining solution which determines how a merging pair shares the netgain from

merging. Whether the merger prospect enhances or diminishes a merging party’s ex-

ante investment incentives requires the consideration of factors including differences

in the firms’ relative technological positions and the return from quality enhancement

for the larger, combined firm. Numerical simulations demonstrate that, while the

returns from R & D may be greater for the combined firm post-merger than for each

firm in competition with each other, the expectation of greater investment returns

enhances the leader’s investment incentive more than the laggard’s. Whereas the

leader’s investment effort is more likely to have an effect on the competitive position

of the combined firm, for a laggard sufficiently far behind the leader in the quality

ranking, the laggard’s invests mainly to improve its disagreement value. In other

words, whereas the laggard is competing for the market in industries without merg-

ers, the laggard’s incentive to increase its buyout value in pre-merger periods may be

stronger or weaker in industries allowing for mergers. Given the potential differential

effect of mergers on quality improvement between firms in merging pairs, the overall

effect of merger prospect on consumer surplus in pre-merger periods is ambiguous.

Despite market consolidations that likely have the net effect of increasing the

returns to R & D, there is no discernable increase in the rate of capacity growth

across markets. Simulation exercises show that the time paths of R & D across

firms depend on changes in the relative magnitudes of several time-varying factors.

The shape of a firm’s equilibrium R & D schedule is affected by decline in the

marginal cost for producing higher quality drives, expansion in market demand, as

well as the rate of decline in R & D efficiency, or the curvature of the R & D cost

function. While declining R & D efficiency lowers investment incentive over time,

countervailing forces include convergence in the marginal cost curves for producing

drives of different qualities in addition to growth in hard drive demand over time.
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Furthermore, comparative statics exercises show that simultaneously lowering both

the initial level of investment efficiency and the rate of its slowdown induces more

back-loading of R & D and more quality upgrades in later periods. In sum, the

pattern of declining desktop capacity growth depend on relative changes of competing

effects over time.
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2

Adaptation or Death? Bookstore Chains Meet
Online Competition

2.1 Data

I use confidential data on retail trade establishment provided by the Center for

Economic Studies at the United States Census Bureau. My sources are the Census

of Retail Trade (CRT), the Longitudinal Business Database (LBD), and the An-

nual Retail Trade Survey (ARTS). Detailed Census of Retail Trade questionnaires

are sent every five years to all large- and medium-size retail trade firms, plus all

firms known to operate more than one establishment within retail trade. Data on

the very small firms come from administrative records. Bookstore establishments

are selected based on either NAICS code 451211 or SIC code 5942.1 These datasets

allow us to track revenue, age, employment and other characteristics at the level of

individual establishment. The FIRMID variable defines the collection of establish-

ments under common ownership or control. The firm identifier informs us of the

size of each chain, i.e. the number of stores it operates. Physical product differen-

1A store is classified as a bookstore if it takes on the NAICS or SIC code for a bookstore at least
60% of the time that the store appears in the combined CRT-LBD panel at the annual frequency.
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tiation among establishments, or the distinction among general, specialty/religious,

or college/school bookstores, is imputed using the Census Bureau’s internal detailed

NAICS/SIC classification, supplemented with descriptives provided by the “Kind

of Business (or Activity)” variable from Census forms numbered RT-5905 (in 1987-

1992) and RT-45104 (in 1997-2012).

A focus is on tracing out the impact of online competition on the expansion of

product categories outside of books. In particular, I examine a store’s incentive to

increase product breadth, or the introduction of new product categories that are not

close substitutes. The product lines trailer to the Census of Retail Trade provides

detailed information on sales receipts across product lines. The number of lines

listed on the CRT bookstore forms changes over time as both the number of broad

categories and the number of detailed lines within a broad category, such as particular

type of books reported under books, increase over time. To track the expansion in

product breadth and adjust for “line inflation”, I attempt to create a longitudinally

consistent concordance of product lines. The list of “general” product lines used for

the product lines analysis is listed in Table 2.1.

To investigate the differential response to online competition, I bring together

detailed establishment-level data from the US Census Bureau with proxies for ex-

posure to online competition from Forrester Research’s Technographics survey data.

As discussed in Goldmanis et al. (2010), the commercially available “Technograph-

ics survey is designed to be nationally representative and includes the responses of

roughly 55,000 people living in the continental US.” One question from the survey

asks whether or not the consumer has ordered products/services online in the past

three months. I construct from these responses the fraction of market consumers

that had engaged in e-commerce activities for selected years between 1998 and 2012.

This variable is my proxy for the intensity of competition from the online channel.

Geographic markets differ in their exposure to online competition due to differences
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Table 2.1: Concordance of Product Lines Across CRT Waves 1987 - 2012
List of Broad Product Categories

Line Number Merchandise Line
1 Books
2 Magazines and Newspaper
3 Stationery, school supplies, and office supplies
4 Greeting Cards
5 Kitchenware and home furnishings
6 Souvenirs and novelty items
7 Computer hardware, software,

and other calculating equipments and supplies
8 Jewelry
9 Audio equipment, musical instruments, radios, stereos, records,

tapes, sheet music, accessories
10 Televisions, video recorders, toys, hobby goods, and games
11 Tobacco product and accessories

Packaged liquor, wine, and beer
12 Meals and snacks generally served for immediate consumption
13 Groceries and other food for human consumption off the premise
14 Photographic equipment and supplies
15 Clothing
16 Religious goods, except books
17 Drugs, health aids, and beauty aids
18 All Other Merchandise
19 Nonmerchandise receipts from customers,

excluding sales and other taxes

in factors such as the diffusion of information technology and the composition of

residents. For example, high-income customers will tend to have a high opportunity

cost of time and greater disutility for travel distance. An implication is that these

customers should be more inclined to shop online for added convenience.2 As seen in

Figure 2.1, online penetration rate grew rapidly over the 1998 to 2012 time period.

2The Technographics survey data suggests that MSAs with the highest median income tend to
be early adoptors of online shopping. Wealthy MSAs, such as the San Francisco Bay Area, New
York metropolitan area, Baltimore-Washington metropolitan area, and Greater Boston area, are
all among the top half for fraction of online purchases within the MSA in year 2002. In particular,
the wealthy Rochester, Minnesota MSA recorded the highest online penetration rate of 76% in
2002. MSAs within the lowest decile for online penetration rate, such as Wheeling, West Virginia
or Alexandria, Louisiana, also tend to be the poorest MSAs. Wheeling, West Virginia reported the
lowest online penetration rate of 6% in 2002.
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The average across MSAs was less than 5% in 1998 but increased to over 50% by

2012.3
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Figure 2.1: Diffusion of Online Penetration

To soak up retail market conditions outside of e-commerce activities at the lo-

cal market level, the combined online penetration-bookstores panel is merged onto

additional MSA-level market characteristics from sources including the American

Community Survey 2005-2010, Decennial Census 2000, and Decennial Census 2010.

These three datasources provide information on local demographic, employment com-

position, population and income characteristics, as well as measures of the extent of

urbanization and transportation infrastructure. Further controls for the well-being

of the local economy come from establishment count per square feet within the MSA

for the retail trade sectors Real Estate and Rental and Leasing (NAICS 53), Pro-

fessional, Scientific, and Technical Services (NAICS 54), and Accommodation and

Food Services (NAICS 72).

3For the analysis in both the reduced-form and structural model output sections, I set online
penetration rate to be 0 across all MSAs in 1997.
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2.2 Stylized Facts of the Bookstore Industry

To understand the shift in market structure within the bookstore industry and

e-commerce’s role in driving the decline of various bookstore types, I begin by docu-

menting stylized facts of the bookstore industry, in particular those illustrating the

reversal of fortunes across bookstore types post-2002.

2.2.1 Industry-Wide Contraction Post-2002

The two panels in Figure 2.2 illustrate changes in the total firm and establishment

counts over time. Between 1987 and 2012, the total number of bookstores peaked

at over 12,000 in 1992 but shrunk continuously afterwards, reaching a minimum

of roughly 8,600 by the 2007-2012 period. Firm count likewise peaked in 1992 yet

experienced a nearly 45% decline over the remaining time period. The decline in

firm and establishment counts is particularly steep in 2007-2012, as confirmed by

changes in the net entry rates reported in Tables 2.3 and 2.2 . Both firm-level and

establishment-level net entry rates noticeably dropped in the last time period, with

firm- and establishment-level net entry rates falling from -4% to -12% and from -1%

to -8% respectively between 2002 and 2007-2012. Moreover, the contraction in firm

and establishment counts in the last period reflects both an increase in exit rate and

a decline in entry rate.
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Figure 2.2: Decline in firm and establishment count growth rates across Census
waves

Table 2.2: National Aggregate Entry and Exit Statistics Across CRT Waves
Firm Level, Unweighted

Time Period Exit Rate Entry Rate Net Entry Rate
1 0.137 0.072 -0.065
2 0.130 0.105 -0.025
3 0.136 0.089 -0.047
4 0.136 0.096 -0.040
5 0.183 0.063 -0.120

1 Time periods 1 through 4 correspond to CRT years 1987
to 2002 in five year intervals. Time period 5 corresponds
to years 2007 and 2012.
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Table 2.3: National Aggregate Entry and Exit Statistics Across CRT Waves
Establishment Level, Unweighted Establishment Level, Weighted

Time Period Exit Rate Entry Rate Net Entry Rate Exit Rate Entry Rate Net Entry Rate
1 0.084 0.048 -0.035 0.043 0.027 -0.016
2 0.088 0.077 -0.012 0.065 0.028 -0.037
3 0.105 0.085 -0.020 0.059 0.091 0.031
4 0.090 0.080 -0.010 0.042 0.026 -0.016
5 0.134 0.055 -0.079 0.049 0.019 -0.030

1 Time periods 1 through 4 correspond to CRT years 1987 to 2002 in five year intervals. Time period
5 corresponds to years 2007 and 2012.
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As a preliminary indication that changes in the number of players is not merely a

symptom of consolidations, the bottom two panels of Figure 2.3 illustrate reductions

in aggregate sales and employment post-2002. Between 1987 and 2002, total sales

increased steadily from 5.1 billion dollars to 8.4 billion dollars, a growth of nearly

66%. Thereafter, sales dropped by about 25% between 2002 and the 2007-2012

period. The trajectory for total employment exhibited a similar pattern, growing

from nearly 70,000 to 130,000 before shrinking by 11% between 2002 and 2007-2012.
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Figure 2.3: Industry-wide Sales and Employment across Census waves

2.2.2 Increasing Concentration and the Rise of Large Chains

The trend away from single-unit stores and local chains to those operated by

the largest chains was underway before the diffusion of online competition. Figure

2.4 depicts the large chains’ rising share of total establishment counts, sales, and

employment. The single-unit stores outnumbered the small and large chain categories

in 1987, with 58% of establishment counts coming from single-unit stores compared

to 28% from the large chains category. However, by the 2007-2012 time period, the
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large chains category accounted for close to 50% of total establishment counts. The

large chains category’s share of both sales and employment have nearly doubled over

time, starting at 42% of sales and 34% of employment in 1987. Furthermore, the

average chain size across all establishments (or firms) increased moderately from 1.6

to 2.3, while the average chain size within the large chains category increased by

25%, or from 269 to 337, over the sample period.

Increasing concentration and the emerging dominance of chain stores within the

bookstore sector echoes the well-documented shift in activities towards large chain

stores seen throughout the rest of retail trade (Haltiwanger et al. (2009), Hortacsu

and Syverson (2015), Doms et al. (2004)). Forces that give rise to the growth of

chains include scale economies (Jia (2008), Ellickson et al. (2013)) and investment in

information technology, which is correlated with productivity (Doms et al. (2004)).
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Figure 2.4: Increasing Concentration and Rise of Large Chains. Large chains are
defined as chains with 40 or more stores.
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2.2.3 Heterogeneous Trends Across Chain Size Categories and Dampened Growth
of Large Chains Post-2002

While the growing share of economic activities accounted for by large chains is

in line with large chains displacing less cost-effective stores, looking at the trends

for a number of store-level activities suggests a dip in the large chains’ performance

measures post-2002.

As illustrated in Figure 2.5, establishment counts for the single-unit stores and

small chains categories peaked in 1992, followed by accelerated declines afterwards.

The drops were especially precipitous between 2002 and 2007-2012, with both sectors

suffering drops greater than 25%. Establishment counts for the large chains category,

on the other hand, has been rising slightly up until 2002, after which time the counts

began to fall slightly by 4% between 2002 and 2007-2012.
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Figure 2.5: Establishment Count Growth Rate by Chain Size Category

The left-hand panel of Figure 2.6 documents much faster growth in average store-

level revenue but a reversal of trends for stores operated by large chains post-2002.

Average revenue per store has increased by nearly 50% between 1987 and 2002,
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with much of the increase in revenue per store driven by revenue growth from the

large chains category. The single-unit stores and small chains categories, on the other

hand, have suffered a slight decline in average revenue over the sample period. While

average revenue per store for the large chains category nearly doubled between 1987

and 2002, average store-level revenue declined by 16% between 2002 and 2007-2012.
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Figure 2.6: Sales and Employment Trends Across Chain Size Categories.

Turning next to employees per store, the average number of employees per store

grew from roughly 8 to 19, or by a factor of 2, between 1987 to 2002. Much of the

expansion in the size of the store, as measured by the number of employees, was

due to growth in store size from the large chains category. However, the increasing

trend for large chains is considerably dampened post-2002, as the average number of

employees barely increased from 19.05 to 19.58.
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2.2.4 Expansion in Product Variety

A goal of the empirical work is to link the expansion and contraction of chain

size categories following the surge of online competition to a particular supply-side

adjustment mechanism, expansion in non-book product variety. The diversity of

product selection sold at brick-and-mortar bookstores has increased over the sample

period. Table 2.4 shows that revenue share from non-book product lines at an average

brick-and-mortar bookstore grew from 20% to 30% between period 1 (1987-1992) and

period 3 (2007-2012), while product line counts for the broad product categories rose

from 4.5 to 5.3.

Table 2.4: Product Breadth Measures Over Time

Measure CRT Years Mean SD UB LB

Count of Lines 1987, 1992 4.49 1.956 4.526 4.453
1997, 2002 5.152 2.615 5.196 5.108
2007, 2012 5.314 2.194 5.355 5.273

Inverse Herfindahl 1987, 1992 1.586 0.7219 1.599 1.573
1997, 2002 1.884 0.8912 1.899 1.869
2007, 2012 1.933 0.8447 1.948 1.917

Nonbooks Revenue Share 1987, 1992 0.2033 0.2069 0.2071 0.1994
1997, 2002 0.2717 0.219 0.2754 0.268
2007, 2012 0.2965 0.2189 0.3006 0.2924

Note: The inverse Herfindahl measure of product variety, or the ef-
fective number of lines sold at the establishment-level, is defined as

1/
∑n

l=1

(
revenuel∑n
j=1 revenuej

)2

, where n is the total number of lines sold by the

store and revenuej is the revenue the store receives from sales of product j.
UB and LB are the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence intervals
for the average product variety measure.
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Competitive Response to Increase in Online Competition

The stores’ shift in product mix toward non-book products may be motivated by

the following three incentives. Because of differences in the nature of the products

and services tied to them, certain product categories are by nature more suspectible

to business-stealing from the online channel. Among the product categories listed

in Table 2.1, the meals & food product lines are likely among the categories for

which consumers are least likely to substitute online. As the share of industry-wide

sales from non-book product lines expanded over time, the food product categories

account for a dominant share of non-book sales.4 The growing share of food items

may reflect, at least in part, the stores’ increased incentives to substitute towards

these product categories following the growth in online competition. Consumers’

“love of variety” or demand complementarities across product categories is another

motivator for stores to diversify sales beyond books. Decrease in transporation or

transaction cost from combining shopping trips is used to justify firms’ incentive to

increase product breadth in the general merchandise sector (Basker et al. (2012)).

The same “preference for one-stop shopping” may apply to the bookstores industry.

Having an attached cafe, wine cellar, or art gallery helps to generate traffic and

induce consumers to purchase books as part of a product bundle. Finally, bookstores

may have expanded non-book product sales in large part to create the bookstore as

a destination in itself. Along with the cafe or art gallery, the bookstore supplies

amenities such as music and ambience, additional features that the online channel

cannot replicate. These unobserved store-level characteristics are likely correlated

with greater product breadth. All three sources of incentives could explain the shift

toward greater product breadth.

4Check for share of total sales from food product categories.
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Differential Growth in Product Variety Across Chain Size Categories

Looking at the growth patterns across chain size categories shows that product

variety measures for the smaller firms have been relatively stable over time. In

contrast, the growth in product variety for the large chains category has far exceeded

that for the remaining firms in the industry.

Figure 2.7 breaks down the average product lines count per store by chain size

category. In the initial period, the average count of lines sold in a store operated by a

large chain is slightly less than 4.6, the product lines count at an average single-unit

store or store operated by a small chain. However, average line counts at a large

chain store has surpassed its counterpart at a smaller store in the second period.

With continued expansion in product selection, the average large chain store offered

close to 6 product lines in the third period while the average line counts for a smaller

store remained below 4.5.
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Figure 2.7: Count of Product Lines Across Chain Size Categories

While the product lines count for the large chains category has overtaken the

values for small chains and single-unit stores, Table 2.5 shows that the revenue share
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from non-book product lines and the Inverse Herfindahl measure of product variety,

or the revenue-weighted measure of the effective number of product lines, tend to

be lower for the largest chain stores. Furthermore, as depicted in Figure 2.8, the

large chains category’s revenue share from non-book product lines continued to lie

below that for the smaller firms despite greater growth and catching up from the

large chains.

Table 2.5: Summary Stats for Product Variety Measures by Chain Size Category

Chain Size Category mean SD N

Revenue Share from Nonbooks Single-Unit 0.3051 0.276 9400
Small Chain 0.3053 0.259 5100
Large Chain 0.2262 0.1677 21230

Inverse Herfindahl Single-Unit 1.947 1.058 9400
Small Chain 1.963 0.9702 5100
Large Chain 1.707 0.6664 21230

Count Lines Single-Unit 4.475 2.773 9400
Small Chain 4.551 2.598 5100
Large Chain 5.334 1.944 21230

Note: Large chains have 40 or more stores whereas small chains have fewer than
40 but more than 2 stores. Summary statistics are based on establishment-year
level observations from the Census of Retail Trade, years 1987 to 2012 at five-year
intervals.

Differences in Comparative Advantage Large chains and locally owned bookstores are

horizontally differentiated. The largest chains are known to sell large quantities of

bestsellers, often coupled with price discounts. In contrast, locally owned bookstores,

which tend to have greater revenue shares from nonbook products, are more known

as community gathering places. The difference in non-book revenue shares between

large chains and single-unit stores reflects differences in management practices. The

largest chains, having invested in large distribution networks, tend to centralize prod-
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Figure 2.8: Product Variety Measures Averaged Within Chain Size Category

uct selection decisions at corporate headquarters. Reaping the benefits of economies

of scale, centralized management enables the largest chains to reduce administrative

complexity and spread administrative costs over a large number of outlets. With

greater homogenization compared to local bookstores, the largest chains tend to of-

fer a wide selection of books, which are either popular paperbacks or those with

more general appeal, throughout all stores in the chains. Regional bookstores and

single-unit stores, on the other hand, are better informed about their local clientele

and better able to tailor both books and non-book products to local communities.

Interviews with Michael Tucker, the owner of the 11-store Books Inc in the San Fran-

cisco area, indicate that product selection decision at each bookstore is made by a

different buyer purchasing for a 2 mile radius around each focal store. Because of

variation in consumer taste across local markets, a clothing product line offered in

one local market is not offered in a nearby bookstore 2 miles away. Greater latitude
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across stores within a local chain is a common trait shared by most locally owned

bookstores. While local bookstores do not tout over 150,000 titles and as many na-

tional bestsellers as do Barnes & Noble and Borders,5, knowledge about their local

customer base gives them a comparative advantage over superstores in non-book

products.

A second reason for the largest bookstore chains’ comparative advantage in book

retail is their stronger bargaining position with upstream book publishers. Compared

to their share of non-book revenue, the largest chains account for a much larger share

of the upstream suppliers’ book revenue.6 As a result, the largest bookstore chains

were able to receive huge volume discounts on book purchases. The American Book-

sellers Association’s case against the bookstore giants, Barnes & Noble and Borders,

for using their clout to demand major discounts from publishers, was settled in 2001.

Allegedly, Barnes & Noble and Borders received better payment terms than inde-

pendents, including “off schedule discounts, shared markdowns, extra discounts on

small orders, special terms for new stores or expansions, and special terms for ‘non-

returnable’ purchases (Schmidt (1999)).” The ABA claims that the largest chains’

significant cost advantage and rapid expansion pre-2001 is partly attributed to illegal

discounts from publishers. Even post-2001, because centralized purchasing leads to

very large orders, the largest bookstore chains continue to enjoy better discounts

associated with high volume sales.7 In contrast, for non-book products, the input

cost differential between large chains and local bookstores is likely much smaller.

5According to the article “Whither the Local Bookstore?” (Powell (1983)) “[t]he majority of
stores cannot accommodate more than 5,000 to 8,000 books” as of the early 1980’s.

6Barnes & Noble is said to sell one in eight books in America (Schmidt (1999)).

7The publishers justify the price cutting as efficiencies of operation in filling orders for bulk
purchases (“The Perils of Pricing”, https://www.ibpa-online.org/article/the-perils-of-pricing/).
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Catching-Up of Large Chains and Convergence in Product Variety Over Time One factor

contributing to the rise in product breadth in the earlier periods, especially growth

for the largest chains, is the adoption of computer software for optimizing product

assortment combined with barcode and scanner technology. As highlighted in Raff

(2000), increasingly sophisticated computer software allowed the superstores, Barnes

& Noble and Borders, to manage product selection and inventory across a network

of distribution centers and stores. Investment in computer management systems can

be considered a fixed cost that could be spread across a network of stores for large

chains. Only a minority of independent bookstores, on the other hand, are able to

raise the money for the information technology investments.

The continued growth in product variety between the second (years 1997, 2002)

to third (years 2007, 2012) periods was concurrent with the rise of e-commerce.

Bookstores with a greater non-book presence, as measured by revenue share from

non-books or the effective number of lines sold, are more differentiated from the

online channel. The overall increase in non-book selection reflects the composite

effect of adjustment to online competition through two channels. First, stores with

lower non-book product variety, in particular those operated by large chains, suffer

greater reduction in profit margins and tend to exit more. Second, the large chain

stores’ best response is to increase non-book product offerings. In the reduced form

regressions section, I evaluate the impact of online competition through both channels

to explain the shrinking gap in product variety between the large chains and the rest

of the industry.

2.3 Empirical Methodology: Measuring the Impact of Online Com-
petition

Section 2.2.4 points to the shrinking gap in non-book product variety across chain

size categories over time. However, the convergence across chain size categories over
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time may result from greater increase in non-book sales within the large chains cat-

egory. Alternatively, convergence may simply reflect the displacement of chainstores

that were no longer able to cover their fixed costs through increasing non-book of-

ferings effectively. In this section, I look at each of the two channels in turn.

Putting the analysis in regression frameworks, I exploit geographic and over time

variation in exposure to online competition across MSAs. I proceed in two steps.

First, I estimate the magnitude of the relationship between exposure to online com-

petition and store-level performance measures. The main store performance measure

on the intensive margin is labor productivity defined as sales per worker, while the

outcome variable of interest for the extensive margin is store survival. In some exten-

sions of the basic specifications, I focus on whether having greater non-book product

variety dampens the negative impact of online competition on store-level outcome

variables. For the second step of my analysis, I estimate the impact of growth in

online penetration within an MSA on prompting stores to increase their non-book

product offerings over time. In particular, I focus on the store’s level of non-book

product variety in some initial period as a factor that determines the extent to which

a store expands its non-book sector. The comparative statics focus on examining

whether increases in online penetration lead to faster growth in non-book product

variety among stores with the least non-book product variety at the start of the

analysis.

I address the assumption that my measure of online competition is exogenous. A

potential endogeneity concern is that the exit of brick-and-mortar bookstores caused

consumers to shop online. Recall that my proxy for online competition is the fraction

of consumers within an MSA who have made online purchases for any merchandise.

The consumers’ decision to go online may be driven by a multitude of factors beyond

the demise of physical bookstores. In particular, the consumers may have made

purchases for other product categories conducive to online sales, such as music and
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videos, or electronics and appliances.8 In addition, much of the diffusion of online

shopping is facilitated by the adoption of the Internet. A second endogeneity concern

is that demand for books offline and books online are correlated in an unobserved

way. While omitted variable bias is plausible, a rich set of local market controls is

included in the following regression specifications. The right-hand side demographic

and market condition variables, described in more detail below, are intended to soak

up variation across markets in local market structure.

2.3.1 The Impact of E-Commerce on Store Performance Measures

The Impact of E-Commerce on Store-Level Profitability

I first measure the effect of exposure to online competition on store-level per-

formance measures and evaluate whether lower levels of the outcome variables are

associated with greater online presence within MSAs. The main dependent variables

are store-level sales and labor productivity defined as sales per worker. Among the

factors affecting the relationship between online penetration and store-level sales, I

examine whether greater non-book product variety dampens the negative impact of

online competition on store-level sales. I use difference-in-difference specifications,

which allow one to estimate the association between online competition and store-

level labor productivity while controlling for unobserved differences across stores. To

isolate the within-store relationship between online penetration rate and store-level

performance measure, I include the following store-level characteristics as right-hand

side controls: the chain size of the firm operating the establishment and store spe-

cialization (General, Specialty/Religious, College/School).

The baseline specification for evaluating the correlation between exposure to on-

8According to the Census Bureau’s E-stats reports for 2012, sales from the “Electronics and
appliances” merchandise line aggregated across all virtual retailers was roughly $23 billion. By
constrast, total sales from virtual bookstores was merely $9 billion. Note here that a “virtual”
retailer is one classified under “Electronic Shopping and Mail-Order Houses” (NAICS 4541).
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line competition and store performance measure is as follows:

ln(sales/employee)i

= αOnlinemt

+ β1revsharenonbooks,i + β2Onlinemt × revsharenonbooks,i

+ γ11Single-Unit Store + γ21Single-Unit Store ·Onlinemt

+ τ1log(ChainSize)i + τ2 · (Onlinemt × log(ChainSize)i)

+ κXimt + εimt, (2.1)

where the outcome variable of interest is log of deflated sales per worker for brick-and-

mortar bookstore i in geographic market m and CRT year t. The vector of controls

Ximt includes local market characteristics affecting store-level profitability as well as

fixed effects for store specialization (General, Specialty/Religious, College/School)

and store age. I describe the main variables of interest as well as the controls in

more detail below. In the baseline specification, the error term εimt is distributed

i.i.d across stores and time periods. However, for robustness checks using alternative

regression specifications described in further detail below, I consider specifcations

where εimt is clustered at the MSA-level.

Consumers’ propensity to engage in e-commerce activities, Onlinemt, is the frac-

tion of consumers who reported making any purchase online within a three-month

window in the same market-year. The main coefficient of interest, α, measures per-

centage change in sales resulting from a one percentage point increase in the fraction

of consumers who purchased online. The effect of product variety on store-level

sales, as captured by revsharenonbooks,i, is positive if consumers have a preference

for bookstores with greater product breadth and if increasing product variety helps

the store to retain customers in the presence of competition from other stores. Pref-

erence for variety may arise if visiting a bookstore with an attached coffee shop or

attached wine bar decreases the consumers’ transportation cost of visiting the store
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sections separately. Basker argues that consumers’ preference for one-stop shop-

ping prompted general merchandise stores to broaden their product scope.9 While

the one-stop shopping effect is likely to be weaker in the bookstore sector than in

general merchandise by nature of the two industries, it is possible that bookstore

owners can also use greater product variety to attract customers in the presence of

competition.

Having controlled for the product variety main effect, revsharenon-books,i, a posi-

tive coefficient on the online competition, product variety interaction term, Onlinemt×

revsharenonbooks,i, is consistent with greater non-book product variety insulating

bookstores from online competition. Depending on the nature of the product and

services tied to it, certain product categories are less substitutable with the online

channel than others. For example, meals and snacks that tend to be consumed im-

mediately on premise are less suitable for online sales, which are subject to shipping

delays. Compared to books, items whose features can be more easily verified with

prior physical inspection, such as clothing and souvenirs & novelty items, are less

suitable for online sales. Finally, greater non-book product variety may also be as-

sociated with additional store-level characteristics that further differentiate physical

bookstores from the online channel. For example, beyond selling merchandise items,

bookstores with cafes, wine bars, or attached art galleries also function as community

gathering places.

When considering the relative effect of online competition on different store types,

the regression specification separates the impact of online competition on single-

unit stores Online × 1Single-Unit from the impact of chains stores varying in size

Online×1ChainStore× log(ChainSize). To the extent that single-unit stores tend to

be neighborhood stores with a loyal customer base and are better able to customize

9Moreover, complementarities between economies of scale on the cost side and a demand for
greater product scope led large chains to simultaneously expand product variety and increase chain
size.
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product selections to meet the demand of local customers, single-unit stores are less

substitutable with the online channel than bigger, more impersonal large chains.10

An offsetting factor is that single-unit stores tend to be at a cost disadvantage com-

pared to large chains that benefit from economies of scale. Large chains are able

to offer deeper discounts on bestsellers and popular books than regional bookstores.

As price-sensitive consumers may be more likely to substitute away from local book-

stores towards the online channel, when considering cost effectiveness alone, online

competition should be eroding the local market power of local bookstores more than

that for the largest chain stores. Hence the aggregate effect of online competition on

sales reduction for firms varying in scale is unclear a priori.

I include two kinds of controls in the vector Xmt. Controls for market characteris-

tics such as demographic composition comes from a variety of sources. In particular,

the annual American Community Survey and the Decennial Census provide infor-

mation on the social, economic, and housing characteristics for different geographic

markets. To control for other aspects of the local economy that might independently

affect the profitability and subsequent entry/exit decisions of retail establishments,

I include in Xmt proxies for changes in the economic conditions of the local market,

such as changes in establishment counts for establishments falling under NAICS 53

(Real Estate and Rental and Leasing sector), NAICS 54 (Professional, Scientific, and

Technical Services), and NAICS 72 (Accommodation and Food Services). Expansion

or contraction of the real estate sector across time periods within the same market

reflects changing conditions of the local housing market, which is likely relevant for

retailers since rental cost is a big component of retailers’ operating cost. Establish-

ments falling under NAICS 54 or 72 are likely subject to the same macroeconomic

shocks as retail trade stores but are likely less affected by the rise of online retail.

10An example is the Regulator Bookshop close to Duke’s campus. Located in the “City of
Medicine”, the bookstore owners claim that the store holds a larger collection of books on biology
and medicine than a large chain store such as Barnes and Noble.
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A third type of control used to capture the competitive effect from other brick-and-

mortar bookstores are log of the lagged number of establishment counts from period

t− 1. After including the local market characteristics and year fixed effects, I make

the standard exogeneity restriction on εmt.

For my main first difference specification where I isolate the within-store rela-

tionship between store characteristics and labor productivity, identifying the effect

of the main right-hand side variables uses over time variation in store characteristics

within the same store. In particular, the coefficient on the chain size and product

variety terms are identified mainly using growth in firm size or product variety over

time. Growth in MSA-level online penetration helps to identify the effect from the

online channel as well as the online competition and store characteristics interaction

terms.

When taking the first-difference transformation of equation 2.1 to the data, I lose

all establishment-years that are in the bookstore panel in year t but did not survive

between years t and t + 5. To the extent that higher online penetration level may

be responsible for driving stores suffering the greatest reduction in profit margins

out of the market, the estimated effect of online competition from the first difference

specification alone is likely an underestimate of its true effect. To adjust for selection

bias due to either store exit or missing product variety measures, I augment the first-

difference specification of equation 2.1 by jointly estimating a selection regression as

a function of variables including product variety in year t. The functional form for

the survival regression used to adjust for selection bias is described in greater details

in section 2.3.1. Store characteristics variables in levels, such as non-books revenue

share in period t, revsharenonbooks,it, as well as demographic characteristics from

ACS 2005-2010, are all right-hand side controls excluded from the first-difference

specification for labor productivity but included in the selection equation for the

Heckit procedure.
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To adjust for the fact that larger stores tend to have greater sales, the outcome

variable of interest from the main specification (Equation 2.1) is sales deflated by

store size measured by the number of employees. I estimate alternative specifications

with the outcome variable of interest being log(sales) and the contemporaneous

log(employment) included as a right-hand side control. The latter specifications

measure the impact of changes in MSA-level online penetration measures on store-

level sales after controlling for differences in store size.

Impact of E-commerce on Store Survival

Turning from the intensive margin to the extensive margin, I examine whether

markets with increased online presence are associated with greater store-level exit

rates. Decreased profit margins should lead to exits of brick-and-mortars that could

no longer cover their fixed cost. The first-difference specification relates store-level

survival rates between CRT years t to t + 5 with MSA-level growth in online pene-

tration over the five-year window:

1i’s survival between t and t+5

= α∆Onlinemt

+ β1revsharenonbooks,it + β2∆Onlinemt · revsharenonbooks,it

+ η11Single-Unit Store + η21Single-Unit Store ·∆Onlinemt

+ τ1log(ChainSize)it

+ τ2(∆Onlinemt · log(ChainSize)it)

+ αXimt + εimt (2.2)

The main difference between the above regression model for store survival and

the regression model estimating the relationship between labor productivity and

online penetration from section 2.3.1 is that, in the survival regression above, I relate

survival between two consecutive CRT waves with change in exposure to MSA-level
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online penetration. The remaining store-level controls, such as store characteristics

and local market controls, are specified in levels as before.

As before, I focus on measuring differences in the effect of online competition

on store survival across stores with different levels of non-book product variety. In

addition, I allow the association between growth in online competition and store

survival to vary across single-unit stores and with chain size. To the extent that

product offerings can be more easily adjusted than changing the firm size, one would

expect the firm size and online penetration interaction terms to matter more for store

survival than the product variety and online penetration interaction term.

2.3.2 Online Competition Spurring Growth In Product Variety

The previous set of regression analysis quantifies the magnitude of the relation-

ship between online activities and establishment-level performance measures. Next

I examine the extent to which different physical stores stave off online competition

by expanding non-book product variety. All else equal, stores with the lowest initial

levels of non-book products are least differentiated from the online channel. In a

world where the consumer’s marginal utility for product variety is decreasing in the

level of non-book offerings or where the cost of expanding non-book offerings is con-

vex at capacity-constrained stores, stores with the least non-book product offerings

may enjoy the greatest benefit from increasing their share of non-book sales. The fol-

lowing regression specification is used to evaluate if bookstores with the lowest level

of revenue share from nonbooks tend to exhibit the strongest relationship between

growth in online penetration and growth in product variety:
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∆(revsharenonbooks,i)

= α∆Onlinemt

+ β1revsharenonbooks,i + β2∆Onlinemt · revsharenonbooks,i

+ η11Single−Unit + η21Single−Unit ·∆Onlinemt

+ τ1log(ChainSize)i

+ τ2(∆Onlinemt · log(ChainSize)i)

+ αXimt + εimt (2.3)

The regression strategy for the growth in product variety regression here is

the same as that for survival analysis from section 2.3.1. Here the coefficient on

∆Onlinemt measures the extent to which growth in product variety is explained by

increase in online penetration. The interaction term ∆(Onlinemt)×revsharenonbooks,i

is included to test to see if increasing online penetration within an MSA may have

induced a greater increase in non-book product offerings for bookstores with the

lowest level of revenue share from non-books.

The measure of the effect of online competition on product variety growth from

the above regression may be an overestimate if surviving stores are precisely those

that tend to expand product variety more in the first place. To correct for sample

selection, I also implement a Heckman 2-step with a selection equation for survival.

The interaction term ∆Onlinemt · revshare2
nonbooks,i is an explanatory variable ex-

cluded from the product variety equation but included in the survival regression.

2.4 Reduced-form Empirical Results

2.4.1 Impact of Increasing Online Exposure on Store-Level Profitability

I begin by evaluating the relationship between online penetration and store-level

outcomes, such as a firm’s continuation decisions and sales or labor productivity

measures. I estimate how the effect of online competition on store-level performance
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measures varies with the size of the firm operating the store. Regression results

measuring the role of store-level characteristics, in particular the chain size of the

firm operating the store, in affecting the association between online penetration and

labor productivity are shown in Table A.1. Columns (1) through (4) suggest that,

without controlling for the heterogeneous effect of online competition across firm

size, the overall effect of online penetration on store-level productivity is negative

and statistically significant. Columns (5) and (6) of the table suggest that increasing

online competition is associated with opposite effects on single-unit stores and the

largest chain stores. The overall effect of online competition on single-unit stores

is positive and significant at the 1% level in Column (5). In contrast, the negative

impact of online competition within chain stores increases as the size of the firm

operating the store increases. For a store operated by a firm with a chain size of

roughly 200, the average chain size among establishments operated by multi-unit

firms, the estimates in column (5) suggest that increasing online penetration by 10

percentage points decreases labor productivity by roughly 4.6%. On the other hand,

for an establishment operated by a firm with a chain size one standard deviation

above its average value among chain stores, or exp(5.311+2.219)=1863, increasing

online penetration by 10 percentage points decreases labor productivity by almost

6%. Differences in the effect of online competition between single-unit stores and

across chain stores remain similar even after controlling for store specialization in

Column (6).

The coefficients on the chain size and online penetration interaction termsOnline×

1Single-Unit and Online × log(ChainSize) could be capturing the fact that, when

compared to large chain stores, local bookstores tend to retail bundles of goods and

services more differentiated from the online channel. Local bookstores may tend to

provide better customer service, have staff members making recommendations for

local interest titles, or serve as community gathering places. The local bookstores
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may also be niche stores serving a specific kind of clientele. All of these factors result

in local bookstores being more insulated from online competition than the largest

chains. Furthermore, as online competition drives out the largest chain stores, one

possibility is that the local bookstores may be indirectly benefitting from reduced

competition from the traditional big-box bookstores. The positive and statistically

significant coefficient on Online× 1Single Unit is consistent with this interpretation.

Next I evaluate how much of the difference in store-level outcome variables can

be attributed to difference in non-book product variety across stores. The regression

estimates reported in Table ?? suggest that, even after accounting for difference

in chain size across stores, the negative impact of online competition on store-level

productivity appears to attenuate with the level of non-book revenue share within

a store. The baseline specification in Column (3) suggests that, for a books-only

bookstore, increasing online penetration by 10 percentage points is associated with

a 5% decline in store-level labor productivity. In contrast, the negative impact of

increasing online competition by 10 percentage points is 2% less when the store’s

revenue share from nonbooks is increased by one standard deviation, or roughly

0.22. From Columns (4) and (5), the estimated coefficient on the online penetration

and product variety interaction term remains statistically significant and similar in

magnitude even after controlling for other firm characteristics, such as firm size or

store type. Moreover, the general pattern that online competition favors single-

unit stores over large chains remains true while accounting for difference in product

variety across firm sizes in Columns (4) and (5). In sum, when examining store-level

profitability, the largest bookstore chains appear to be more crowded out by the

online channel for two reasons. The first is that the largest chains tend to be less

effective at non-book retailing. A second reason is that, compared to the single-

unit stores, the largest chain stores tend to offer fewer retail attributes that help to

insulate traditional stores from the online channel.
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As a related robustness check for examining how the estimated effect of online

penetration is driven by chain size or product breadth, Tables A.3 and ?? report

estimates for the impact of online competition with the outcome variable being log

sales. The regression is estimated in first-difference, exploiting within-store variation

in store characteristics over time. The estimate effects from Tables A.1 and ?? are

qualitatively similar as to those from Tables A.3 and ??, respectively. In particular,

estimates from Column (6) of Table A.3 suggests that the negative effect of online

competition is largest among the largest chain stores. Moreover, Column (5) of Table

?? suggests that the negative effect of online competition on store-level sales declines

with the store’s revenue share from non-books, even after controlling for differences

in firm size.

2.4.2 Impact of E-Commerce on Store Survival

Decline in profit margins should induce exits among the least profitable brick-and-

mortar stores. The next set of regression estimates reported in Table ?? measures

differences in survival rates across stores varying in the chain size of the operating

firm. Table ?? shows that growth in MSA-level online penetration rate is correlated

with the largest declines in survival rate for the smallest bookstore chains. With-

out controlling for variation in the impact of online competition across chain size

categories, Columns 1 through 4 of Table ?? suggests a statistically insignificant

relationship between growth in online penetration and store survival. Column 5 of

Table ?? indicates that the variation in the impact of online competition across firm

sizes is statistically significant. Increasing chain size dampens the negative associ-

ation between increase in online penetration and store survival. For a single-unit

store, a coefficient of -0.89 on ∆Online implies that when online penetration within

an MSA increases by 0.161, its average value across MSAs, the predicted decline in

survival rate for a brick-and-mortar single-unit store is roughly 14 percentage points.
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For an averaged-sized chain store with ln(ChainSize) = 5.3, a coefficient of -0.29

on ∆Online means that survival probability is 10 percentage points higher for an

averaged-sized chain store than a single-unit store in an MSA where ∆Online is eval-

uated at its average value of 0.161. Furthermore, for a chain store with store size one

standard deviation above the average value across chains, or ln(ChainSize) = 7.5,

the predicted impact of online competition on store-level survival is no longer nega-

tive. The coefficient on ∆Online becomes 0.025.

The fact that the relationship between online competition and store exit becomes

weaker as chain size increases seems at odds with the earlier observation that the

effect of online competition on labor productivity decline is largest among the large

chains. One possibility explanation for the large chains’ exit decisions being more

responsive to growth in online competition is that the largest chains are more cost-

effective. By comparison, there are many more small chains that are on the margin.

Furthermore, the largest chains have expanded product variety the most over time,

which compensates for having lower product variety in the current period if entry/exit

decisions for the largest chains are dynamic rather than one-period decisions.

Following the earlier finding that non-book product variety reduces the negative

effect of e-commerce on store-level labor productivity, one might expect the impact

of online competition on store survival to be more pronounced among bookstores

with the lowest level of non-book product variety. Reduced profit margin translates

into store exit if product assortment decisions involve switching cost or if difference

in product variety across stores persist over time due to difference in the underly-

ing opportunity cost of offering books. Table A.6 provides evidence in line with

non-book product variety mitigating the impact of online competition on store sur-

vival. After controlling for difference in chain size, the coefficient on the ∆Online

and product variety interaction term is positive and statistically significant across

the specifications from columns (4), (5), and (6). Interpreting the coefficient on
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(∆Online × revshrnonbooks) in Column (4) of Table A.6, increasing online pene-

tration by 10 percentage points translates into a roughly 2 percentage point higher

survival rate in a store with revenue share from non-books one standard deviation,

or 0.22 units, higher. 11

2.4.3 Online Competition Spurring Growth in Product Variety

Next I examine supply-side adjustments to increase in online competition, in

particular the association between growth in online penetration and increase in non-

book product variety. Tables ?? and A.11 show how variation in chain size shapes

e-commerce’s impact on growth in product variety. In baseline specifications (1)

and (3) in Table ?? where I correct for store survival or missing product variety in

period t+ 5, without controlling for differences in adjustment to online competition

across store types or firm size, growth in online penetration is positively correlated

with increase in revenue share from non-books within a store in the same MSA. The

association between growth in online penetration and increase in nonbook revenue

share is statistically significant but small in magnitude. However, Column (6) of the

same table suggests that most of the positive correlation between increase in online

penetration and growth in product variety is driven by establishments operated by

the largest chains that are, on the intensive margin, more likely to be crowded out by

the online channel. The general patterns remain true when one restricts the analysis

to the subsample of stores that have survived across two CRT waves and report

product variety in year t + 5 as well as year t. However, since surviving stores tend

to be precisely those which increased product variety, the magnitude on the ∆Online

variables is larger in table A.11 for the restricted sample relative to Table ?? for the

sample of all stores reporting product variety measures in period t.

Differential increase in non-book product variety in response to online competi-

11coeff(DOnlineXNonBooks)× 0.2186 = 0.2311.
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tion appears to be driven mostly by variation in the initial level of non-book product

variety. Stores with the lowest initial level of non-book product variety, or those

which are most likely to be crowded out by e-commerce, respond by increasing non-

book product variety more. More specifically, Column (3) of Table A.13 indicates

that a 10% growth in online penetration corresponds to a 1 percentage point growth

in revenue share from non-books for a books-only bookstore. However, growth in

product variety declines as the store’s revenue share from nonbooks in period t de-

clines. For example, one compares a books-only store with a bookstore offering 26%

nonbooks in period t, the average value of revenue share from nonbooks across all

bookstores. When online penetration increases by 10 percentage points in the same

MSA, a bookstore offering 26% non-books experiences a 0.8 percentage point less

growth in revenue share from non-books. When restricting analysis to the surviving

stores, the predicted effect of product variety in period t as a driver of the relation-

ship between growth in online penetration and growth in product variety remains

qualitatively similar. However, coefficient estimates for the ∆Online term are larger

in magnitude in Table A.14.

To the extent that the largest bookstore chains tend to make decisions nationally,

the correlation between growth in online penetration and increase in product selection

presented are underestimates of the true effect of online competition on expansion

in product breadth. Some variation in product selection across geographic markets

within the same firm aids in the identification of the online competition parameter.

Given that a store has offered a broad product category in a given year, the store

tends to offer, on average, the same product line in 89% and 76% of the stores in its

chain in the same year,12 for the small chains and large chains categories respectively.

With the inclusion of the year fixed effects, the effect of online competition reported

from the regressions may not fully capture the aggregate impact on large chain stores.

12The average is taken over all product line-firm-year observations.
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3

Dynamic Oligopoly Model of the Bookstores
Industry

In the previous section, I document that surging online competition has drove

stores to become more diversified in their product offerings over time. Further-

more, the negative effect of online competition is particularly pronounced for the

largest national chains because they are at a comparative disadvantage in non-book

items. As bookstores respond to both competitive pressure from other physical book-

stores and the online channel, equilibrium market outcomes cannot be inferred from

reduced-form analysis alone. Moreover, one might be naturally curious to know how

equilibrium market structure evolves in a counterfactual world absent of online com-

petition. For these reasons I develop a dynamic oligopoly model of the bookstores

industry as below.

The model in this section is motivated by the following Hotelling line anal-

ogy. Large chains and local bookstores are initially situated at opposite ends of

a Hotelling line. Chain stores are capturing demand from the most price-sensitive

book purchasers whereas local bookstores, as reflected in their greater non-book rev-
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enue shares, function more as community gathering places. As e-commerce markets

enter at the same end of the line as the large chains, the large chains find it more

profitable to reposition themselves and become more similar to local bookstores over

time. To operationalize the intuition from this analogy, I study a discrete-choice

model that endogenizes the stores’ entry and exit decisions as well their choice of

product type: “Books Only” or “Both Books and Non-Books”. The model incorpo-

rates firm heterogeneity in entry/continuation costs and the cost of switching from

a “Books Only” to “Both” type. Heterogeneity in continuation cost arises as large

chains’ heavy investment in information technology and distribution networks or cost

sharing among stores operated by the same chain translates into lower continuation

cost for stores operated by large chains. Firms also differ in their reposition cost as

the large chains tend to forgo greater opportunity cost when choosing the “Both”

type over the “Books Only” type.

The main data patterns that the model tries to replicate can be encapsulated in

two Figures 3.1 and 3.2 below showing time series patterns in industry-wide sales

and revenue shares from non-book products across chain size categories. The cost

difference across chain types is such that for large chains, the opportunity cost of

being a “Books Only” type is smaller. On the other hand, the local bookstores are

relatively more efficient at being a “Both” type. This difference in comparative ad-

vantages is reflected in the lower overall non-book revenue share among the largest

chain stores. However, as the non-book sector is more insulated from online compe-

tition, revenue from stores selling mostly books, or those operated by large chains,

are disproportionately reduced. As suggested in Figure 3.2, the large chains category

experienced a more precipitous decline in total revenue post-2002. By comparison,

the smaller stores appear to more closely follow their long-run trends of continued

sales decline from the pre-2002 period. As the large chains re-optimize their product

offerings, the overall share of non-book products within large chain stores converges
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to the shares from smaller stores.
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The main goal of the model is twofold. Behavioral strategies from the model

describe the stores’ optimal responses to competition from both the online and tra-

ditional channels. Using the computed policies from the data, I simulate entry and
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exit patterns and compare market outcomes across the worlds with and without

online competition. A second goal is to uncover the revenue parameters and cost

structure from the estimated model. The model allows one to quantify differences

in the distribution of entry cost, the fixed cost of continuation, and reposition costs

across establishments operated by different chain sizes. Estimated revenue function

parameters are used to predict how a store per-period protability is affected by online

presence. Having recovered the primitives in revenue function and cost distribution

from the estimated model, I then gauge the effect of online competition on reallocat-

ing market shares and producer surplus from large chains to regional or single-unit

stores.

The overall effect of online competition across brick-and-mortar bookstores can in

fact be decomposed into two channels. There is the direct effect of online competition

crowding out sales among traditional stores. The direct effect of online competition

favors the local bookstores over the large chains, but there is an indirect effect whose

relative impact on the small bookstores remains to be determined empirically. Prior

to the onset of online competition, the large chainstores have been displacing the less

cost-effective local bookstores as the large chainstores grew in dominance. When

Amazon outcompetes Barnes & Noble on books, decline in the presence of large

chain stores implies less competitive pressure from the large chains on the small

bookstores. However, much of the margin of adjustment among surviving stores is

through product reposition. As remaining bookstores become closer substitutes to

the single-unit stores in the product space, it is possible that online competition may

hurt the local bookstore through this second, indirect channel. The ultimate impact

of online competition through both the direct and indirect channels are teased apart

through the lens of a structural model.

Set-Up In each market mt, there are i = 1, . . . , N stores, which are either poten-

tial entrants or incumbents. In an infinite horizon setting, stores make decisions at
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time t = 1997, 2002, . . . ,∞. The stores can be grouped by the chain size categories of

their operating firms, which for an incumbent is taken to be the chain size of operat-

ing firm’s first period in the bookstore panel. In other words, the N stores consist of

NP
Single-Unit, N

P
SmallChains, N

P
LargeChains, N

I
Single-Unit, N

I
SmallChains, N

I
LargeChains stores

(“P” for potential entrant and “I” for incumbent). Because the main distinction

across firm types that this model is trying to capture is difference in cost structure, I

assume that all stores within a chain size category and potential entrant/incumbent

store distinction are homogenous in a given market. Stores within a chain size cat-

egory and the “P”/“I” distinction are indistinguishable, making the identity of the

operating firms irrelevant. Beyond competition from brick-and-mortar stores, firms

also react to market-level demand characteristics summarized by the vector Xmt in

geographic market m and time period t. The vector Xmt includes store profit shifters

such as online penetration rate, population density, and income within the local mar-

ket. The market-level state vector at the beginning of the period smt consists of the

number of establishments of each chain size category as well as exogenous profit

shifters Xmt. The state vector is also indexed by time period t, as entry and/or the

fixed cost of operation may be exogenously falling over time.1

In each period t, the model is based on the following two-stage game of incomplete

information. In the first stage of the game, for each local market mt, incumbent

stores choose between continuation and exit while potential entrants make entry

decisions. The stores in market mt receive private entry/continuation cost draws

and simultaneously make entry/exit decisions. Store participation decisions take

one period to realize. In the second stage of the game, capacity-constrained stores

make the product position choice between being a “Books Only” type or a “Both

Books and Non-books” type. Stores observe private fixed cost shocks from being of

either type and simultaneously choose product positions. Entry and exit decisions

1Note on exogenous but declining cost.
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in the first stage are dynamic because store turnover in the bookstore industry is

relatively infrequent yet online penetration is increasing over time.2 On the other

hand, the choice of non-book products in the second stage is a one-period decision

to reflect the fluidity in the store’s product variety selection.

I follow the general framework of Ericson and Pakes (1995), which considers

a dynamic industry in Markov perfect equilibrium (MPE). Each player’s strategy

depends on the current period’s common state variables and the store’s own private

cost shock draws. Stores make competitive decisions, having formed expectations of

the evolution of the state vector based on the current period’s state vector.

3.0.1 Choice of Product Position and Static Payoffs

The establishment is facing the tradeoff between selling books or both books and

non-books in the second stage of the game. Given state smt, stores observe private

information shocks and choose actions simultaneously. Conditional on the realized

product positioning decisions of store i’s rivals in market mt, y−imt, store i of chain

type ∈ {Single-Unit, SmallChains, LargeChains} has ex-post profit given by


Ri((Both,a−imt), smt|θ1, ChainTypei)− C(smt|θ2, ChainTypei) + εimt,Both
Versus
Ri((BooksOnly,a−imt), smt|θ1, ChainTypei) + εimt,BooksOnly.

Store i’s expected revenue R(·) depends on the interaction of the store’s prod-

uct position decision (“Books Only” or “Both”) and measure of online penetration,

a component of the state vector smt. In particular, one expects switching from

the “Books Only” to “Both” type will weaken the negative impact of rising online

exposure on sales. The product position decisions of store i’s rivals, a−i, capture

competition measures and product differentiation between store i and other brick-

2Store opening involves significant sunk cost, as suggested by Barnes & Noble’s overall average
store size of 26,000 square feet.
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and-mortar bookstores in market mt. Both the revenue parameter estimates θ1 and

reposition cost parameter estimates θ2 are allowed to vary with the chain size of the

firm operating i, chaintypei. Lower expected revenue increase net of reposition cost

for the large chain stores is consistent with a smaller initial share of “both” type

within the large chains category.

The idiosyncratic cost components εimt,BooksOnly and εimt,Both enter store i’s profit

function additively. Shock realizations are the stores’ private information. Moreover,

the private shocks are independent over time and across stores within the same

market.

At the time of making product position decisions, store i chooses action ai ∈

{BooksOnly, Both} to maximize its expected payoff

πi((aimt, a−imt), smt, εimt,ai) ≡ E
a−imt

[Ri((ai, a−imt), smt|θ1, ChainTypei)] (3.1)

−1(ai = Both) · C(smt|θ2, ChainTypei) + εimt,ai .

The store’s conditional choice probability, or the probability of choosing action

ai given state smt, represents each store’s strategy in a Bayesian Nash Equilibrium

to the static game. Assuming that the errors εimt’s are distributed Type I extreme

value with standard deviation σCont, the store’s conditional choice probability takes

on the closed form expression:

Pr(ai|smt, ChainTypei) =

exp

([
E

a−imt

[Ri((ai,a−imt), smt|θ1, ChainTypei)]− 1(ai = Both) · C(smt|θ2, ChainTypei)
]
/σCont

)
∑

j∈{Both
BooksOnly}

exp

([
E

a−imt

[Ri((j,a−imt), smt|θ1, ChainTypei)]− 1(j = Both) · C(smt|θ2, ChainTypei)
]
/σCont

)

To provide some motivation for the functional form specifications of static profit,

consider a setting where the opportunity cost of being a “Books Only” type is

initially lower for stores operated by the large chains. As the local bookstores
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are relatively more efficient at being a “Both” type, C(smt|θ2, LargeChains) >

C(smt|θ2, Single-Unit). In the beginning periods when online penetration rates are

relatively low and the revenue gain from switching to the “Both” type is small

for large chainstores, a greater share of large chain stores are the “Both” type:

Pr(Both|smt, LargeChains) ≥ Pr(Both|smt, Single-Unit) . However, as the non-

books sector is more insulated from online competition, the incremental gain from

becoming a “Both” type, Ri((Both, a−imt), smt|θ1, LargeChains)−Ri((BooksOnly,

a−imt), smt|θ1, LargeChains) increases as online penetration increases. Bookstores

operated by large chains that initially sell “Books Only” tend to switch from the

“Books Only” to “Both” type. In section 3.1, I verify that the estimated revenue func-

tion Ri((ai, a−imt), smt|θ1, ChainTypei) has the desirable comparative statics prop-

erties. Moreover, chain size category-specific reposition cost, which adjusts to match

the fraction of “Both” type stores in each msa-year, is higher on average for large

chainstores than for single-unit stores.

3.0.2 Long-Run Entry, Exit Decisions, and Value Functions

Fixed Costs and Entry Costs I assume that transition of the state variables

occur every five years. In each year t, stores makes entry, exit, or continuation

decisions that are reflected in the market-level state smt+5 in the next time period.

At the end of the current period, incumbent store i chooses between exiting and

incurring the fixed cost of continuation. Store i’s continuation cost is given by

FC(θ1|ChainTypei, smt) + λ1,imt, (3.2)

where the average fixed cost, FC(·), is common across all stores with the same chain

size category as i and varies with market conditions smt. Expected fixed cost from

exiting is normalized to 0. Store i also receives additive, private information cost

shocks λ1,imt to the fixed cost of continuation and λ2,imt for the exit option.
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The fixed cost of operation includes land rent and labor cost as well as the cost

of building and maintaining interactions with upstream suppliers. Fixed cost differs

across chain size categories as large chain stores may be able to lower fixed cost.

For example, large chain stores with lower expectation of default risk may face more

favorable lease conditions. Their higher volume of book purchases and stronger

bargaining power in negotiating with upstream publishers tend to translate into

lower input cost for books.

Likewise, potential entrants from each chain size category draws an additive entry

cost shock κi to its average entry cost ECEnt(θ1|ChainTypei, smt), which is indexed

by time period t and chain size category ChainTypei. I assume that online pene-

tration measures affect store-level profitability only through affecting the store-level

revenue and equilibrium play. Online competition does not directly affect entry cost

or continuation costs across stores.

Transition of the State Variables The number of players across chain size

categories tomorrow is determined by the realized choice of being in the market across

potential entrants and incumbents stores in mt. Online penetration, on the other

hand, evolves following a first-order Markov process specified by a logistic diffusion

curve:

Onlinemt+5 =
1

1 + A(smt) · e−B(smt)·(t−1997)
, (3.3)

where A(·) and B(·) are linear in market characteristics, including Onlinemt, in

period t.

Store Value and Policy Functions The incumbent store’s ex-ante value func-

tion, V ChainTypei,I
i,t , captures expected profit at the beginning of the period-t game

prior to the realization of the private reposition cost shocks. Before writing out

the store’s value functions, some notation is introduced. Let Ω denote the profit of

Markov strategies across players, and ε the vector of reposition cost shocks across
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the current period’s participants. Before choosing its continuation decision, an in-

cumbent store i receives private shocks λ1, λ2 to its respective continuation and exit

decisions, drawn iid from a Type I extreme value distribution with scale parameter

σcont.

The ex-ante value function can be expressed recursively as follows:

V ChainTypei,Ii,t (smt; Ω(smt))=
1− β5

1− β
E
ε
[πi(Ω(smt, ε), smt, εi)]

+ E
{λ′1,λ′2}

max{β5 E
smt+5

[
V ChainTypei,Ii,t+5 (smt+5; Ω)|smt

]
− FCI(θ1|ChainTypei, smt) + λ1,+λ2}

The value function for all incumbent establishments (“I”) with ChainTypei is

identical given the state vector smt as stores within ChainTypei are indistinguishable.

Incumbent store i chooses to remain in operation in the next period if its realized

fixed cost net of the difference of random components to the choices is less than its

discounted expected future profit, β5
E
[
V ChainTypei,I
i,t+5 ((smt+5; Ω((smt+5))|smt

]
:

β5

∫
V ChainTypei,I
i,t+5 ((smt+5; Ω((smt+5))f((smt+5|Ω(smt), smt)d(smt+5)

≥ FCI(θ1|ChainTypei, smt) + λ2,imt − λ1,imt

Similarly, given the unobserved shocks κ1,imt and κ2,imt to remaining outside of

the market or entering, a potential entrant enters if the discounted future value of

entry is greater than the entry cost:

β5
E[V ChainTypei,Ent

i,t+5 (smt+5; Ω)|smt)] ≥ ECEnt(θ1|ChainTypei, smt) + κ2,imt − κ1,imt,

where given the realized market configuration smt+5 at time t+5, the continuation

value for an entrant, V ChainTypei,Ent
i,t+5 (smt+5; Ω)|smt) is the same as that of an incum-

bent from the same chain size category.

Under the assumption that the error terms {λ1, λ2} are drawn from a Type I

extreme value distribution with standard deviation σCont, the choice probability for
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store i’s continuation decision χ(smt, λ) = 1 takes on the closed-form expression in

terms of the conditional value function vChainTypei,Ii,t :

Pr(χ(smt, λ) = 1) =

exp

((
vChainTypei,Ii,t (smt, χ = 1)

)
/σCont

)
1 + exp((vChainTypei,Ii,t (smt, χ = 1))/σCont)

(3.4)

Following the Hotz-Miller (Hotz and Miller (1993)) approach, when the additive

error terms λ are i.i.d over time, differences in the conditional value functions can

be expressed as functions of the choice probabilities alone. In particular, the value

function in period t+1, V ChainTypei,I
i,t+1 (smt+5; Ω(smt+5)), can be rewritten as a function

of the choice-specific value function and the choice probabilities associated with the

exit choice, χ = 0:

V ChainTypei,I
i,t+1 (smt+5; Ω(smt+5))

= σContγ + vChainTypei,Ii,t+1 (sm,t+1, χ = 0)− σContln(Pr(χ = 0|smt+1)) (3.5)

Exploiting the fact that choosing exit terminates the dynamic decision process,

the conditional value function for exiting is simply the expected profit from the second

stage of the static game where players make product reposition decisions. Hence the

ex-ante value function, E
[
V ChainTypei,I
i,t+5 (smt+5; Ω(smt+5))|smt

]
, which integrates over

tomorrow’s states sm,t+5 given today’s state sm,t, becomes∫ [1− β5

1− β
E
ε
[πi(Ω(smt+5, ε), smt+5, εi)]− σContln(Pr(χi = 0|smt+5))

]
f(smt+5|smt)dsmt+5 + σContγ

Substituting the above expression for the continuation value into the conditional

value function vChainTypei,Ii,t (smt, χ = 1) from equation 3.4 yields the following terms

which enter the continuation choice probability in period t:

−EC
σCont

+
β5

σCont

{∫ [1− β5

1− β
E
ε
[πi(Ω(smt+5, ε), smt+5, εi)]− σContln(Pr(χi = 0|smt+5))

]
f(smt+5|smt)dsmt+5

+σContγ
}

(3.6)
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The above expression provides the basis for estimating the fixed cost or entry

cost parameters across chain types via maximum likelihood. In particular, expected

profit from the second stage of the game in period t+ 5 and the continuation CCP’s

are estimated separately in the first stage. Entry costs varying with local market

characteristics and chain size categories, as well as the variance for the unobserved

portion of the entry choice, are calculated in the second stage from a logit MLE.

In sum, I leverage the dynamic model of store-level profitability, combined with

the observed participation and product reposition decisions across stores, to in-

fer the distribution of entry costs (ECEnt(θ1|ChainTypei, smt)), continuation costs

(FCI(θ1|ChainTypei, smt), and reposition costs (C(smt|θ2, ChainTypei)) across stores.

The error variance components to the store’s choices, which affect how sensitive store-

level choices are to changes in revenue or continuation values, are estimated using

the model as well.

3.1 Estimation and Results

The model is estimated using conditional choice probabilities techniques (Bajari

et al. (2007), Hotz and Miller (1993)) which circumvent the need to compute an

equilibrium to the dynamic game as is sometimes required in estimation routines.

The variant of the two-step method involves estimating the reduced form distribution

of actions given states and transition probabilities for the state variables as a first-

order Markov process in a first-stage. Furthermore, I construct simulation estimates

of the value functions in the first stage, taking as input estimates for the primitives

from the static per-period profit function as well as the reduced form policies and

state transition functions. Estimates of the first-stage equilibrium value functions

and net continuation values are in turn used to back out continuation costs and

private shock distributions. Entry cost is backed out in a similar fashion. Finally,

the recovered cost distributions are used as inputs when calculating the long-run
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profitability across stores.

3.1.1 Revenue Function Parameters

To quantify how a store’s profit margin varies with changes in online activities, I

take a reduced-form approach in specifying store-level revenue as a flexible function of

online penetration rates and local market condition variables. Given online penetra-

tion rate Onlinemt and the realized number of brick-and-mortar store counts across

chain size and store type, the relationship between realized revenue for a store from

chain size category ChainTypei and store- or market-level covariates is described by

log(revi)

= α1,ChainTypeiOnlinemt + α2,ChainTypeiBothi + α3,ChainTypeiOnlinemt ×Bothi

+ β′
ChainTypei

Competitionmt

+ hChainTypei(Xmt) + εi. (3.7)

Here α1,ChainTypei measures the relationship between store-level sales and MSA-

level online penetration. The coefficient on the interaction between online penetra-

tion and the store’s choice of multi-product type, α3,ChainTypei , measures the extent to

which switching to the “Both” type moderates the negative impact of Onlinemt. The

vector Competitionmt controls for brick-and-mortar competition in book retail.

This vector consists of the brick-and-mortar store counts across store i’s competi-

tors, broken down by chain size category and “Books Only” or “Both” type, as well

as quadratic terms of store counts to control for the diminishing effect of competi-

tion. Market-level demand and cost-shifters Xmt are included as a quadratic function

hChainTypei(Xmt). Local market characteristics from Xmt include median income, un-

employment rate, population, percent of college graduates, percent urbanized area,

and percent of population over 65 years of age. I attributed all of the discrepancies

between observed sales and the model, εi,m,t, to classical measurement error. The
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sales specification includes year and MSA fixed effects as well.

Table B.1 reports the revenue parameter estimates for Equation 3.7, estimated

separately via OLS for each chain size category. Standard errors are clustered at the

MSA level, and the standard deviation for the error term is needed to exponentiate

predicted revenue and obtain expected revenue in levels. Comparing the coefficient

on Onlinemt across chain size categories suggests that revenue for a “books only”

large chain store declines at a fastest rate as Onlinemt increases. Increasing online

penetration rate within an MSA by 10 percentage points corresponds to an 8 per-

cent decline in sales for a store operated by a large chain, as oppposed to a 7 percent

decline in sales for a single-unit store. This prediction is consistent with local book-

stores having unobserved store characteristics, such as having a more knowledgeable

staff and creating the bookstore as a destination in itself, which helps to make local

bookstores less substitutable with the online channel.

Next I compare the coefficients on the Onlinemt and Bothi interaction terms

across chain size categories. One expects bookstores with a non-book sector to be

more insulated from online competition. Book is one of the product categories whose

features can be easily inferred without a prior physical inspection of the product.

Since consumers are more likely to switch to the online channel for the books category,

the negative impact of online competition on the revenue of a “Both” type store may

be weaker than the impact on a Books-Only store. The coefficient estimates on

Onlinemt×Bothi suggest that the gains from converting to a “Both” type is largest

for the large chains category. A possible explanation for the negative and statistically

significant term on the interaction term for single-unit stores is that, depending on

specialization, a great deal of heterogeneity in reposition costs exists among single-

unit stores. Specialty bookstores are more likely to be smaller stores. A specialty

bookstore selling all mystery titles and catering to a specific clientele niche may

incur relatively higher opportunity costs when branching into non-book products.
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A second possibility is that single-unit bookstores tend to be precisely those with

higher non-book product variety. The consumer’s marginal utility being decreasing

in non-book product variety may also be in line with the negative coefficient on

Onlinemt ×Bothi for single-unit stores.

3.1.2 Stores’ Strategy Functions

To forward simulate industry outcomes both with and without online compe-

tition, I generate simulated paths of play using the estimated conditional choice

probabilities for the stores’ entry/exit, continuation, and product reposition deci-

sions from binary logit models. Tables B.2 and B.3 provide some summary statistics

for entry and survival rates across chain size categories. Higher survival rates among

large chain stores is in line with the overall trend in the shift in activities towards

large chains taking place across retail trade sectors.

Entry/Exit and Continuation Conditional Choice Probabilities Reduced-

form policy functions describe the stores’ behavioral response to online competition

along the extensive margin across chain size categories. The main specification de-

scribing logit entry choice probabilities among potential entrant pools stores across

chain size categories. The state variables include the measure of online activities

(Onlinemt) and difference in adjustment to online activities (Online × 1SmallChains

and Online×1LargeChains across chain size categories. These covariates enter the logit

specification linearly, and higher order terms are excluded to avoid overfitting the

data. Dummy variables 1SmallChains and 1LargeChains are included to accommodate

different entry rates across chain size categories. Proxies for competition measures

from traditional bookstores are log of brick-and-mortar store counts by chain size

category from the previous Census waves. Lagged store counts enter in log form to

allow for the diminishing effect of establishment presence. To accommodate more

flexible competition patterns across traditional stores, the coefficients on the log of
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lagged store count terms are allowed to vary across chain size categories. To soak up

other factors influencing entry/exits across stores, additional local market character-

istics enter the specifications as a quadratic function of the state variables such as

demographic characteristics variables from ACS 2005-2010. Finally, it may be worth-

while to note that the year fixed effects are omitted from the regression in order to

exploit the over time variation in online penetration. Large chain stores tend to make

decisions jointly across markets in response to online competition. The regression

relies on over time variation to help identify the impact of Onlinemt on the strategy

functions. I assume that the logit shocks are independent across establishments,

markets, and time periods.

The same reduced-form regression specification described above applies when

estimating behavioral strategies describing the continuation decisions of the current

period’s players.

Reposition Conditional Choice Probabilities The approach for estimat-

ing reposition policy function is similar to the regression strategy described above

for estimating responses along the extensive margin. The main difference with the

reposition strategies is that I use the current period’s brick-and-mortar establish-

ment counts to proxy for competition from the traditional channel. The coefficient

estimates for logit reposition CCPs suggest that increase in MSA-level online pen-

etration is most strongly associated with increasing the chance that a large chain

store becomes a “Both” type. By comparison, the coefficient on Onlinemt for single-

unit stores seem to suggest that, on average, a single-unit store seems to exhibit the

opposite behavior. These patterns are in line with the revenue function estimates,

which indicate that, for an average single-unit store, switching to the “Both” type

further decreases store-level sales as online penetration increases.
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3.1.3 Store-level Profits and Producer Surplus

3.1.4 Reposition Cost Estimates

Reposition cost, at the level of MSA-year-chain size category, backed out from

reposition decision subgame is compared against the difference in expected revenue

between a “Both” or a “Books Only” type. Table B.4 summarizes the cost-benefit

analysis across CRT years for each chain size category. The change in expected

revenue, E[revi(smt)|Both] − E[revi(smt)|BooksOnly], is calculated conditional on

the market configuration from the first stage of the game as observed in the data.

Large chain stores tend to have higher reposition cost when compared to smaller

stores, while the expected benefit for large chain stores is much lower than that

for local and single-unit stores. In 1997, an average bookstore operated by a large

chain suffers a loss in revenue of roughly $ 720,000 when choosing “both” over “books

only”, holding fixed the competitors’ equilibrium strategies. However, the gains from

becoming a “Both” type increases over time within the large chains category. Com-

pared to the smaller firms, stores within the large chains category experienced the

greatest increase in expected benefit, E[revi(smt)|Both] − E[revi(smt)|BooksOnly],

between years 1997 to 2012. By 2012, a large chain store gains on average 190,000

from switching to the “both” type. In contrast, the gains from becoming a multi-

product store did not increase much over time for the average single-unit store.

3.1.5 Entry Cost, Continuation Cost, and Dynamic Benefits

Tables B.5 and B.6 summarize differences in entry cost, continuation cost, the

value of an incumbent continuing in operation, and the value of entering across

establishment-year observations from the post-97 bookstores panel. The average

expected value of continuation and entry both increase with chain size, with the

average value of continuation being greater than the value of entry within the same

chain size category. In particullar, the value of an incumbent large chain store
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continuing in operation, V ChainTypei,I
i,t (smt; Ω(smt)) from Equation , is on average $ 37

million, compared to less than $20 million for a single-unit store.

Large chainstores tend to have higher upfront entry cost. In contrast, the trun-

cated mean of continuation cost, or continuation cost conditional on survival, is

smallest for the large chains category. The expected fixed cost of continuation condi-

tional on survival, or the truncated mean over the values of the logit error for which

“continuation” choice is the store’s optimal response, is on average $ 1.23 million

for a single-unit store. The average continuation cost is for a large chain store is

about one fourth that of a single-unit store’s cost. On the other hand, a large chain

store’s entry cost after adjusting for selection, is about 3 times the corresponding

value for a single-unit store. According to Barnes & Noble’s annual report from year

2012,3 the overall average store size of a Barnes & Noble store is 26,000 square feet.

The vast floorspace, oftentimes spread out over multiple floors, allowed each Barnes

& Nobe store to feature a wide selection of books, ranging from 22,000 to 165,000

titles. As the entry cost captures the one-time fixed cost of building a bookstore,

higher average entry cost for the large chainstores is in line with expansive floor space

that allowed the superstores to hold a comprehensive title selection. By comparison,

lower fixed cost of continuation among the large chain stores may reflect the fact that

these stores are precisely the ones benefitting from economies of scale in the form of

distribution networks and cost-sharing among neighboring stores. Futhermore, large

chain stores with lower expectation of default risk may also be precisely the ones

facing lower implicit or explicit rental cost.

3.2 Comparison of Equilibrium Market Structure Across Two Worlds

Impact of Online Competition on Industry Composition To quantify

the effect of online competition on the equilibrium distribution of firm size and the

3http://forinvestors.barnesandnobleinc.com
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stores’ choice of product selection, I apply the conditional choice probabilities esti-

mated from section 3.1.2 to forward simulate market outcomes both under no online

competition and under growth in online penetration following the path observed in

the actual data. Setting Onlinemt = 0 in each period corresponds to the counterfac-

tual, where players receive a favorable draw of online competition in each period but

expect online penetration to be growing over time, starting with today’s favorable

draw of a low Onlinemt. The underlying assumption when applying the “reduced

form” policy functions for stores’ strategy is that the same Markov perfect equilib-

rium profile is played across all markets and for all time periods t, regardless of the

observed value of online penetration. This approach for applying the “reduced form”

distribution of observed actions given the states, rather than estimating the player’s

strategy functions, is used in Benkard et al. (2010). As mentioned in that paper, an

advantage of the “reduced form” approach is that one remains agnostic about the

form of the private shocks inducing the distribution of observation actions given the

state.

Tables B.7-B.10 compare summary statistics drawn from industry simulations

under the base case where growth in online penetration within each msa-year follows

the observed path from the data and the alternative world with no online penetra-

tion. Simulations were initiated at the observed industry structure for 1997 and use

identical random draws across the two regimes.

First, consider Table B.7, which reports industry-wide establishment counts summed

over the years 2002, 2007, and 2012, by chain size category. Comparing differences

in the average forecasts between the online versus no online world, the large chains

category experienced the largest percentage increase in total establishment counts

when online penetration is set to 0 each period. Looking across the chain size cat-

egories, the large chains and single-unit stores experienced a 10% and 8% increase

in respective total store counts in the no online regime. The difference between the
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two worlds is smallest for the small chains category, with the expansion for the small

chains category being less than 4% in the no online competition world.

Differences across chain size categories in the equilibrium effect of online com-

petition hold true broadly when comparing the over time trends across chain size

categories. Starting off with on average the same number of establishments within

each chain size category for the two worlds in 2002, Table B.8 shows the growing

gaps between the two worlds thereafter. By 2012, the industry-wide establishment

counts for the large chains category in the no online world have expanded to 24%

more than the regime with online competition. Increase in establishment counts be-

tween the two regimes for the single-unit stores and small chains category is slightly

less. In 2012, the difference is 19% for single-unit stores and 12% for small chains.

Tables B.9 and B.10 break down the store count in each world by incumbent versus

entrant distinction. As there are more than twice as many incumbents as entrants,

much of the difference in total establishment count across chain size categories is

driven by difference within incumbent stores. In particular, by 2012, establishment

count averaged across simulations for the large chains category in the no online world

surpassed its counterpart in the online world by roughly 23 %. The difference across

the two worlds is merely 10 % for single-unit incumbent stores.

Impact of Online Competition on Growth in Product Variety Tables

B.11 and B.12 taken together point to differences in the presence of “Both” type

stores across the two market regimes within chain size categories. The over time

changes within chain size categories from Table B.11 suggests the share of “Both”

type stores increased the most for the large chains category in response to growing

online presence. The fraction of “Both” type with the single-unit stores and small

chains category remained relatively stable across the CRT waves, hovering between

40% to 50%. In contrast, the “catching up” from roughly 16% to 44% within the

large chains category suggests that the large chain stores have become more alike
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with local bookstores over time.

Comparing tables B.11 and B.12 show that the difference across regimes is largest

for the large chains category. Without online competition, there is no discernable

growth over time for the large chains category. Within the single-unit stores and

small chains categories, the share of “Both” type stores remained roughly the same

across the two worlds and over time for each market regime.

Reallocation of Producer Surplus Across Chain Size Categories The

overall effect of online competition on producer surplus across chain size categories

is a priori unclear. Removal of the online channel favors both increases in per-period

revenue and higher entry and survival rates. Hence the direct effect of removing

online competition is an expansion in producer surplus. However, an increase in the

number of large chain stores increases the competitive pressure on single-unit stores,

mitigating a potential increase in long-run profitability for the smallest stores. I

quantify the difference in producer welfare between the no online competition world

and a world where online competition evolves according to the observed path from

the data.

Evaluating Producer Surplus Producer surplus is defined as the discounted

sum of the stream of expected future profits. To lighten the computational burden

with evaluating producer surplus, again I use CCP-based methods which exploit

the mapping between future values and the conditional choice probabilities that are

estimated directly from the data. When the error component to the continuation

or entry choice is drawn from a Type I extreme value distribution, producer sur-

plus takes on a closed-form expression as a function of expected per-period static

profit and the scale of the error component for the continuation/entry choice. In

particular, producer surplus for an incumbent store, or its ex-ante value function

V ChainTypei,I
i,t (smt; Ω(smt)) from Equation 3.1.5, in the absence of online competition,

is given by
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1− β5

1− β
E
ε
[πi(ΩNoOnline(smt, ε), smt, εi)]

+σContln

(
exp

β5
E[V ChainTypei,Ii,t+1,NoOnline(smt+5; ΩNoOnline(smt+5))|smt]− ECI(θ1|ChainTypei, smt)

σCont



+exp(0)

)
+ σContγ

Again using the mapping between the value function difference and the choice

probabilities, the ex-ante value function in period t + 5 can be computed by condi-

tioning on the exit choice as∫ [1− β5

1− β
E
ε
[πi(ΩNoOnline(smt+5, ε), smt+5, εi)]

− σContln(Pr(χi,NoOnline = 0|smt+5))
]
fNoOnline(smt+5|smt)dsmt+5

+ σContγ (3.8)

Calculating producer surplus numerically involves using the first-stage estimates

of the CCP’s evaluated at Onlinemt = 0, as well as estimates of the static payoff

function parameters and the continuation cost distribution.

Difference in Producer Surplus Between the Two Regimes Comparison

of the HHI snapshots across the two worlds does not suggest much difference in

measures of market concentration. While one might expect revenue share for chains

to be most negatively affected in the online world, the chains’ competitive response

to the decline in revenue from being “books-only” stores is to shift toward non-book

product offerings in lieu of books. Comparison of producer surplus across the two

worlds suggest starker differences. The effect of shutting down the online channel on

industry aggregate NPV, summed across all incumbents and entrants and lumping

together the CRT waves 2002, 2007, and 2012, is a roughly xx % increase in total

producer surplus. The percentage expansion in total producer surplus is about xx%

among incumbents and xx% among entrants.
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The largest chain stores took the largest hit in reduction of producer surplus.

Tables B.13, ??, and B.15 summarize the difference in producer welfare between the

two worlds, broken down by chain size category. As shown in Table B.13, growth in

producer surplus is largest for the large chains category, both among all establish-

ments and within the entrant or incumbent category. In particular, overall producer

surplus, taking into account all changes in market structure, increased by over 17%

for the large chains, followed by an 9 % increase for single-unit stores and a merely

4 % increase for small chains. Tables ?? and B.15 illustrate growing differences over

time between the two regimes, broken down by chain size category and by incum-

bent versus entrant distinction within each chain size category. As online penetration

surged in the online world, by 2012, the percentage difference in average producer

surplus increased to nearly 34 % for the large chains category and 21 % for single-unit

stores . Meanwhile, the growth in producer surplus for the small chains remained

less than 12% in 2012.

3.3 Decomposing the Effect of Online Competition on Equilibrium
Market Structure

The equilibrium effect of online competition across traditional bookstores, as

observed in the data, can in fact be decomposed into two channels. There is the

direct effect of online competition crowding out sales among traditional stores. The

direct effect of online competition favors the local bookstores over the large chains, in

part because the local bookstores offer greater non-book product variety. The second,

indirect effect of online competition operates through competition across brick-and-

mortar stores. Without considering product reposition incentives across stores, as the

online channel induced the largest decline in store presence among the largest chain

stores, the local bookstores face less competitive pressure from the largest chains.

The local bookstores may have indirectly benefitted by absorbing market shares from
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the exiting large chain stores. However, as surviving large chain stores respond to

online competition by diversifying their product offerings, local bookstores and large

chains become closer substitutions. The indirect effect of online competition on local

bookstores through the product variety channel potentially offsets the positive effect

of online competition through the store attrition channel. Whether the indirect effect

reinforces or negates the direct effect is determined empirically.

I separate the direct and indirect effects on local bookstores quantitatively as

follows. To simulate market outcomes in a world where local bookstores are only

responding to the direct effect of online competition only, I shut down the large

chainstore’s adjustment to growth in online competition. More concretely, market

outcomes for local bookstores are simulated using the CCPs as described in section

3.1.2, where local bookstores are responding to both lagged measures of online com-

petition and lagged competition measures from other brick-and-mortar stores. In

contrast, market outcomes for the largest chainstores are simulated using the policy

functions while setting online equal to 0 in all periods. The local bookstores are in

turn responding to a greater number of large chainstores in equilibrium. The dif-

ference in market outcomes between the aforementioned world with the direct effect

of online competition and the world from Section 3.2 capturing the overall effect of

online competition can be attributed to the indirect effect of online competition.

Comparing the local bookstores’ market outcomes across the “overall effect”

world and “direct effect” world suggests that the equilibrium effect of online compe-

tition, which is the composite of the positive and negative effects from the various

margins of adjustments, is dominated by the direct effect. Tables B.16 and ?? report

summary statistics for establishment count and long-run profitabiliity measures for

the world where policy simulations isolate the direct effect of online competition on

the single-unit stores and small chains. The average across 100 market simulations

are compared across both the world isolating the direct effect of e-commerce on local
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stores and the world with the overall effect of online competition. Percentage differ-

ences relative to the benchmark world where all chain size categories are responding

to the online channel from Section ?? are reported. Establishment counts and pro-

ducer surplus for single-unit stores and small chains are slightly smaller under the

“direct effect” when compared to the “overall effect” benchmark. This suggests that

the difference between the two worlds, the indirect effect of the online channel, fa-

vors the local bookstores. However, the fact that the differences between the overall

effect and direct effect on local bookstores are small suggest that most of the effect

of online competition on local bookstores is driven by direct response to e-commerce.

3.4 Conclusion

Tracing out changes in the national aggregate establishment counts for the book-

store industry, brick-and-mortar bookstore count increased by 30% between 1986 to

1994, starting at just over 10,000 in 1986. The growth trajectory is followed by a

decline of over 40% between 1994 to 2012.4 Overlapping with the period of decline in

bookstores establishment counts was a period of rapid e-commerce diffusion. Online

penetration rate, or online purchasing propensity, surged from less than 5% on aver-

age across MSAs in 1998 to over 50% by 2012. I exploit variation across MSA-years

in online penetration to quantify the adjustment process among brick-and-mortar

bookstores in response to online competition. I find that growth in online penetra-

tion is associated with the largest decline in establishment counts and profitability

among establishments operated by the largest bookstore chains. Moreover, much of

the difference in the impact of online competition across chain size is explained by

a difference in the level of non-book product variety. As non-book product offerings

helped to insulate bookstores from the online channel, surging online competition

prompted stores to expand their revenue share from non-book items. In particu-

4Tabulations are based on the County Business Patterns dataset at http://www.census.gov.
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lar, in the initial 1987-1992 time period, the average non-book revenue share among

stores operated by the largest chains was less than 15%, merely half of the average

value among single-unit stores. Over time, as growth in online competition dispro-

portionately displaced the largest chains, the largest chain stores expanded product

breadth most aggressively. As a result, non-book product variety across the chain

size categories converged over time. By the 2007-2012 time period, average non-book

revenue share was close to 30% across all three chain size categories.

The finding that online competition has dampened the growth of the most pro-

ductive large chains is perhaps surprising in light of the shift towards national chains

prior to the onset of online competition. The restructuring of retail trade sectors and

the growing prominence of national chains, not just within the bookstore industry,

has been highlighted in numerous studies. If cost efficiency is the main factor in

determining the relative impact of online competition across stores, one might ex-

pect that online competition would have a disproportionately large negative impact

on the smallest stores, leaving only the most efficient big chains. Departing from

previous studies, this paper shows that online competition has stunted the growth

of large chains. In particular, growth in online presence is associated with decline in

labor productivity (defined as sales per employee) across all brick-and-mortar stores,

with the decline being most pronounced among large chains.

While e-commerce has grown by leaps and bounds within the past twenty years,

the existing empirical literature on studying its heterogeneous effects across tradi-

tional retail stores is sparse. I view this paper as taking a first step along this

direction. Expanding on this work, I am conducting further investigation into the

effect of online competition on retail trade industries outside of bookstores. Another

industry for which the distinction between national retail chains and independent

stores may be particularly relevant is the Electronics & Appliances sector (NAICS

443). Circuit City and Radio Shack are two prominent examples of once thriving
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electronics chains that later declared bankruptcy. In the meantime, smaller, more

service-based stores, such as “[c]ustom computer programming” or “[c]omputer stores

primarily selling computers assembled from components at this location”, 5 may be

more insulated from the online channel. I leave richer investigation into the nature

and mechanisms underlying e-commerce’s effect for future work.

5Detailed Census of Retail Trade forms provide description of an establishment’s “principal
kind of business”.
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4

Do Merger Opportunities Spur Hard Drive Firms
to Innovate More?

4.1 Hard Drive Industry Background

The exploding use of computers, electronic gadgets, and corporate datacenters

have fueled increasing demand for hard drives from businesses and consumers. De-

spite competition from alternative storage technologies such as solid state drives and

flash memory, global shipment units across all three markets, Desktop, Enterprise,

and Mobile 2.5, have been trending upwards over the time period 1997-2010. Desktop

shipment dominated that of Enterprise and Mobile 2.5 shipment in the beginning

periods. In quarter 1 of 1997, with over 22 million desktop drive sold, shipment

volume for desktop drives was over 5 times that of enterprise drives and nearly 6

times that of Mobile 2.5 inch drives. The gap between desktop drive production

and enterprise production further widened as the market for desktop drives grew

at a quarterly rate of 4.4 percent while the enterprise market grew at a rate of 1.7

percent quarterly. Compared to desktop and enterprise, the Mobile 2.5inch mar-

ket experienced the steepest production growth beginning around quarter 2 of 2004.
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With a quarterly growth rate of 21.4 percent beginning in quarter 2 of 2004, total

production for Mobile 2.5inch drives surpassed Desktop production in the last three

quarters pre-2011.

Surging demand for hard drives may foster R & D investment since the expected

return to any given level of R & D effort depends on expected firm output. However,

looking at capacity growth rate over time within the desktop, enterprise, and mobile

2.5 inch markets, one cannot discern a clear increase in this innovation outcome

variable over time in figures C.2 - C.9. On the contrary, looking at changes in the

market frontier and growth in market-share weighted maximum capacity averaged

across firms, the desktop and enterprise markets appear to have experienced slight

decline in capacity growth rate over time. Among the four firms surviving up until

2010 in the desktop market, Seagate and WD spearheaded the technological race.

They were among the first to introduce drives at the desktop market’s quality frontier

for 16 and 13 out of the last 18 quarters respectively. One can see in figure C.3 that

capacity growth for each firm has declined from nearly 100 % at the beginning of

1997 to 50 % at the end of 2010. Within the enterprise market, Seagate was the

technological leader for 50 out of 56 quarters while HGST produced at the market

frontier for 11 out of the last 18 periods. Again, one sees in figure C.6 that capacity

increase for the two firms has been trending downwards over the time period of our

dataset.

Concurrent with expanding hard drive shipment volume and the lack of a notice-

able increase in capacity growth rate are the trends of increasing market concentra-

tions in the desktop and enterprise markets. Due to firm exits and consolidations,

the number of firms in the desktop market dropped from 9 to 4 while the number

of enterprise players decreased from 8 to 4. Decrease in the number of firms coin-

cides with changes in market concentration for the desktop and enterprise markets,
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as portrayed in figures C.10 - C.13. The two pronounced jumps in concentration in

the desktop market are accounted for by Maxtor’s acquisition of Quantum around

April of 2001 and Seagate’s acquisition of Maxtor around May of 2006. Seagate and

WD’s desktop market shares were both growing over time, and each accounted for

roughly 40% of the desktop disk drive production in 2010. Seagate has also been

the dominant player in the Enterprise market, with enterprise market share climbing

above roughly 60% starting in quarter 2 of 2007.

While the number of firms in the industry peaked at 85 in 1985, the industry

shakeout phase beginning in the late 1980s include the time period 1997-2010 for this

dataset. With the exception of the fringe firm Excelstor, there was no new entrant in

either the desktop or enterprise market in the dataset. Hitachi was absent from the

desktop market in the initial time periods but became a participant upon inheriting

IBM’s desktop disk drive division. Fujitsu’s desktop market share dipped to close to

zero prior to its acquisition by Toshiba, who discontinued desktop drive production

afterwards. Within the enterprise market, except for the transfer of enterprise disk

drive production from Fujitsu to Toshiba, there was no additional entry.

Whereas the desktop and enterprise markets appear to be in their mature stage

with increasing market concentration and slowing quality growth, the Mobile 2.5 inch

market witnessed entries from WD in 2004 quarter 3 and Samsung in 2004 quarter 4.

As depicted in figures C.14 and C.15, the decline in market concentration measured

by Hrf, from the beginning of 2004 to mid-2007, corresponds to Samsung and WD’s

market share increases at the expense of its competitors over the same time period.

The jump in market concentration prior to 2004Q1 reflects Hitachi’s merger with

IBM which allowed the firms to combine their market shares.

To assess the overall effect of increasing market concentration on the firms’ inno-

vation incentives and realized capacity growth, relevant factors include the closeness
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of competition among hard drive firms and the ability of firms with different tech-

nological positions to realize investment returns. As mergers decrease competition,

firms’ pre-innovation rent increases. For market leaders such as Seagate and WD in

the desktop market, one potential implication of reduced competition is that there

is less incentive to innovate in order to escape the competition. However, firms have

sufficient incentives to invest in R & D only if post-innovation market competition

allows them to recover the cost of R & D. The disk drive industry is fiercely com-

petitive with very little product differentiation across firms and ready substitution

across products offered by rival firms. First-to-market innovators typically enjoy slim

leads because rivals tend to introduce comparable products within a relatively short

time. For example, consider the desktop market with the technological race depicted

in figure C.16. For approximately 27 percent of the quarters, or more precisely 15

out of 56 quarters, there is a single firm capturing leadership with the same firm

being the unique market leader in the previous quarter. Looking within the time

period starting with Seagate’s acquisition of Maxtor in 2006 quarter 3, the unique

technological leader is able to remain at the innovation frontier for at most 2 quar-

ters before being overtaken or matched by a competitor. Figure C.16 suggests that

Seagate, WD, and Hitachi appear well matched in their technological positions. For

15 out of the last 18 quarters, or roughly 72 % of the quarters, there is at least 2

firms at the market frontier.

For example, in the last 18 quarters in the Desktop market with 4 surviving

firms, Seagate, WD, HGST, and Samsung manufactured drives with capacity at the

within-quarter market frontier drive for 16, 13, 12, and 6 quarters respectively. There

are 13 quarters with at least two players offering the market frontier product. Hence

the overall effect of greater market concentration and market power is to increase

innovation incentives through increasing the returns of innovation.
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For 26 out of 56, or roughly 46 % of the quarters, there is a single firm captur-

ing technological leadership in the desktop market. However, for approximately 27

percent of the quarters, or more precisely 15 out of 56 quarters, there is a single

firm capturing leadership where the same firm being the unique market leader in the

previous quarter. Looking within the time period starting with Seagate’s acquisition

of Maxtor in 2006 quarter 3, the unique technological leader is able to remain at the

innovation frontier for at most 2 quarters before being overtaken or matched by a

competitor.

Detection of slight slowdown in capacity growth within the desktop and enter-

prise markets may also reflect the increasing technological challenges in sustaining

capacity growth. Practically speaking, increasing disk drive’s overall storage capac-

ity requires increasing the drive’s areal density, or the amount of information that

can be placed within a given area on a disc drive. For the 40 years prior to the mid-

2000’s, longitudinal recording technology has been used to record information on a

disk drive. As there are technological constraints on much the data bits on a disc

can be made smaller and pact closer together, extending the quality envelope has

become increasingly complex and challenging over time. To maintain areal density

growth, firms have explored alternative data storage technologies such as perpen-

dicular recording technology and heat assisted magnetic recording technology. For

example, Seagate’s R & D investment effort led to the introduction of perpendicular

hard drives in 2005. However, additional R & D activities are required to fine-tune

the production process in order increase production yields and manufacture perpen-

dicular drives at high volumes to meet the demand of large downstream OEMs. In

sum, the decline in capacity growth may be the result of rising R & D cost needed

to achieve the same level of capacity upgrade over time, where R & D investment

is required both to develop a new product and meet the manufacturing ensuing
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manufacturing challenges.

For preliminary evidence consistent with a “slowdown” in the effectiveness of R &

D over time, figure C.21 plots the ratio of capacity growth to R & D spending for the

firms Quantum, Maxtor, Seagate, and WD. Capacity growth for a firm is measured

as the weighted average of the firm’s change in maximum capacity within a market,

where the weights are shipment units in the different markets. Within-market ca-

pacity upgrade is defined in relative terms, as the increment in a firm’s maximum

capacity between consecutive years divided by the firm’s maximum capacity from

the last year. In our measure of R & D effectiveness, R & D is reported in millions

of dollars.

A regression of R & D effectiveness on year indicates that, allowing for firm FE’s,

the 14 year time window is associated with a decline in R & D efficiency of roughly

0.004. From a similar regression with the firm-year observations weighted by R & D

spending, the decline in R & D efficiency associated with the time period of our data

is roughly 0.003. While the magnitude of the slowdown appears slight, in regressions

with only 37 observations, the coefficient on year is statistically significant at 5 %

level in the weighted regression and 10 % level in the unweighted version.

4.1.1 Data

Quarterly IDC data from 1997 to 2010 provides information on disk drive unit

shipments, average prices, and product quality measures at the firm-product level.

For each submarket, we define a “product” as a disk drive with a particular size, ac-

cess time, and capacity range. For example, all post-05 desktop drives are 3.5” with

access time 5400, 7200, or 10000 rpm (rotations per minute). Then desktop drives

with 7200rpm and capacities in the range 400-499.9GB are considered the same prod-

uct, distinct from the 5400rpm desktop drives with the same capacity range. For
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each multi-product firm in a driveclass-formfactor category, IDC reports the ship-

ment units and prices for every product. Over the time period of our dataset, there

are in total 3242 firm-product observations in the desktop market, 2624 observations

in the mobile 2.5 market, and 1745 observations in the enterprise market.

IDC data includes additional drive characteristics such as the average number of

heads per drive and average number of disks per drives. This information is available

by capacity ranges but not further broken down by rpm.

Tables C.1, C.2, and C.3 provide summary statistics for the primary variables

measuring product innovation outcomes. Maximum capacity and average capacity,

both defined per formfactor-rpm-firm-quarter, are the highest observed and units-

weighted capacity for a formfactor-rpm-firm in a given quarter. Range(maximum

capacity) and standard deviation(maximum capacity) provide summary statistics

for the spread of maximum capacity and average capacity across firms within a

year, quarter, formfactor, and rpm. Improved drive performance is described by

∆(maximum capacity) and ∆(average capacity). They give the difference in maxi-

mum and average capacities for the same formfactor-rpm-quarter across consecutive

time periods. The table also reports summary statistics for relative change in capaci-

ties, given by ∆rel(maxcapacity) = maxcapacityt−maxcapacityt−1

maxcapacityt−1
and ∆rel(averagecapacity) =

averagecapacityt−averagecapacityt−1

averagecapacityt−1
. Increases in maximum and average capacities are highly

right-skewed. The median of ∆(maximumcapacity) are zero across all three markets

while the medians of ∆(averagecapacity) are positive, reflecting the obsolescence of

the lower capacity drives over time.

The tables C.4, C.5, and C.6 below summarizes the number of firms producing

the maximum capacity over all firms in a quarter for a given formfactor and rpm.
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The last row of each table describes the number of products within a formfactor-rpm

offered by a firm. Intense competition forces firms to produce many variants of their

products in order to secure sales.

Figures C.22 and C.23 graph the falling prices per unit of capacity by firm for se-

lected capacities in the desktop 3.5 inch market. There tends to be greater dispersion

in prices when the product is first introduced. The prices converge as they “bottom

out” over time. The patterns of declining prices have a few possible explanations.

Besides falling prices for individual desktop drive components and input material,

reduction in price declines over time can also be due to learning curves that “bottom

out” or reduced experienced-based cost reduction as experience accumulates. An

alternative explanation is that firms are actively making process R & D decisions,

with the R & D cost function being convex in the level of cost reduction. It becomes

increasing costly for firms to invest in additional units of cost reduction as the cost

declines.

For the cost estimates are backed out from the static pricing decisions of firms,

the next set of figures displays the evolution of cost per unit of capacity for selected

firms in the desktop market. For each quarter, we rank disk drives produced by the

same firm by capacity separately for each rpm and compare the their costs. With

the noticeable exception of Hitachi, one feature of the costs is that the the lowest

and second lowest capacity drives within a period tend to have higher costs than

the higher capacity drives for several firms. A potential explanation is that manu-

facturing each drive involves fixed cost that is common across drives with different

capacities. The fixed cost includes costs for assembling the head, disk, actuator,

spindle motor, read/write electronics etc.
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4.2 Dynamic Investment Model with Exogenous Merger

I use the following dynamic investment framework to analyze how the possibility

of future mergers and post-merger decrease in competition impact the firms’ invest-

ment decisions. Employing an R & D cost function that exhibits increasing difficulty

of improving a firm’s quality frontier for higher quality levels, the model allows us

to explore the implications of mergers on innovation incentives in an environment

where R & D efficiency is declining over time. In particular, the model is used to

evaluate the extent to which the presence of mergers might offset some of the decline

in capacity growth attributed to decreasing R & D efficiency.

The dynamic framework of firm behavior in this model modifies the basic invest-

ment model outlined in Pakes and McGuire (1994) and Ericson and Pakes (1995).

One major difference is to incorporate merger decisions into the differentiated prod-

uct quality ladder model as follows. When a merger opportunity arises for a randomly

chosen pair of incumbents, firms in the merger pair compares the merger cost draw

with the net gain from merging. The gain from merging are shared between the two

parties through side-payments determined by the Nash Bargaining Solution with

equal bargaining power.

In each market indexed by time period t, there are i = 1, 2, . . . , Nt incumbent

firms. A firm i can be described by a firm-specific state sti = (ωti, γti), where ωti is

firm i’s quality frontier in period t and γti is the firm fixed effect which adjusts for

differences in demand across firms beyond differences in prices and drive characteris-

tics. Firms also respond to market-level demand and the marginal cost of producing

drives of different qualities in period t. Demand and production cost market condi-

tions are denoted byMt. The market-level state St is the composite of the state for

each firm and aggregate state Mt:
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St = {st1, st2, . . . , stNt ,Mt}.

Firms solve finite-horizon backward induction problems where a firm’s terminal

value in the last quarter T is the discounted sum of profits from earning its period-T

static profit in each period afterwards. In each period before T , firms have perfect

foresight of the size of next period’s market, improvements in consumer’s mean util-

ity from the outside option, and declines in the marginal cost of production for the

next period.

The game’s timing in any period is:

1. One randomly drawn pair of firms has the opportunity to merge this period.

Firms observe their merger cost c and bargain over whether or not to merge.

2. Firms selling multiple quality-differentiated products engage in Bertrand price

competition and set prices to maximize static profit.

3. Firms make investment decisions.

4. State variables for the beginning of the next period, including a vector sum-

marizing the updated quality frontiers across firms, are determined.

While we are not explicitly accounting for the firms’ exit decisions, our restriction

on the state space helps to generate the phasing out of the lower quality products and

firms over time. We restrict the state space by assuming that within each period, an

active firm offers maximum quality within k grids below the market frontier, where k

is some artificially chosen cutoff. When a firm’s realized maximum quality within a

period falls below the market cutoff, set the firm’s static profit in that period to zero.

As quality improvements are realized, the competitors’ quality can only increase over

time. Since a firm’s quality level can increase by at most one level by our assumption
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on the investment technology 4.14, once a firm’s quality level becomes sufficiently

low, the firm essentially exits forever.

2: Static demand, costs, and Bertrand price competition

Each firm is characterized by ω̄it, the maximum quality level that it can offer in

period t. Because the firms face demand composed of heterogeneous preferences for

quality, firm i sells a subset of products differing in quality levels. For the quality

grids below ω̄it, firms choose whether or not to offer each of the quality bins and the

corresponding optimal price. Proxying for the fixed cost of production, the model

assumes that each participating firm makes pricing decisions for a fixed number of

products below ω̄it, where the number of products per firm is common across firms

and time periods. Under Bertrand price competition with heterogeneous consumers,

the lowest quality products likely have the slimmest profit margins. The cutoff on

the number of product offerings per firm is a simple way to capture the firm’s optimal

product offerings in the presence of fixed cost of operation.

We consider the market demand for each of the four different types of drives:

desktop 3.5 inch, mobile 2.5 inch, mobile 1.8 inch, and enterprise. A market is

defined as the global market for a type of drives for each quarter from 1997 to 2010.

A consumer’s utility from purchasing product j with observable characteristics xjt

and unobservable quality ξjt is

uijt = xjtβt − αpjt + ξjt + εijt, (4.1)

where the taste vector βt may be time-dependent. Disk drive characteristics in-

clude price, log of capacity, rpm dummies, and the number of quarters since a given

rpm first appeared in the dataset. We also include firm fixed effects to control for

unmeasured attributes such as reliability which is known to be a concern for Max-

tor’s drives.
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Consumer’s utility from the no-purchase option is u0t = ν0t + ε0t. For consumers

who purchased hard drives in the previous quarters, the “outside options” include

using old drives and not upgrading to new ones. Another outside alternative for all

potential disk drive buyers is a solid-state drive (SSD). Compared to mechanical disk

drives, SSDs are data storage devices that offer faster speed performance in term of

input/output operations per seconds. SSDs are also more reliable and can better

withstand shocks and vibrations with damaging data integrity. Since the cost per

GB of capacity for solid state drives has been decreasing over time, it is likely that

the mean quality of the consumer’s outside option, ν0t, has been increasing over time.

When the consumers’ idiosyncratic taste shocks εjt are IID Type I extreme values,

the choice probabilities implied by the demand model give

ln(sjt)− ln(s0t) = xjtβt − αpjt − ν0t + ξjt, (4.2)

where sjt and s0t are the observed shares of product j and the outside share

at time t. We account for the growing popularity of consumers’ outside option by

normalizing the utility of the outside option to zero and including the number of

quarters since 2000 quarter 1 as another control in xjt. To construct the “outside

share”, the size of the outside market is taken to be the total demand for drives in

the same market over the last three years. The reason is that the outside market

approximates the size of the pool of consumers who could have potentially purchased

a new drive but didn’t due to the durable nature of disk drives.

The main demand parameters which condition the returns to R & D are the price

and quality preference parameters. While aggregate demand is currently given by

the standard Logit model, for future work we incorporate preference heterogeneity

by using a random coefficient on the quality term. Compared to the standard Logit

model where each firm applies the same markup to all of its products in each period,
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markups are higher for less price sensitive consumers, or those with greater preference

for quality, in the random coefficient framework.

Using a demand framework with a random coefficient on quality has the potential

of enhancing R & D incentives for the following reasons. The demand model better

captures discrimination between heterogeneous buyers. Incorporating heterogeneity

in quality preference relaxes competition among a firm’s new products and older

products and lessens the replacement effect that reduces R & D incentives. In addi-

tion, since the firm introducing the highest quality product is more likely to capture

demand for a greater proportion of the price insensitive consumers, allowing for a

random coefficient on quality in the demand model increases the incremental payoff

from introducing a higher quality product over your competitors, as compared to the

standard logit demand framework.

Let Fi denote the subset of product sold by firm i. Taking the marginal cost

mcj,t of producing product j’s quality level in period t as given, firm i engaging in

Bertrand-Nash price competition choose prices to maximize its static profit function:

max
{pj≥0}j

∑
j∈Fi

(pj −mcj,t) · Mt · σj({ωj}j∈Fi , {ωk}k∈F−i),

where market share σj is given by the standard logit demand model and Mt is

the size of the market in period t.

Investment

Adapting Ericson & Pakes (1995), incumbent firm i’s efficiency level ω̄it evolves

according to

ω̄i,t+1 = ω̄i,t + νi,t, (4.3)

where νi,t is the outcome of the firm’s investment process.
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To capture increasing difficulty of advancing the frontier over time, we think

of the firm’s investment efficiency as becoming lower as it approaches some upper

bound on the quality frontier, q̄. For example, pick q̄ to be a value greater than the

maximum quality observed in the last quarter of the dataset.

As in Ericson & Pakes (1995), for the firm’s investment level xi, the innovation

outcome is restricted to be either zero or fixed amount δ. The probability of success

is given by

αφ(q̄ − ω̄i)x
1 + αφ(q̄ − ω̄i)x

, (4.4)

where φ(q̄− ω̄i) approaches zero as ω̄i approaches q̄. For example, one functional

form for φ(·) could be β(q̄−ω̄i)
1+β(q̄−ω̄i) .

Increasing the value of α, the baseline investment efficiency parameter, raises

the returns to innovation in all states. Parameter β disciplines the speed at which

investment efficiency declines as the quality level increases. The β parameter helps

to rationalize the slowdown in capacity growth despite the trends of increasing R &

D expenditure for firms WD and Quantum. Technological constraints become less

binding as β approaches infinity. 1

Mergers and Bargaining

The merger process occurs at the beginning of each period. One randomly drawn

pair of firms {i, j} has the opportunity to merge. The potential merger pair observes

the fixed cost from merging, where the fixed cost c is drawn in an iid manner from

distribution Φ. The two firms combine technological know-how if they decide to

merge. The quality state for the new firm is the maximum of the realized quality

frontiers for the merging parties. In addition, the merged firm becomes a larger firm

1HardDriveDraft3 contains further description of the investment technology.
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through combining the two firms’ long-term contracts with high-volume OEMs and

supply commitments with drive distributors. The firm FE γi∪j entering consumer

utility readjusts to account for the combined firm’s market position.

As a tractable model of negotiation when deciding whether or not to merge, the

parties agree to the Nash Bargaining Solution with equal bargaining power. Transfer

payments between the two firms are set so that the two parties are evenly splitting

the net gain from merging. The firms choose to merge if the expected discounted

value of profits for the combined firm is larger than the sum of the realized merger

cost draw and the expected net present values of the two firms under no merger.

The “outside options” for firms within the merger pair and the net payoff from

merging are measured at the beginning of the product market competition stage.

Specifically, let Ŝt
ij

be the re-ordered state vector summarizing the updated, post-

merger market configuration. Let the interim value V PM
t (Ŝt

ij
, i ∪ j) denote the

merged firm’s ENPV immediately after the merger process and prior to product

market competition. Firm i’s ex-ante value function upon realization of the merger

and prior to product market competition is given by

V PM
t (St, i) +

1

2

[
V PM
t (Ŝt

ij
, {i ∪ j})︸ ︷︷ ︸

joint surplus

−
(
V PM
t (St, i) + V PM

t (St, j)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
sum of disagreement payoffs

]
. (4.5)

The ex-ante value for each player in the merging pair is determined through Nash

bargaining over the gains from merging rather than a process where one or multiple

players bid to acquire a failing firm. The negotiated payment between the two parties

when merging is chosen so that each player’s net payoff is the weighted sum of the

expected discounted value of the combined firm and the “threat-point differentials”.

Our choice of the merger process is motivated by the fact that the consolidations

taking place among firms stems more from a shared need to survive rather than
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dominant firms buying smaller, less profitable firms. Multiple factors mentioned in

trade journals and by industry insiders point to the the difficulty for competitors

in the hard drive industry to “keep their heads above water” (Wall (2001)). The

increasing complexity of developing and manufacturing hard drive technology, lack

of product differentiation and aggressive price reductions, along with the growing

presence of alternative storage technologies such as solid state drives all contributed

to slim profit margins for drive manufacturers. Around the time of the Maxtor-

Quantum merger in 2001, Bill Healy, the VP of IBM’s HDD storage-technology

division, mentions that “The industry is not supporting all of [the] companies today

because they haven’t made money in some period of time” (Wall (2001)). Many

industry insiders speculated throughout the time period of the dataset that the

industry can probably support no more than two or three players in the long run.

The four mergers that took place in the span of 1997 to 2010 are among the con-

solidations in this intensely competitive industry that has seen the number of players

dwindle from 85 in 1985 to 2 today. Within the time period of our dataset, firms

merge primarily because they are mutually having trouble surviving. For example, in

the quarters leading up to the integration of IBM and Hitachi in 2002, IBM has been

losing money despite being the third-largest HDD supplier in 2001 with 16.1% share

of the total market (Bulkeley (2002)). The IBM-Hitachi joint venture, 70% owned

by Hitachi, was viewed as a necessary collaboration as ”[d]isk drive suppliers [...] are

finding the cost of staying at the front of the technology curve too high to go it alone”

(Souza (2002)). Furthermore, according to the same article, return on investment

has been inadequate for firms outside of the IBM-Hitachi merger. ”The companies

that supply hard drives-Seagate, Maxtor, and Hitachi-have been unprofitable across

the board.” Similarly, in the fiscal year prior to the Toshiba-Fujitsu merger in 2009,

both drive manufacturers were operating at a loss (Yamaguchi (2009)). Immediately
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following the consolidation, Toshiba set up a new company where it held an 80%

stake and Fujitsu owned the remaining 20% (Yamaguchi (2009)).

4.2.1 Equilibrium

Let ∆(ω, {i, j}) be the shorthand notation for the joint gain from a merger be-

tween firms i and j, gross of any merger cost. Under the assumption that the

probability of merger opportunity is the same for any pair of incumbents, firm i’s

ex-ante value V BM
t (St, i) at the beginning of the period is given by

V BM
t (St, i) =

(
1−

∑
{k,l}

1(
n
2

)Prob (c < ∆t(St, {k, l})
) )
V PM
t (St, i)

+
1(
n
2

)∑
j 6=i

Prob
(
c < ∆t(St, {i, j})

){
V PM
t (St, i) +

1

2
∆t(St, {i, j})

− 1

2
E[c|c < ∆t(St, {i, j})]

}

+
1(
n
2

) ∑
i/∈{k,l}

Prob
(
c < ∆t(St, {k, l})

)
V PM
t (Ŝt

kl
, i)

(4.6)

where the sum is taken over potential merging partners.

Firms at time t.3 decide on investment amount to solve

max
xi
−xi + βE[V BM

t+1 (St+1, i)|St, xi], (4.7)

where the expectation integrates out over next period’s values for firm’s own state

and its competitors’ states.

The interim or post-merger (“PM”) value function of the firm, V PM
t (St), at the

beginning of stage t.2 is given by the expression

V PM
t (St, i) = πi(St) + max

xi
−xi + βE[V BM

t+1 (St+1, i)|St, xi] (4.8)
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4.2.2 Identification and Estimation Strategy

Parameters describing the investment cost function θ = (α, β) are identified from

observed quality growth rates, changes in quality growth rates over time, differences

in within-period quality upgrades across firms with different state variables, and the

investment levels of firms as available from Compustat.

We apply a simulated method of moments approach to estimate the investment

efficiency parameters. For each guess of the investment efficiency parameters, we

solve for the equilibrium and simulate a sequence of innovation outcomes for T = 56

periods, starting at the firms’ observed states for T = 1. We compare the sample

moments derived from S simulations of the time paths against the observed mo-

ments from the observed time path in the data. The simulated method of moments

estimator solves

θ̂ = argminθ=(α,β)[mS,T (θ)−mT ]′AT [mS,T (θ)−mT ],

wheremT is the vector of observed moments andmS,T (θ) is the vector of simulated

moments. We choose a large enough number of simulations so that the variance in

our estimator due to finite sample size is effectively negligible. The positive definite

weighting matrix AT , is then chosen to be the inverse of the covariance matrix of

mT .

One possibility for the parameter moments may depend on an auxiliary model,

such as the reduced form descriptive regressions describing capacity upgrades given

in section ??. We choose as moments the regression coefficients and solve for the

parameter estimators that best matches the regression coefficients from the data with

the regression coefficients from simulated data generated by the model. Intuitively

speaking, while the investment efficiency parameters α and β influence the magnitude

of all the parameters, decrease in R & D productivity as captured by β is expected
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to have a direct impact on the negative time trend term trend as well as less capacity

upgrade for firms closer to the industry frontier within each quarter.

4.3 Estimation Results

4.3.1 Demand Estimates

Tables 4.1 contains the demand estimates for the desktop market. The magnitude

of the price coefficient increases after instrumenting for price in regression (2). This

may be partly attributed to omitted quality variables correlated with prices. The

omitted rpm dummy is for 4200 rpm drives. Variables Trend5400, Trend7200, and

Trend10000 are the number of respective quarters since the 5400, 7200, and 10000

rpms first appeared in the desktop sales data. Although the negative coefficients on

15400 and 17200 seem counterintuitive, the positive time trend for these two categories

imply that the utility for 5400 and 7200 rpms eventually surpass that for 4200 rpm.

The growing value that consumers place on higher rpms over time is consistent with

technology diffusion.

In contrast to the logit specification with firm fixed effects, column (3) reports

the nested logit specification representing consumers choose capacity & rpm in the

upper nest and firm/brand in the lower nest. We use the Berry 94 form for our

linear estimating equation ln(sj)− ln(s0) = xjβ − βppj + (1− λg)ln(
sj
sr

) + ξj, where

sr =
∑

r dj,rsj is the total share of the rth group. Here we instrument for both pj and

ln(
sj
sr

) using product characteristics instruments. In the future, we plan to compare

the marginal costs recovered from the nested logit specification with those from the

logit specification.

For completeness, we include previous demand parameters estimated separately

for each market. A comparison of the price coefficients for enterprise demand to those

for the other markets suggests that the enterprise consumers are less price-sensitive.

This is not implausible since enterprise drives typically provide application and stor-
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age services to networks and are mostly bought by organizations or institutions.

Compare to the individual purchasers and homeowners of other types of drives, the

income effect may tend to be less substantial for enterprise drives.
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Table 4.1: Desktop 3.5 Demand Model Comparison Using Quarterly Data from
2000Q1 to 2010Q4

(1) (2) (3)
OLS 2sls Nested Logit

price -0.0225∗∗∗ -0.0330∗∗∗ -0.0268∗∗∗

(0.0015) (0.0019) (0.0022)

log(capacity) 0.5526∗∗∗ 0.9903∗∗∗ 0.9031∗∗∗

(0.0726) (0.0888) (0.0976)

15400 -0.8061∗ -0.2086 -2.2369∗∗∗

(0.3601) (0.3647) (0.3562)

17200 -0.0220 -0.0725 -2.0413∗∗∗

(0.3556) (0.3501) (0.3659)

110000 0.9683 1.9260 2.7872∗

(1.2751) (1.2968) (1.3705)

Trend5472 0.0335
(0.0471)

Trend10000 0.0133 0.0086 0.0802
(0.0479) (0.0480) (0.0492)

diff date -0.0642 -0.0782 -0.1438∗∗

(0.0472) (0.0472) (0.0488)
Trend5400 0.0214 0.0955∗

(0.0472) (0.0485)

Trend7200 0.0362 0.1071∗

(0.0471) (0.0485)

ln share withingroup -0.4131∗∗∗

(0.1076)

Constant -7.6626∗∗∗ -7.0471∗∗∗ -6.4190∗∗∗

(0.4452) (0.4038) (0.3206)
N 2662 2662 2662
r2 0.2350 0.2256 .

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Firm fixed effects are included in specifications (1) and (2). The
nested logit specification (3) can be interpreted as consumers
choosing drive characteristics in the first stage and firm in the
the second stage. Price instruments in specification (2) include
various measures of isolation in the product space, based on dif-
ferences between own and rival firms’ product characteristics. In-
struments also include the average number of disks and heads for
the corresponding capacity.
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Table 4.2: Estimated Parameters of Logit Demand
Desktop Enterprise Mobile 2.5 Mobile 1.8

price -0.0279*** (0.00244) -0.00732*** (0.000738) -0.0371*** (0.00521) -0.0658*** (0.0169)
log(capacity) 0.811*** (0.112) 1.031*** (0.126) 1.274*** (0.177) 1.612** (0.563)
1Irpm=3600 -7.840*** (2.179)
1Irpm=4000 -2.499*** (0.195)
1Irpm=4200 2.011*** (0.332)
1Irpm=4900 3.370** (1.262)
1Irpm=5400 -0.586* (0.265) -0.218 (0.375) -10.49*** (2.037)
1Irpm=7200 -0.764** (0.263) 0.0694 (0.549)
1Irpm=10000 0.0203 (0.403) 1.045*** (0.179)
1Irpm=12000 -2.005*** (0.255)
1Irpm=15000 -0.672** (0.232)
trendrpm=3600 -0.510*** (0.0635)
trendrpm=4200 -0.339*** (0.0711)
trendrpm=5400 0.101*** (0.0126) -0.358** (0.121)
trendrpm=7200 0.0492*** (0.00583) 0.0691* (0.0274)
trendrpm=10000 0.111** (0.0408)
trendrpm=15000 0.180*** (0.0415)
1Isize=2.5 -1.909*** (0.322)
trendsize=2.5 0.106*** (0.0169)
diff date -0.0615*** (0.0125) -0.247*** (0.0437) -0.175*** (0.0206)
constant’ -8.232*** (0.327) -6.901*** (0.272) -7.180*** (0.455) 1.693 (1.048)
N 2663 1400 2309 432

Standard errors in parentheses
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
Specification includes firm dummies.
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4.4 Illustration of Firm Behavior in Equilibrium

We use the following numerical illustration to compute and compare the firms’

investment incentives with and without a merger process occurring. The parameter

values that specify investment, static demand, and the decline in the marginal cost

of production are reported in tables 4.3 and 4.5.

Quality differences across firms in the starting state may have implications for

the differences in the equilibrium investment strategies across firms in subsequent

periods.

We present summaries of market outcomes in industries with an exogenous merger

between Seagate and Maxtor in year 2006 quarter 3 and in industries without merg-

ers. Among the parameters affecting the firms’ ability to appropriate the returns

from R & D, demand parameters describing preferences for price and quality and

firm dummies capturing brand substitutability are estimated directly using IDC sales

data. Comparing simulated market outcomes under merger and no merger process,

we evaluate if a decrease in the number of firms through mergers induces greater

investment and quality enhancement.

It is a priori unclear how incorporating additional firms and merger pairs alter the

qualitative predictions of the following simulation exercise. One possibility is that

the elimination of additional competition further reduces product market competition

post-merger. Additional increased market power in industries post-merger

One possibility is that the presence of additional competition pre-merger further

erodes firm profits in pre-merger periods. The reduction of product market compe-

tition further enhances R & D incentives for the desktop leaders Seagate and WD.

In our simulation exercises, Maxtor’s FE is lower than that of Seagate’s or WD’s.

As a result, Maxtor’s market share is lower than that for Seagate or WD for the

same quality levels. In the logit demand framework, since the market share of each
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individual firm is rather small and does not exceed 10%, the marginal effect of quality

upgrade on market share is smaller for Maxtor than for Seagate or WD. The implica-

tion is that, even for the same quality levels, equilibrium investment levels is smaller

for Maxtor than for Seagate or WD. In our simulation exercises with alpha=0.4 and

beta=10, although Maxtor, Seagate, and WD start with similar technological posi-

tions, WD and Seagate’s average quality levels approaches 10 while Maxtor’s average

quality level does not rise above 4.5.

Maxtor has a smaller market share .

The implication for equilibrium investment levels is that since Maxtor does not

present a significant competitive threat, the elimination of competition from Maxtor

may not alter innovation incentives in the post-merger periods when compared to

industries with no merger. Nevertheless, we still find that ..
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Table 4.3: Parameters of Model (Part 1)
Number of Players 3
(Maximum) Number of Products Per Player 2

q̄ = maxgrid Upper bound on the quality level 12
mingrid Lower bound on the quality level 2
δ Size of a Capacity Increment 1
Quality Grid =[mingrid: δ : maxgrid]

Investment Parameter Values

Parameter Explanation Value
α Investment efficiency 0.4
β Decline in investment efficiency 1

as quality level approaches q̄

Logit Demand Parameter Values

Parameter Explanation Value
βPrice -0.0352
βω ω = log(capacity) + δ · rpm 1.085
Linear Time Trend Quarters since Q1 of 2000 -0.053
Constant -9.633
Mt Per-period market size
Starting in Y2000Q1, the outside share is defined as total shipment units over the past three years.
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Table 4.4: Parameters of Model (Part 1, Continued)
Marginal Cost Parameter Values

log(costperdrive) = constant+ φωω + φT imeTrend · (Quarters− 2000Q1) + ε
E(costperdrive) = exp(constant+ φωω + φT imeTrend · (Quarters− 2000Q1)) · exp(σ2/2)

Parameter Explanation Value
constant -0.5758
φω 0.889
φT imeTrend -0.1148
σ̂2 Sample variance of the error term .217331
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Table 4.5: Logit Demand Estimates (Part II)
Time Varying Firm FE’s

Maxtor 1.52385
SeagateBM 2.121738

ISeaXyrq 1 186 2.990086
ISeaXyrq 1 187 2.98293
ISeaXyrq 1 188 2.609942
ISeaXyrq 1 189 2.40294
ISeaXyrq 1 190 2.975409
ISeaXyrq 1 191 2.76511
ISeaXyrq 1 192 2.76974
ISeaXyrq 1 193 3.152945
ISeaXyrq 1 194 2.682291
ISeaXyrq 1 195 2.616066
ISeaXyrq 1 196 2.121523
ISeaXyrq 1 197 1.884705
ISeaXyrq 1 198 2.080635
ISeaXyrq 1 199 2.282707
ISeaXyrq 1 200 2.782792
ISeaXyrq 1 201 3.001833
ISeaXyrq 1 202 2.665238
ISeaXyrq 1 203 2.295527

WD 1.723559

Use time-varying FE’s in an at-
tempt to capture long-term con-
tracts decaying over time.

The net present value of consumer surplus is averaged across 20,000 simulated

paths of play whereas producer surplus for each firm is its ex ante expected net

present value at the beginning of period 1.

Welfare Differences Between Industries with Mergers and No Merger

Average discounted aggregate surplus is roughly 20% higher in industries with

no mergers relative to industries with mergers. The presence of the additional com-

petitor in industries with no merger generates, on average, greater consumer surplus.

While average consumer surplus is almost 30 % higher in industries with no merger,
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total producer surplus is only barely higher in industries allowing for mergers. The

difference in producer surplus across the two models is less than 1%. Allowing for

mergers re-distributes producer surplus in a way that favors WD. WD’s ENPV is

around 2 % higher when allowing for mergers. Compared to the benchmark with no

mergers, the reduction in Seagate’s expected discounted profit and increase in WD’s

highlights the need to account for the externality that mergers have on firms outside

of merging pairs.

Table 4.6: Welfare Differences Between Industries with Mergers and No Merger
Under alpha=4 & beta=1

Model Model
with Merger Process with no Merger Process

Mean Total Surplus 9.761 11.694

Aggregate Producer Surplus 3.216 3.193
ENPV of Maxtor 0.210 0.210
ENPV of Seagate 1.393 1.396

ENPV of WD 1.613 1.587

Mean Consumer Surplus 6.545 8.502
0.122 0.868

Standard deviations in parentheses

Turning next to differences in the firms’ investment behavior across the two

regimes, table ?? shows that total investment summed across all periods, is on aver-

age barely higher for Seagate or WD in industries allowing for mergers. Furthermore,

Prospect of Mergers and Investment Incentive

To understand how the prospect of merger alters the investment incentive of firms

in the merging pair, consider the marginal benefit of raising quality on a firm’s payoff

with and without merger. With no merger process, the firm invests to increase its

incremental profits from innovating ∂V t(ω, i)/∂ωi. In comparison, under the merger

process, a firm has an additional half-strength incentive coming from the marginal
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Table 4.7: Differences in Investment Levels Between Industries with Mergers and No
Merger

Under alpha=4 & beta=1
Model Model

with Merger Process with No Merger Process
Mean total R & D Expenditure 6.8151 10.9268

1.5434 3.6303
Mean Investment by Maxtor 0.7636 4.8969

0.5784 2.9923
Mean Investment by Seagate 3.2286 3.2072

1.2560 1.2207
Mean Investment by WD 2.8230 2.8228

1.1596 1.1513

Standard deviations in parentheses

Table 4.8: Differences In Quality Levels Between Industries with Mergers and No
Merger

Under alpha=4 & beta=1
Model Model

with Merger Process with no Merger Process

Average Maximum Quality Level for Maxtor 5.5481 9.7932
1.5203 0.7415

Average Maximum Quality Level for Seagate 10 9.9999
0 0.0122

Average Maximum Quality Level for WD 10 10
0.0071 0

effect on the expected gain after becoming a larger, combined firm. Specifically, the

expected net gain term is given by ∂
(
V t(ω̂

ij, {i ∪ j})− (V t(ω, i) + V t(ω, j))
)
/∂ωi.

First consider the perspective of firm i offering the higher quality product within

the merger pair {i, j} in the period pre-merger. With the assumption of no difference

in the investment efficiency of firms i and j, firm i is more likely to contribute

to enhancing ω̂ij for the same level of investment. Increased market power post-

merger is one factor in favor of ∂V t(ω̂
ij, {i ∪ j})/∂ωi ≥ (V t(ω, i) + V t(ω, j))/∂ωi.

The larger, combined entity, with greater total quantity demanded for its products

and possessing greater ability to raise prices and charge higher markups, may more
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effectively capture the rents from innovating. In contrast, in the absence of a merger,

competition for firm j lowers the incremental payoff V t(ω, i)/∂ωi. Competition from

firm j comes from increased equilibrium investment level from player j and reduced

market share for firm i.

While the incremental gain from the total surplus term may strengthen the in-

centive of the leader in the merging pair, the same level of R & D by the laggard in a

merging pair is less likely to contribute to increasing the merged firm’s future profit.

Rewrite the expression of the lagging firm j’s net payoff in the merger period gives

V t(ω, i) +
1

2

[
V t(ω̂

ij, {i ∪ j})︸ ︷︷ ︸
joint surplus

−
(
V t(ω, i) + V t(ω, j)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
sum of disagreement payoffs

]
(4.9)

=
1

2
V t(ω̂

ij, {i ∪ j})︸ ︷︷ ︸
joint surplus

+
1

2
(V t(ω, i)− V t(ω, j))︸ ︷︷ ︸

threat point differential

. (4.10)

.

Compared to the leading firm i, the laggard’s investment incentive arises more

from the half-strength incentive to improve its outside option. Intuitively speaking,

as the laggard is no longer competing for the market but rather innovating in order to

decrease the profit of that the leader in the merged pair, one possibility the threat-

point term creates incentive that it is too weak for the laggard in the period(s)

pre-merger.

Compare averages taken over 20000 simulations.

Figure 4.1 depicts differences in marketwide and each firm’s quality levels in

industries with and without mergers. The industry frontier, or maximum quality

level taken over the three firms’ averages, is higher or the same under merger process

than no merger process in 50 out of 56 (or closely to 90 %) time periods. However,

as shown in figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, most of the quality enhancement under merger
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process is attributed to WD’s greater average investment levels in time periods prior

to the last 6 investment periods. While Seagate’s average per-period R & D spending

is higher in all periods post-merger, its average R & D spending in the periods pre-

merger dips below the amount under no merger.
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Difference is defined as average market outcome under merger - average market outcome under no merger,
where the averages are taken over 20,000 simulations.

In Worlds with Merger and Without Merger
Comparison of Average Quality Levels for alpha=0.4 & beta=100

Figure 4.1: Comparison of Quality Levels Across Worlds With and Without Merg-
ers
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Figure 4.2: R & D and Quality Upgrades Across Worlds With and Without Mergers
For Selected Firm
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Figure 4.3: R & D and Quality Upgrades Across Worlds With and Without Mergers
For Selected Firm
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Figure 4.4: R & D and Quality Upgrades Across Worlds With and Without Mergers
For Selected Firm

Both equilibrium R & D spending and the quality growth, measured as difference

in quality levels between successive periods, have humped-shaped patterns for Sea-

gate and WD. As a firm’s quality level approaches the upper bound q̄ = 14 and the

R & D technology becomes less efficient, equilibrium R & D investment and quality

growth declines. In WD’s case, as a result of higher investment levels in most periods

prior to the last 6 periods, quality growth and optimal R & D levels are both lower

in the last 6 periods when compared to a world with no merger.

Comparing Maxtor’s investment levels in worlds with and without merger, Max-

tor’s average investment level is positive in the few periods pre-merger but remains

zero in the same time periods under no merger. Under the merger process, Maxtor’s

positive investment occurs only in the states where Maxtor’s quality level is higher

than Seagate’s pre-merger. For example, in pre-merger period 38, Maxtor’s realized

quality level is greater than Seagate’s in roughly 27 percent of the simulated time

paths. Driven mainly by the half-strength incentive to maximize the joint surplus of
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the combined firm, Maxtor’s investment level, averaged across those 20,000 realized

states in period 38, is 0.057.

Comparison with R & D Cost Parameters (α = 4, β = 1) We compare

market outcomes for the case where α = 0.4 and β = 100 with the case where α = 4

and β = 1. For all but the highes quality levels, raising the investment coefficient α

to 4 has a larger effect on enhancing the probability of success than reducing beta

to 1. Figure 4.5 plots the changes in the overall investment efficiency parameter

αφ(q̄ − ω̄) = α β(q̄−ω̄)
1+β(q̄−ω̄)

as ω̄ varies between 0 and 14. As shown in figures 4.6, 4.7,

and 4.8 increasing the effectiveness of investment to α = 4, β = 1 raises the average

equilibrium quality levels for all three firms.
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Figure 4.5: Shape of the Overall Investment Efficiency Parameter for α = 0.4, β =
100 and α = 4, β = 1
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of Quality Levels for α = 0.4, β = 100 and α = 4, β = 1 (for
Selected Firm)
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of Quality Levels for α = 0.4, β = 100 and α = 4, β = 1 (for
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In figure 4.9, lowering the R & D cost with α = 4, β = 1 also increases the

average quality level differences between the merger and no merger industries. Under

α = 4, β = 1, WD’s average quality level is higher in the world allowing for merger

in all time periods except for the last investment period. The maximum difference

in WD’s average quality levels peaks at 0.07 in period 42. In comparison, under

α = 0.4, β = 100, the average quality level is lower under merger process than no

merger process for 6 time periods. Quality enhancement in the world with merger

peaks at 0.02 in period 50. For both sets of parameter values, as quality increases

and the probability of quality increment converges to zero, the differences in average

quality levels between the two market structures trend to zero.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of Quality Differences for α = 0.4, β = 100 and α = 4, β =
1 (for Selected Firm)

Likewise for Seagate, raising the R & D efficiency from α = 0.4, β = 100 to α = 4,

β = 1 results in higher average quality levels when allowing for mergers. Under α =

4, β = 1 and for all periods post-merger, average quality level is higher in industries

with mergers. In contrast, under α = 0.4, β = 100, Seagate’s average quality level

is lower in the world with merger for all periods post-merger. Turning to differences

in Seagate’s investment behavior under the two sets of parameters, one sees that,

under α = 0.4, β = 100, Seagate’s mean investment level is lower in the pre-merger

periods when allowing for mergers. In pre-merger states where Maxtor’s equilibrium

quality level is higher than Seagate’s, Seagate appears to be substituting internal

investment for external investment from Maxtor. Whereas Seagate’s average quality

level is 4.7 as opposed to Maxtor’s 4 in the pre-merger period under α = 0.4, β = 100,

Seagate’s average quality level is roughly 7.9 when compared to Maxtor’s 5.5 in the

pre-merger period under α = 4, β = 1. The less costly R & D environment with

α = 4, β = 1 results in Seagate surpassing Maxtor’s quality level in more states
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pre-merger. With enhanced incentive to improve the merged firm’s net payoff post-

merger, Seagate, the leader in the pre-merger Seagate-Maxtor pair, invests more in

pre-merger periods when allowing for mergers. As a result, average quality levels for

Seagate is higher in industries when allowing for mergers in the last 17 time periods.

In figures 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12, one can examine changes in the individual firm’s

average R & D expenditure and quality growth over time. For firms Seagate and

WD, equilibrium R & D expenditure and quality growth are rising in the first 20

periods, followed by declines in their lower envelopes over time.

The inverted U-shaped pattern in the simulated quality and R & D paths is also

problematic as it doesn’t fit the pattern observed in the actual data. For example,

the actual data would seem to suggest that capacity growth rate is declining slightly

over time. (See figure ). The “right” model should then generate decline in quality

growth, where quality growth is measured as qualityt − qualityt−1 for quality =

log(capacity) + coeff(rpm)rpm. In terms of R & D, Compustat data shows that

investment expenditure for WD is trending upward over time. Notice from figure

4.14 and 4.15 that zero investment in the initial periods seems to be less of a problem

for α = 4, β = 1 as compared to α = 0.4, β = 100. To generate more “front-loading”

of R & D and quality growth, I am wondering if the right overall R & D efficiency

parameter should involve a higher α and smaller β. In other words, one would like

the overall R & D efficiency parameter have a steeper slope: it should be much higher

for smaller values of the quality state variable and lower for larger values of quality.
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Figure 4.10: WD’s Evolution of R & D and Quality Growth for α = 4, β = 1
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Figure 4.11: Seagate’s Evolution of R & D and Quality Growth for α = 4, β = 1
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Figure 4.12: Maxtor’s Evolution of R & D and Quality Growth for α = 4, β = 1
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4.5 Computational Investment Model with Endogenous Mergers

I use the following dynamic investment framework to analyze how the possibility

of future mergers and post-merger decrease in competition impact the firms’ invest-

ment decisions. Employing an R & D cost function that exhibits increasing difficulty

of improving a firm’s quality frontier for higher quality levels, the model allows us

to explore the implications of mergers on innovation incentives in an environment

where R & D efficiency is declining over time. In particular, the model is used to

evaluate the extent to which the presence of mergers might offset some of the decline

in capacity growth attributed to decreasing R & D efficiency.

The dynamic framework of firm behavior in this model modifies the basic invest-

ment model outlined in Pakes and McGuire (1994) and Ericson and Pakes (1995).

One major difference is to incorporate merger decisions into the differentiated prod-

uct quality ladder model as follows. When a merger opportunity arises for a randomly

chosen pair of incumbents, firms in the merger pair compares the merger cost draw

with the net gain from merging. The gain from merging are shared between the two

parties through side-payments determined by the Nash Bargaining Solution with

equal bargaining power.

In each market indexed by time period t, there are i = 1, 2, . . . , Nt incumbent

firms. A firm i can be described by a firm-specific state sti = (ωti, γti), where ωti is

firm i’s quality frontier in period t and γti is the firm fixed effect which adjusts for

differences in demand across firms beyond differences in prices and drive characteris-

tics. Firms also respond to market-level demand and the marginal cost of producing

drives of different qualities in period t. Demand and production cost market condi-

tions are denoted byMt. The market-level state St is the composite of the state for

each firm and aggregate state Mt:
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St = {st1, st2, . . . , stNt ,Mt}.

Firms solve finite-horizon backward induction problems where a firm’s terminal

value in the last quarter T is the discounted sum of profits from earning its period-T

static profit in each period afterwards. In each period before T , firms have perfect

foresight of the size of next period’s market, improvements in consumer’s mean util-

ity from the outside option, and declines in the marginal cost of production for the

next period.

The game’s timing in any period is:

1. One randomly drawn pair of firms has the opportunity to merge this period.

Firms observe their merger cost c and bargain over whether or not to merge.

2. Firms selling multiple quality-differentiated products engage in Bertrand price

competition and set prices to maximize static profit.

3. Firms make investment decisions.

4. State variables for the beginning of the next period, including a vector sum-

marizing the updated quality frontiers across firms, are determined.

While we are not explicitly accounting for the firms’ exit decisions, our restriction

on the state space helps to generate the phasing out of the lower quality products and

firms over time. We restrict the state space by assuming that within each period, an

active firm offers maximum quality within k grids below the market frontier, where k

is some artificially chosen cutoff. When a firm’s realized maximum quality within a

period falls below the market cutoff, set the firm’s static profit in that period to zero.

As quality improvements are realized, the competitors’ quality can only increase over

time. Since a firm’s quality level can increase by at most one level by our assumption
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on the investment technology 4.14, once a firm’s quality level becomes sufficiently

low, the firm essentially exits forever.

4.5.1 Static demand, costs, and Bertrand price competition

Each firm is characterized by ω̄it, the maximum quality level that it can offer in

period t. Because the firms face demand composed of heterogeneous preferences for

quality, firm i sells a subset of products differing in quality levels. For the quality

grids below ω̄it, firms choose whether or not to offer each of the quality bins and the

corresponding optimal price. Proxying for the fixed cost of production, the model

assumes that each participating firm makes pricing decisions for a fixed number of

products below ω̄it, where the number of products per firm is common across firms

and time periods. Under Bertrand price competition with heterogeneous consumers,

the lowest quality products likely have the slimmest profit margins. The cutoff on

the number of product offerings per firm is a simple way to capture the firm’s optimal

product offerings in the presence of fixed cost of operation.

We consider the market demand for each of the four different types of drives:

desktop 3.5 inch, mobile 2.5 inch, mobile 1.8 inch, and enterprise. A market is

defined as the global market for a type of drives for each quarter from 1997 to 2010.

A consumer’s utility from purchasing product j with observable characteristics xjt

and unobservable quality ξjt is

uijt = xjtβt − αpjt + ξjt + εijt, (4.11)

where the taste vector βt may be time-dependent. Disk drive characteristics in-

clude price, log of capacity, rpm dummies, and the number of quarters since a given

rpm first appeared in the dataset. We also include firm fixed effects to control for

unmeasured attributes such as reliability which is known to be a concern for Max-

tor’s drives.
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Consumer’s utility from the no-purchase option is u0t = ν0t + ε0t. For consumers

who purchased hard drives in the previous quarters, the “outside options” include

using old drives and not upgrading to new ones. Another outside alternative for all

potential disk drive buyers is a solid-state drive (SSD). Compared to mechanical disk

drives, SSDs are data storage devices that offer faster speed performance in term of

input/output operations per seconds. SSDs are also more reliable and can better

withstand shocks and vibrations with damaging data integrity. Since the cost per

GB of capacity for solid state drives has been decreasing over time, it is likely that

the mean quality of the consumer’s outside option, ν0t, has been increasing over time.

When the consumers’ idiosyncratic taste shocks εjt are IID Type I extreme values,

the choice probabilities implied by the demand model give

ln(sjt)− ln(s0t) = xjtβt − αpjt − ν0t + ξjt, (4.12)

where sjt and s0t are the observed shares of product j and the outside share

at time t. We account for the growing popularity of consumers’ outside option by

normalizing the utility of the outside option to zero and including the number of

quarters since 2000 quarter 1 as another control in xjt. To construct the “outside

share”, the size of the outside market is taken to be the total demand for drives in

the same market over the last three years. The reason is that the outside market

approximates the size of the pool of consumers who could have potentially purchased

a new drive but didn’t due to the durable nature of disk drives.

The main demand parameters which condition the returns to R & D are the price

and quality preference parameters. While aggregate demand is currently given by

the standard Logit model, for future work we incorporate preference heterogeneity

by using a random coefficient on the quality term. Compared to the standard Logit

model where each firm applies the same markup to all of its products in each period,
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markups are higher for less price sensitive consumers, or those with greater preference

for quality, in the random coefficient framework.

Using a demand framework with a random coefficient on quality has the potential

of enhancing R & D incentives for the following reasons. The demand model better

captures discrimination between heterogeneous buyers. Incorporating heterogeneity

in quality preference relaxes competition among a firm’s new products and older

products and lessens the replacement effect that reduces R & D incentives. In addi-

tion, since the firm introducing the highest quality product is more likely to capture

demand for a greater proportion of the price insensitive consumers, allowing for a

random coefficient on quality in the demand model increases the incremental payoff

from introducing a higher quality product over your competitors, as compared to the

standard logit demand framework.

Let Fi denote the subset of product sold by firm i. Taking the marginal cost

mcj,t of producing product j’s quality level in period t as given, firm i engaging in

Bertrand-Nash price competition choose prices to maximize its static profit function:

max
{pj≥0}j

∑
j∈Fi

(pj −mcj,t) · Mt · σj({ωj}j∈Fi , {ωk}k∈F−i),

where market share σj is given by the standard logit demand model and Mt is

the size of the market in period t.

4.5.2 Investment

Adapting Ericson & Pakes (1995), incumbent firm i’s efficiency level ω̄it evolves

according to

ω̄i,t+1 = ω̄i,t + νi,t, (4.13)

where νi,t is the outcome of the firm’s investment process.
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To capture increasing difficulty of advancing the frontier over time, we think

of the firm’s investment efficiency as becoming lower as it approaches some upper

bound on the quality frontier, q̄. For example, pick q̄ to be a value greater than the

maximum quality observed in the last quarter of the dataset.

As in Ericson & Pakes (1995), for the firm’s investment level xi, the innovation

outcome is restricted to be either zero or fixed amount δ. The probability of success

is given by

αφ(q̄ − ω̄i)x
1 + αφ(q̄ − ω̄i)x

, (4.14)

where φ(q̄− ω̄i) approaches zero as ω̄i approaches q̄. For example, one functional

form for φ(·) could be β(q̄−ω̄i)
1+β(q̄−ω̄i) .

Increasing the value of α, the baseline investment efficiency parameter, raises

the returns to innovation in all states. Parameter β disciplines the speed at which

investment efficiency declines as the quality level increases. The β parameter helps

to rationalize the slowdown in capacity growth despite the trends of increasing R &

D expenditure for firms WD and Quantum. Technological constraints become less

binding as β approaches infinity. 2

4.5.3 Mergers and Bargaining

The merger process occurs at the beginning of each period. One randomly drawn

pair of firms {i, j} has the opportunity to merge. The potential merger pair observes

the fixed cost from merging, where the fixed cost c is drawn in an iid manner from

distribution Φ. The two firms combine technological know-how if they decide to

merge. The quality state for the new firm is the maximum of the realized quality

frontiers for the merging parties. In addition, the merged firm becomes a larger firm

2HardDriveDraft3 contains further description of the investment technology.
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through combining the two firms’ long-term contracts with high-volume OEMs and

supply commitments with drive distributors. The firm FE γi∪j entering consumer

utility readjusts to account for the combined firm’s market position.

As a tractable model of negotiation when deciding whether or not to merge, the

parties agree to the Nash Bargaining Solution with equal bargaining power. Transfer

payments between the two firms are set so that the two parties are evenly splitting

the net gain from merging. The firms choose to merge if the expected discounted

value of profits for the combined firm is larger than the sum of the realized merger

cost draw and the expected net present values of the two firms under no merger.

The “outside options” for firms within the merger pair and the net payoff from

merging are measured at the beginning of the product market competition stage.

Specifically, let Ŝt
ij

be the re-ordered state vector summarizing the updated, post-

merger market configuration. Let the interim value V PM
t (Ŝt

ij
, i ∪ j) denote the

merged firm’s ENPV immediately after the merger process and prior to product

market competition. Firm i’s ex-ante value function upon realization of the merger

and prior to product market competition is given by

V PM
t (St, i) +

1

2

[
V PM
t (Ŝt

ij
, {i ∪ j})︸ ︷︷ ︸

joint surplus

−
(
V PM
t (St, i) + V PM

t (St, j)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
sum of disagreement payoffs

]
. (4.15)

The ex-ante value for each player in the merging pair is determined through Nash

bargaining over the gains from merging rather than a process where one or multiple

players bid to acquire a failing firm. The negotiated payment between the two parties

when merging is chosen so that each player’s net payoff is the weighted sum of the

expected discounted value of the combined firm and the “threat-point differentials”.

Our choice of the merger process is motivated by the fact that the consolidations

taking place among firms stems more from a shared need to survive rather than
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dominant firms buying smaller, less profitable firms. Multiple factors mentioned in

trade journals and by industry insiders point to the the difficulty for competitors

in the hard drive industry to “keep their heads above water” (Wall (2001)). The

increasing complexity of developing and manufacturing hard drive technology, lack

of product differentiation and aggressive price reductions, along with the growing

presence of alternative storage technologies such as solid state drives all contributed

to slim profit margins for drive manufacturers. Around the time of the Maxtor-

Quantum merger in 2001, Bill Healy, the VP of IBM’s HDD storage-technology

division, mentions that “The industry is not supporting all of [the] companies today

because they haven’t made money in some period of time” (Wall (2001)). Many

industry insiders speculated throughout the time period of the dataset that the

industry can probably support no more than two or three players in the long run.

The four mergers that took place in the span of 1997 to 2010 are among the con-

solidations in this intensely competitive industry that has seen the number of players

dwindle from 85 in 1985 to 2 today. Within the time period of our dataset, firms

merge primarily because they are mutually having trouble surviving. For example, in

the quarters leading up to the integration of IBM and Hitachi in 2002, IBM has been

losing money despite being the third-largest HDD supplier in 2001 with 16.1% share

of the total market (Bulkeley (2002)). The IBM-Hitachi joint venture, 70% owned

by Hitachi, was viewed as a necessary collaboration as ”[d]isk drive suppliers [...] are

finding the cost of staying at the front of the technology curve too high to go it alone”

(Souza (2002)). Furthermore, according to the same article, return on investment

has been inadequate for firms outside of the IBM-Hitachi merger. ”The companies

that supply hard drives-Seagate, Maxtor, and Hitachi-have been unprofitable across

the board.” Similarly, in the fiscal year prior to the Toshiba-Fujitsu merger in 2009,

both drive manufacturers were operating at a loss (Yamaguchi (2009)). Immediately
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following the consolidation, Toshiba set up a new company where it held an 80%

stake and Fujitsu owned the remaining 20% (Yamaguchi (2009)).

4.5.4 Equilibrium

Let ∆(ω, {i, j}) be the shorthand notation for the joint gain from a merger be-

tween firms i and j, gross of any merger cost. Under the assumption that the

probability of merger opportunity is the same for any pair of incumbents, firm i’s

ex-ante value V BM
t (St, i) at the beginning of the period is given by

V BM
t (St, i) =

(
1−

∑
{k,l}

1(
n
2

)Prob (c < ∆t(St, {k, l})
) )
V PM
t (St, i)

+
1(
n
2

)∑
j 6=i

Prob
(
c < ∆t(St, {i, j})

){
V PM
t (St, i) +

1

2
∆t(St, {i, j})

− 1

2
E[c|c < ∆t(St, {i, j})]

}

+
1(
n
2

) ∑
i/∈{k,l}

Prob
(
c < ∆t(St, {k, l})

)
V PM
t (Ŝt

kl
, i)

(4.16)

where the sum is taken over potential merging partners.

Firms at time t.3 decide on investment amount to solve

max
xi
−xi + βE[V BM

t+1 (St+1, i)|St, xi], (4.17)

where the expectation integrates out over next period’s values for firm’s own state

and its competitors’ states.

The interim or post-merger (“PM”) value function of the firm, V PM
t (St), at the

beginning of stage t.2 is given by the expression

V PM
t (St, i) = πi(St) + max

xi
−xi + βE[V BM

t+1 (St+1, i)|St, xi] (4.18)
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4.6 Approximate Dynamic Programming Algorithm

4.6.1 Overview of the ADP Strategy

To compute the equilibrium investment strategies, I implement an approximate

dynamic programming algorithm that is based on using value functions approxima-

tion and stepping forward in time to obtain estimates of the value of being in realized

states. The algorithm steps forward through time and performs Monte Carlo simu-

lation in generating a sample path of play. The players’ investment decisions during

the nth iteration are evaluated using the value function approximations from the n-1

th iteration. Along with the sample path of realized states {Snt }t, each iteration of

the algorithm computes v̂nt , unbiased estimates of the value of being states {Snt }t

and following the policy produced by {V n−1

t }t. Information from the observations

v̂nt are then used to update the value function approximation {V n

t }t.

Backward recursion of dynamic programming requires recursively computing the

optimality equations backward through time for all possible states. In particular,

when the quality grid has κ levels, the full solution method requires solving for the

Bellman’s equation at (κ + 1)NumFirms states. Moreover, solving for the strategy

associated with a Nash equilibrium in investment involves taking the expectation

over realize quality and merger outcomes.

By contrast, the ADP algorithm lessens the computational burden associated

with the large state space and computing the expectation for each state, action

pair. By obtaining updates of only the value of being in realized states along the

sample path, the approximated dynamic programming algorithm bypasses the need

for updating the value function at all possible states. Furthermore, by sampling

the realization of the value of being in a particular state, the ADP algorithm also

circumvents the need to compute the expectations in expression. However, since the
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estimates v̂nt are calculated as a function of approximations for the value function

V
n−1

t (St), there is no guarantee that iterative algorithm will converge. The hope

is that the value iteration updates will converge when the V
n−1

t (St) are accurate

approximation of the value of being in state s.

4.6.2 ADP Strategies for Finite Horizon Problem Using the Post-Investment-Decision
State Variable

Let V BM
t (St) denote the ex-ante or before merger (“BM”) value function at the

beginning of period t and V PM
t (St) denote the interim or post-merger (“PM”) value

function of the firm at the beginning of stage t.2. The ex-ante investment-specific

value function of firm i at the beginning of period t, Wt(St−1, xi), is firm i’s expected

before-merger value function of firm i conditional on state St−1 at stage (t−1).2 and

investment level xi from the period t− 1.

The relationship among V BM
t (St), V

PM
t (St), and Wt(St−1, xi) is summarized as

follows

Wt(St−1, xi) = E[V BM
t (St)|St−1, xi] (4.19)

V BM
t (St, i) =

(
1−

∑
{k,l}

1(
n
2

)Prob (c < ∆t(St, {k, l})
) )
V PM
t (St, i)

+
1(
n
2

)∑
j 6=i

Prob
(
c < ∆t(St, {i, j})

){
V PM
t (St, i) +

1

2
∆t(St, {i, j})

− 1

2
E[c|c < ∆t(St, {i, j})]

}

+
1(
n
2

) ∑
i/∈{k,l}

Prob
(
c < ∆t(St, {k, l})

)
V PM
t (Ŝt

kl
, i) (4.20)

V PM
t (St, i) = πi(St) + max

xi
−xi + βE[V BM

t+1 (St+1, i)|St, xi] (4.21)

Substituting the expression for V PM
t (St, i) from (4.21) into the expression for

V BM
t (St, i) in (4.19) gives the optimality equations around the post-investment state
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variable (St−1, xi). More explicitly, firm i’s optimization problem can be re-expressed

in terms of the investment-specific before-merger value functions in a way so that

the expectation is outside of the maximization operator as follows.

Wt(St−1, xi) = E
St|(St−1,xi)

{(
1−

∑
{k,l}

1(
n
2

)Prob (c < ∆t(St, {k, l})
) )

×
(
πi(St) + max

x̃i

−x̃i + βWt+1(St, x̃i)
)

+
1(
n
2

) ∑
j 6=i

Prob
(
c < ∆t(St, {i, j})

){
πi(St) + max

x̃i

−x̃i + βWt+1(St, x̃i)

+
1

2
∆t(St, {i, j})−

1

2
E[c|c < ∆t(St, {i, j})]

}

+
1(
n
2

) ∑
i/∈{k,l}

Prob
(
c < ∆t(St, {k, l})

)

×
(
πi(Ŝ

kl
t ) + max

x̃i

−x̃i + βWt+1(Ŝklt , x̃i)

) ∣∣∣∣∣(St−1, xi)

}
(4.22)

Following the setting from the Pakes & McGuire quality ladder model, firms are

making simultaneous investment decisions at (t−1).3 while having correct perception

of the distribution of possible quality outcomes for its competitors at t.1. R & D

outcome ν for each firm i is restricted to be either zero or δ, with the probability

of success increasing in investment effort xti. The firm’s investment-specific before-

merger value function can be rewritten in terms of its expected discounted value

conditional on the outcome of its investment being ν = 0 or ν = δ:

p(ν = δ|x(t−1),i)Wt(ν = δ|(S(t−1),i, S(t−1),−i)) + p(ν = 0|x(t−1),i)Wt(ν = 0|(S(t−1),i, S(t−1),−i)),

where Wt(ν|(S(t−1),i, S(t−1),−i)) integrates out over the distribution of possible

investment outcomes for firm i’s competitors and merger decision for the random

merger pair. Collecting the terms in Wt(St−1, xi) from 4.22,
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Wt(ν = δ|(S(t−1),i, S(t−1),−i)) =

E
St|(St−1,St,i=St−1,i+δ)

{(
1−

∑
{k,l}

1(
n
2

)Prob (c < ∆t(St, {k, l})
) )(

πi(St) + max
x̃i

−x̃i + βWt+1(St, x̃i)
)

+
1(
n
2

) ∑
j 6=i

Prob
(
c < ∆t(St, {i, j})

){
πi(St) + max

x̃i

−x̃i + βWt+1(St, x̃i)

+
1

2
∆t(St, {i, j})−

1

2
E[c|c < ∆t(St, {i, j})]

}

+
1(
n
2

) ∑
i/∈{k,l}

Prob
(
c < ∆t(St, {k, l})

)(
πi(Ŝ

kl
t ) + max

x̃i

−x̃i + βWt+1(Ŝklt , x̃i)

) ∣∣∣∣∣St−1

}
.

(4.23)

Similarly,

Wt(ν = 0|(S(t−1),i, S(t−1),−i)) =

E
St|(St−1,St,i=St−1,i)

{(
1−

∑
{k,l}

1(
n
2

)Prob (c < ∆t(St, {k, l})
) )(

πi(St) + max
x̃i

−x̃i + βWt+1(St, x̃i)
)

+
1(
n
2

) ∑
j 6=i

Prob
(
c < ∆t(St, {i, j})

){
πi(St) + max

x̃i

−x̃i + βWt+1(St, x̃i)

+
1

2
∆t(St, {i, j})−

1

2
E[c|c < ∆t(St, {i, j})]

}

+
1(
n
2

) ∑
i/∈{k,l}

Prob
(
c < ∆t(St, {k, l})

)(
πi(Ŝ

kl
t ) + max

x̃i

−x̃i + βWt+1(Ŝklt , x̃i)

) ∣∣∣∣∣St−1

}
.

(4.24)

4.6.3 Iterative Algorithm for finite horizon problem using basis functions

The following approximation value function iteration is an adaption of the algo-

rithm for finite horizon problems using basis functions from Section 10.5.2 of Powell.

Fixing the basis functions for the before-merger investment-specific value functions

and the post-merger value functions, the algorithm updates both sets of parameter

vectors iteratively.

In the remaining description of the updating algorithm, lowercase letters with hats
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denote estimates of the value of being in particular states from a single simulated

path of play. More concretely, the observation ŵt,i is calculated after having realized

quality state transitions, chosen a random merger pair and drawn a merger cost

value from some iid distribution. The value ŵt,i is computed assuming that players

follow the policy produced by V
PM,n−1

t+1 , the approximation for the post-merger value

function produced by the guess for the basis function approximation from the (n−

1)th iteration. In contrast, Wt,i integrates over the realized merger pair and the

distribution of merger cost.

Choice of Basis Functions

The industry state St consists of the vector of maximum quality levels {ωt,1, ωt,2,

. . . , ωt,N} and firm FE’s {γt,1, γt,2, . . . , γt,N} across firms. The firm FE’s that enter

demand estimation condition the returns to R & D.

One attempts to approximate the post-merger value function by a function of

the firm’s own state (ωt,i, γt,i) and unnormalized moments of the distribution over

individual states for firms other than i. Specifically, let s(j) denote the number

of firms in state j. The basis functions {φV PMt,f (st, i)}f for V PM are γt,i, ωt,i, as

well as the first and second moments of γt and ωt over i’s competitors,
∑
j 6=i

s(ωj)ωj,

∑
j 6=i

s(ωt,j)ω
2
t,j,
∑
j 6=i

s(γj)γt,j,
∑
j 6=i

s(γt,j)γ
2
t,j.

The linear approximation for the post-investment, before-merger value function

W (ν = 0) involves basis functions ωt,i, γt,i,
∑
j

s(ωj)ωj,
∑
j

s(ωt,j)ω
2
t,j,
∑
j

s(γj)γt,j,

∑
j

s(γt,j)γ
2
t,j. The basis functions for W (ν = δ) are the same except that ωt,i is

replaced with ωt,i + δ.
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Iterative Algorithm for finite horizon problems using basis functions

Step 0. Initialization.

Step 0a. Fix the basis functions φWν=0
t,f (s, i), φWν=δ

t,f (s, i) and φV
PM

t,f (s, i).

Step 0b. Initialize θ
(Wν=0)0
t,f , θ

(Wν=δ)0
t,f and θ

(V PM )0
t,f for all time periods t. This

determines the policy we simulate in the inner loop.

Step 0c. Set n = 1.

Step 1. Sample an initial starting state Sn0 :

Step 2. (Inner loop) Do for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M , where each m denotes a simu-

lated path of play.

Step 3. Stepping forward in time and do for t = 0, 1, . . . , T :

Step 3a. Compute

xn,mt,i = argmaxx̃iπi(S
n,m
t )− x̃i

+β
(
p(ν = 0|Sn,mt,i , x̃i) ·W n−1

t+1 (ν = 0|Sn,mt , i)

+p(ν = δ|Sn,mt,i , x̃i) ·W n−1
t+1 (ν = δ|Sn,mt , i)

)
(4.25)

for each player i. The approximate values for the before-merger value

functions conditional on the realization of the firm’s own state are∑
f

θ
(Wν=0)n−1
t,f φWν=0

t,f (St, i) and
∑
f

θ
(Wν=δ)n−1
t,f φWν=δ

t,f (St, i)

Step 3b. Update the state at (t + 1).2 after having drawn the potential

merger pair, realized merger cost, and evaluated the players’ merger

decisions using the basis function approximation V̄ PM,n−1.

Sn,mt+1 = S(Sn,mt , {xn,mt,i }i, {j, k}merger pair, ct+1) (4.26)
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Step 4 For t = T ,

(v̂PM)n,mt,i =
πi(S

n,m
t )

1− β
(4.27)

Do for t = T − 1, . . . , 0:

(v̂PM)n,mt,i =πi(S
n,m
t )− xn,mt,i + β

(
p(ν = 0|Sn,mt,i , x

n,m
i ) ·W n−1

t+1 (ν = 0|Sn,mt , i)

+p(ν = δ|Sn,mt,i , x
n,m
i ) ·W n−1

t+1 (ν = δ|Sn,mt , i)
)

(4.28)

Do for t = T − 1, T − 2, . . . , 0:

If Sn,mt+1,i = Sn,mt,i ,

ŵn,mν=0,t+1,i =


V PM,n−1
t+1,i (Sn,mt+1 , i) + 1

2
∆n−1
t+1 (Sn,mt+1 , {i, j})−

cn,mt+1

2
if i ∈ merger pair{i, j};
& cn,mt+1 < ∆n−1

t+1 (Sn,mt+1 , {i, j});
(v̂PM)n,mt+1,i otherwise

else Sn,mt+1,i = Sn,mt,i + δ,

ŵn,mν=δ,t+1,i =


V PM,n−1
t+1,i (Sn,mt+1 , i) + 1

2
∆n−1
t+1 (Sn,mt+1 , {i, j})−

cn,mt+1

2
if i ∈ merger pair{i, j};
& cn,mt+1 < ∆n−1

t+1 (Sn,mt+1 , {i, j});
(v̂PM)n,mt+1,i otherwise
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Step 5 Update {θ̂(V PM )n,m−1
t,f }t=1,...,T using recursive least squares to obtain

{θ̂(V PM )n,m
t,f }t=1,...,T for each firm i. Similarly, use the estimates {ŵn,mν=0,t,i}t=1,...,T

to update {θ̂(Wν=0)n,m
t,f }t=1,...,T for each firm i and the estimates {ŵn,mν=δ,t,i}t=1,...,T

to update {θ̂(Wν=δ)n,m
t,f }t=1,...,T .

Step 6 Smooth in the update {θ̂(V PM )n
t,f }t=1,...,T with the previous estimates

{θ(V PM )(n−1)
t,f }t=1,...,T , which one would do using

θ
(V PM )n
t,f = (1− αn−1)θ

(V PM )(n−1)
t,f + αn−1θ̂

(V PM )(n−1)
t,f . (4.29)

Step 7 Set n = n+ 1. If n < N , go to step 1.

Step 8 Return the regression coefficients {θ(V PM )N
t,f }t,f , {θ(Wν=0)N

t,f }t,f , {θ(Wν=δ)N
t,f }t,f

for all t.

Convergence Criterion:

To check whether the basis function approximations for {V PM
t ,Wt+1(ν = 0),Wt+1(ν =

δ)} give reasonable approximations for a MPNE, one checks for the consistency of

the basis function approximations with outcomes from the policies generated by the

basis function approximations. The stopping rule, based on the Bellman equation,

evaluates the goodness-of-fit for the basis function regressions period-by-period.

For each time period t ∈ {T − 1, T − 2, · · · , 1}, collect the M visited states

{Sn,mt }m={1,...,M} from the sample paths generated by the nth approximation for the

value functions. For each of the state Sn,mt :

1. Compute an approximation to the pre-merger value functionsWt+1(ν = δ, i|Sn,mt )

and Wt+1(ν = 0, i|Sn,mt ) for all players i. For q = 1, . . . , Q,
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a Draw the post-merger state for tomorrow, Sqt+1 given Sn,mt . In particular,

the players’ investment decisions are evaluated using the basis function

approximations W n
t+1(ν = 0, i|Sn,mt ) and W n

t+1(ν = δ, i|Sn,mt ) whereas the

merger decision is computed using V n
t+1(·).

b Evaluate the players’ realized values ŵqν=0,t+1 and ŵqν=δ,t+1 as described in

Step 4 of the description of the iterative algorithm.

c Compute the approximations to Wt+1(ν = δ, i|Sn,mt ) as W̃t+1(ν = δ, i|Sn,mt ) =

1
Q

∑Q
q=1 ŵ

q
ν=δ,t+1 and similarly for Wt+1(ν = 0, i|Sn,mt ).

2. Use the W̃t+1(ν = δ, i|Sn,mt ) and W̃t+1(ν = 0, i|Sn,mt ) to form Ṽ PM
t (Sn,mt , i) as

in equation 4.21. Compute the test statistic as

1

M ·NumPlayers
∑

m=1,...,Mi=1,...,NumPlayers

(Ṽ PM
t (Sn,mt , i)−

∑
θfφf (S

n,m
t , i))2

4.7 Illustration of Firm Behavior in Equilibrium Under Endogenous
Mergers

We use the following numerical illustration to compute and compare the firms’

investment incentives with and without a merger process occurring. The parameter

values that specify investment, static demand, and the decline in the marginal cost

of production are reported in tables 4.3.

For the given guess of the parameter values, I have solved for the approximation

of the firm’s strategies and simulated time paths of plays for both the regimes with

endogenous mergers and those without endogenous mergers. The figure 4.16 below

plots averages of the simulated time paths, where the averages are taken over 5,000

simulations. The solid lines are for the world with mergers whereas the dotted lines

are for the world without mergers.
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Figure 4.16: Numerical Example with Endogenous Mergers

There are 3 firms, one with initial quality level 3 and the other 2 having initial

quality levels 4. The solid, blue line in the time path of quality levels averaged across

5,00 simulations, and the solid red line shows the overlapping average quality paths

from firms with starting quality level 4. The dotted red and blue lines are their

counterparts in world without mergers. When two firms merge, I have completely

shut down the market expansion effect. In the earlier periods, even though each firm

some expectation that they will be splitting the joint gains from merging and the

reduction in competition, neither firm is internalizing the net gain from potential

mergers. The expectation of mergers is in fact providing insufficient incentives rel-

ative to a world without mergers. In a world without mergers, the firms are in fact

competing for the market.

4.8 Conclusion

I investigate the effect that the expectation of endogenous mergers has on inno-

vation outcomes in the hard drive industry. The hard drive industry, the primary
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supplier of storage devices in the digital world, has been called the extreme sport

of the technology industry by many insiders. Over the 1997-2010 time period, the

number of drive manufacturers dwindled from 10 to 4 through a series of mergers and

consolidations. Despite the mergers which industry insiders speculate would soften

competition and raise the returns to R & D, there appears to be a decline in storage

capacity growth, the main innovation outcome measure. The overall effect of the

potential increase in market power on quality growth is a priori ambiguous. For ex-

ample, the Schumpeterian view is that when it is difficult for imitators to profit from

an innovation, product market that is highly concentrated post-innovation encour-

ages innovation. An opposing force is the profit that is eliminated by an innovation

when a dominant firm cannibalizes profits from its old technology. In the specific set-

ting of the hard drive industry, as the technology of hard drive production becomes

increasingly complex, one possibility is that the decline in capacity growth comes

not so much from a slowdown in R & D as from a decline in the returns to R & D.

My paper assesses whether the increase in market power through merger opportu-

nities has the net effect of increasing the rate of product quality growth within the

hard drive industry. The overall goal is to assess the dynamic efficiency of mergers,

in particular how consumer surplus, producer surplus, and aggregate surplus differ

across industries with mergers and counterfactual industries with no merger.

To disentangle the effects that the expectation of mergers and possible decline in

R & D productivity have on innovation outcome, I develop a model of firm’s invest-

ment behavior with endogenous mergers. The investment framework incorporates

endogenous mergers in a setting where, when a merger opportunity arises, firms

in the merger pair agrees to the Nash Bargaining Solution with equal bargaining

power. I implement an approximate dynamic programming algorithm to compute

the equilibrium investment strategies for the computational dynamic model. The

model suggests that realized capacity, or quality levels, may be higher when allowing
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for mergers, in the hard drive setting with intense technological competition and slim

profit margins.
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Appendix A

Appendix to Chapter 1: Adaptation or Death?
Bookstore Chains Meet Online Competition

Tables for Section 2.4: Empirical Results
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Table A.1: Relationship Between Store-Level Labor Productivity and MSA-Level Online
Penetration

Dependent Variable: Log of Sales Per Employee
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Online -.3103*** -.2793** -.3077*** -.2818** -.1372 .1609
(.07595) (.08619) (.07588) (.08638) (.1561) (.187)

Single-unit -.2395* -.2354* -.4174*** -.3704**
(.09414) (.09432) (.1152) (.1204)

Log chain size -.02186 -.0209 .01449 .03078
(.02399) (.02418) (.02643) (.02797)

Online × Single-unit .4353** .3243+
(.162) (.1715)

Online× Log chain size -.06133** -.0958***
(.02335) (.0263)

Specialty \ Religious .08015* .1023+ .09967+ .2233***
(.03981) (.0527) (.05272) (.05972)

College \ School .08703 .1083 .1048 .1505+
(.07214) (.08297) (.08312) (.08891)

Online × Specialty \ Religious -.06669 -.06117 -.3774***
(.09443) (.09454) (.1141)

Online × School \ College -.05335 -.04663 -.1186
(.1065) (.1075) (.1186)

Store Age .05096***.05188***.05078*** .05224*** .06534***.06986***
(.005754) (.006071) (.005747) (.006078) (.006348) (.006963)

N 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000
Standard errors in parentheses

+ p<0.10 * p<0.05 ** p<0.01*** p<0.001”

Coefficient estimates are obtained from the Heckman’s two-step procedure by augmenting the
OLS regression of the productivity equation in first difference. Heckman’s two-step estimator
adjusts for selection bias arising from store exit or missing product variety measures by jointly
estimating the growth in productivity regression and a “survival” (between CRT years t and
t+ 5) regression as a function of variables including product variety in year t. The coefficients
from the log(sales/emp) regression above represent the marginal effect in the sample of all
establishments reporting product variety in year t.
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Table A.2: The Role of Non-book Revenue Share in Driving the Relationship
Between Labor Productivity and MSA-Level Online Penetration

Dependent Variable: Log of Sales Per Employee
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Online -.2588*** -.2707*** -.5089*** .006243 -.08142
(.07578) (.07542) (.09569) (.1713) (.1925)

Nonbook revenue share .1655*** .7155*** -.09635 .5284*** .4924***
(.04325) (.1101) (.07689) (.1263) (.1258)

(Nonbook revenue share)2 -.7809*** -.808*** -.8794***
(.1413) (.1396) (.1391)

Online×Nonbook revenue share .719*** .5012** .7202***
(.1688) (.1734) (.1764)

Single-unit -.5236*** -.5256***
(.1146) (.1148)

Log chain size .07581** .05785*
(.02604) (.02658)

Online × Single-unit .5246** .475**
(.1659) (.168)

Online × Log chain size -.1057*** -.1245***
(.02267) (.02472)

Standard errors in parentheses
* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001”

Continued on next page.
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The Role of Non-book Revenue Share in Driving the Relationship Between Labor
Productivity and MSA-Level Online Penetration (Continued)

Dependent Variable: Log of Sales Per Employee
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Specialty \ Religious .2898***
(.06199)

College \ School -.1058
(.08201)

Online × Specialty \ Religious -.2338*
(.1135)

Online × School \ College .5675***
(.1088)

Store Age .03489*** .03427*** .03446*** .05781*** .057***
(.005454) (.005429) (.005457) (.006127) (.006164)

N 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000

Standard errors in parentheses
* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001”

Coefficient estimates are obtained from the Heckman’s two-step procedure by aug-
menting the OLS regression of the productivity equation in first difference. Heckman’s
two-step estimator adjusts for selection bias arising from store exit or missing prod-
uct variety measures by jointly estimating the growth in productivity regression and
a “survival” (between CRT years t and t+ 5) regression as a function of variables in-
cluding product variety in year t. The coefficients from the log(sales/emp) regression
above represent the marginal effect in the sample of all establishments reporting prod-
uct variety in year t.
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Table A.3: Relationship Between Store-Level Sales and MSA-Level Online Penetra-
tion

Dependent Variable: Log of Sales
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Online -0.03749 -.3794** -0.03305 -.3784** 0.2606 -0.1845
(0.1027) (0.1223) (0.1028) (0.1234) (0.18) (0.2)

Single-unit .1191+ 0.06745 .2222* 0.0945
(0.06695) (0.05947) (0.0907) (0.08811)

Log(chain size) 0.03706 -0.00209 .06411+ 0.01859
(0.03496) (0.03667) (0.03353) (0.03741)

Online × Single-unit -0.2349 -0.05816
(0.1758) (0.1784)

Online × Log(chain size) -.05667* -.04234+
(0.02535) (0.02338)

Specialty \ Religious .134* -0.0322 -0.0307 -0.00168
(0.0588) (0.05032) (0.05038) (0.05141)

College \ School 0.06747 -.303*** -.3032*** -.3157***
(0.08143) (0.08211) (0.08564) (0.08795)

Online × Specialty \ Religious .4048** .403** .3261**
(0.1297) (0.1288) (0.1165)

Online × College \ School .8831*** .8847*** .918***
(0.1224) (0.1264) (0.1377)

Log(employment) .4853*** .4828*** .4834*** .4824*** .4851*** .484***
-0.03365 -0.03411 -0.03344 -0.03417 -0.03418 -0.03475

MSA-Years 900 900 900 900 900 900
N 12000 12000 12000 12000 12000 12000
R2 0.3039 0.3096 0.3027 0.3096 0.3032 0.3101
F 659.9 548.1 386.8 621.2 582.3 699.3

Standard errors in parentheses.
+p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 .

The regression is estimated in first-difference, exploiting within-store variation in store char-
acteristics over time.
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Table A.4: The Role of Non-book Revenue Share in Driving the Relationship Between
Store-Level Sales and MSA-Level Online Penetration

Dependent Variable = Log(Sales)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Online 0.04771 0.04495 -0.06384 0.07262 -0.4043
(0.1404) (0.1428) (0.1189) (0.2415) (0.2492)

Non-book Revenue Share .2311*** 0.5328 0.0939 0.3341 0.1703
-0.06431 -0.3271 -0.08881 -0.2978 -0.3092

(Non-book Revenue Share)2 -0.4515 -0.4809 -0.4323
-0.4693 -0.4709 -0.4908

Online × Non-book Revenue Share 0.327 0.5008 .6744+
-0.316 -0.3617 -0.3826

Small Chains .2384+ .2509*
-0.1367 -0.1233

Large Chains .2268* .1597+
-0.09691 -0.09357

Online × Small Chains -.5019+ -.552*
-0.2883 -0.2515

Online × Large Chains -0.1889 -0.0839
-0.1738 -0.1616

Specialty \ Religious 0.08852
-0.1099

College \ School -0.199
-0.1278

Online × Specialty \ Religious .2832*
-0.1321

Online × College \ School .8446***
-0.1541

Log(employment) .299*** .3007*** .3003*** .303*** .3035***
-0.02168 -0.02158 -0.02184 -0.02181 -0.02165

MSA-Year 850 850 850 850 850
N 6900 6900 6900 6900 6900
R2 0.3402 0.3416 0.3405 0.3435 0.3535
F 288.6 289.1 266.6 327.7 341

Standard errors in parentheses.
+p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 .

The regression is estimated in first-difference, exploiting within-store varia-
tion in store characteristics over time.
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Table A.5: Impact of Online Competition on Store Survival
1 2 3 4 5

Dependent Variable: Survival Between CRT Years t and t+ 5

∆Online -0.52 -0.24 -0.5 -0.52 -1.042**
(0.41) (0.41) (0.41) (0.41) (0.36)

Single-unit -.1649*** -.1277*** -.1805***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.03)

Log chain size -.0181** -.01958* -.03327***
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

∆ Online × Single-unit 0.15
(0.23)

∆ Online × Log chain size .1417***
(0.03)

Specialty \ Religious .09188*** .1685*** .07772***
(0.01) (0.02) (0.01)

College \ School .2049*** .2694*** .2031***
(0.03) (0.04) (0.03)

∆ Online × -.6735***
Specialty \ Religious (0.13)

∆ Online × -.6184***
College \ School (0.15)

Log number of employees .1072*** .1075*** .09531*** .109*** .09694***
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Log bookstores count -1.01 -0.85 -1.1 -2.6 -0.23
in period t (12.23) (12.03) (12.92) (12.76) (12.72)

MSA-Year 900 900 900 900 900
N 21000 21000 21000 21000 21000
R2 0.15 0.16 0.13 0.16 0.14
F 511.7 520.9 486.6 505.3 449.3

Standard errors in parentheses
* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001

The regressor ∆Online is the growth between periods t and t+ 5 in the fraction of
consumers who purchased online.
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Table A.6: Impact of Online Penetration on Store Survival Controlling for Variation in Product Variety
Dependent Variable is Store Survival Between CRT Years t and t+ 5
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

∆ Online -.3771 -.5925 -.5915 -1.493*** -1.484*** -1.525*** -1.138** -1.11** -1.184**
(.3585) (.4045) (.4046) (.435) (.4388) (.4381) (.4194) (.4224) (.4275)

Nonbook revenue share -.05986 -.1503* -.1426 -.177* -.1223 -.1695* -.08925 .1336 -.07645
(.03887) (.07043) (.1763) (.07137) (.1502) (.07446) (.05374) (.1099) (.05693)

(Nonbook revenue share)2 -.009471 -.06884 -.271**
(.1582) (.1266) (.1046)

∆ Online × .7979 .7944 1.057* 1.031* 1.924** .9308 .7987 2.185**
Nonbook revenue share (.4824) (.5115) (.504) (.5241) (.5913) (.4833) (.4871) (.6902)

∆ Online × -1.292* -1.88***
(Nonbook revenue share)2 (.556) (.5622)

Single-unit -.1926*** -.1917*** -.1902*** -.108** -.1047** -.1043**
(.04478) (.04506) (.0449) (.03856) (.03905) (.0386)

Log chain size -.03775***-.03821***-.03759***-.03572***-.0381***-.03559***
(.006759) (.006347) (.006813) (.008793) (.008482)(.008757)

∆ Online × .3667 .3603 .3417 .1191 .09827 .08256
Single-unit (.3294) (.3301) (.3263) (.3055) (.3024) (.2991)

∆ Online × .1645*** .1644*** .1545*** .1597*** .162*** .1457**
Log chain size (.04491) (.04505) (.04534) (.04746) (.0475) (.04691)

MSA-Year 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900
N 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000
r2 .129 .13 .13 .1404 .1404 .1409 .2033 .2043 .2043
F 251.3 259.9 276.2 249.9 295.5 298.2 431.9 571.2 501.6
Standard errors in parentheses
* p<0.05 ** p<0.01*** p<0.001”
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Impact of Online Penetration on Store Survival Controlling for Variation in Product Variety (Continued)
Dependent Variable is Store Survival Between CRT Years t and t+ 5
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Specialty \ Religious .165*** .1576*** .1639***
(.03381) (.03309) (.03353)

College \ School .3763*** .3827*** .3787***
(.04329) (.0427) (.04276)

∆ Online × Specialty \ Religious -.4523** -.4202** -.4468**
(.1609) (.1606) (.1589)

∆ Online × College \ School -.6883***-.7092***-.6971***
(.158) (.1525) (.1556)

Log number of employees .05529*** .05617*** .05599***.06233***.06151***.06094***.09218***.08926***.09029***
(.006356) (.006291) (.00573) (.006101)(.006234)(.006283)(.00997) (.01048) (.01041)

Log bookstores count in period t-1-11.06 -11.98 -11.97 -10.81 -10.75 -10.98 -13.83 -13.59 -14.08
(16.1) (16.09) (16.06) (16.04) (16.02) (16.04) (15.91) (15.89) (15.91)

MSA-Year 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900
N 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000
r2 .129 .13 .13 .1404 .1404 .1409 .2033 .2043 .2043
F 251.3 259.9 276.2 249.9 295.5 298.2 431.9 571.2 501.6

Standard errors in parentheses
* p<0.05 ** p < 0.01*** p < 0.001”
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Table A.7: Relationship Between Growth in Product Variety and Growth in Online
Penetration

Dependent Variable: RevShareNonBookst+5 −RevShareNonBookst
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

∆ Online .03491+.03262 .0349+ .05556* .005477 -.3277**
(.01974)(.02497)(.02025) (.02431) (.05144) (.1226)

Single-unit -.05074** -.1087***-.03305 -.2146***
(.01645) (.02037) (.02111) (.05206)

Log chain size -.003977**-.0005818-.005231**-.004781
(.00128) (.00171) (.001893) (.003887)

∆ Online × Single-unit -.06054 .1956
(.06379) (.1281)

∆ Online × Log chain size .007138 .05119**
(.008131) (.01765)

N 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000

Standard errors in parentheses
* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001
Coefficient estimates are obtained from the Heckman’s two-step procedure by augmenting
the OLS regression describing the growth in product variety. Heckman’s two-step estimator
adjust for selection bias arising from store exit or missing product variety in year t + 5 by
jointly estimating the growth in product variety regression and a “survival” (between CRT
years t and t + 5) regression as a function of variables including product variety in year t.
The coefficients from the ∆Online and ∆Online interacted with store characteristics terms
represent the marginal effect in the sample of all establishments reporting product variety
in year t.
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Table A.8: Relationship Between Growth in Product Variety and Growth in Online
Penetration (Continued)

Dependent Variable: RevShareNonBookst+5 −RevShareNonBookst
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Specialty \ Religious .01717** -.01275 .03437*** -.01271
(.006059) (.008685) (.008409) (.01454)

College \ School .0348*** .04992*** .04937*** .0521***
(.005651) (.007481) (.006804) (.01156)

∆ Online × .186*** .4512***
Specialty \ Religious (.03727) (.08791)

∆ Online × -.1305*** .07569
College \ School (.03582) (.0813)

Log number of employees .0298*** .0297*** .03078*** .06139*** .02842*** .091***
(.003218) (.003202) (.005233) (.007462) (.005298) (.0157)

N 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000

Standard errors in parentheses
* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001
Coefficient estimates are obtained from the Heckman’s two-step procedure by augmenting
the OLS regression describing the growth in product variety. Heckman’s two-step estimator
adjust for selection bias arising from store exit or missing product variety in year t + 5 by
jointly estimating the growth in product variety regression and a “survival” (between CRT
years t and t + 5) regression as a function of variables including product variety in year t.
The coefficients from the ∆Online and ∆Online interacted with store characteristics terms
represent the marginal effect in the sample of all establishments reporting product variety
in year t.
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Table A.9: Relationship Between Growth in Product Variety and Growth in Online
Penetration

Dependent Variable: RevShareNonBookst+5 −RevShareNonBookst
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

∆ Online .03491+ .03262 .0349+ .05556* .005477 -.3277**
(.01974) (.02497) (.02025) (.02431) (.05144) (.1226)

Single-unit -.05074** -.1087*** -.03305 -.2146***
(.01645) (.02037) (.02111) (.05206)

Log chain size -.003977** -.0005818 -.005231** -.004781
(.00128) (.00171) (.001893) (.003887)

∆ Online × -.06054 .1956
Single-unit (.06379) (.1281)

∆ Online × .007138 .05119**
Log chain size (.008131) (.01765)

N 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000

Standard errors in parentheses
* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001
Coefficient estimates are obtained from the Heckman’s two-step procedure by aug-
menting the OLS regression describing the growth in product variety. Heckman’s
two-step estimator adjust for selection bias arising from store exit or missing product
variety in year t + 5 by jointly estimating the growth in product variety regression
and a “survival” (between CRT years t and t+ 5) regression as a function of variables
including product variety in year t. The coefficients from the ∆Online and ∆Online
interacted with store characteristics terms represent the marginal effect in the sample
of all establishments reporting product variety in year t.
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Table A.10: Relationship Between Growth in Product Variety and Growth in Online
Penetration (Continued)

Dependent Variable: RevShareNonBookst+5 −RevShareNonBookst
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Specialty \ Religious .01717** -.01275 .03437*** -.01271
(.00605bb9) (.008685) (.008409) (.01454)

College \ School .0348*** .04992*** .04937*** .0521***
(.005651) (.007481) (.006804) (.01156)

∆ Online × .186*** .4512***
Specialty \ Religious (.03727) (.08791)

∆ Online × -.1305*** .07569
College \ School (.03582) (.0813)

Log number of employees .0298*** .0297*** .03078*** .06139*** .02842*** .091***
(.003218) (.003202) (.005233) (.007462) (.005298) (.0157)

N 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000

Standard errors in parentheses
* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001
Coefficient estimates are obtained from the Heckman’s two-step procedure by augmenting
the OLS regression describing the growth in product variety. Heckman’s two-step estimator
adjust for selection bias arising from store exit or missing product variety in year t + 5 by
jointly estimating the growth in product variety regression and a “survival” (between CRT
years t and t + 5) regression as a function of variables including product variety in year t.
The coefficients from the ∆Online and ∆Online interacted with store characteristics terms
represent the marginal effect in the sample of all establishments reporting product variety
in year t.
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Table A.11: Relationship Between Growth in Product Variety and Growth in Online
Penetration Among Surviving Stores Reporting Product Variety

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Dependent Variable: RevShareNonBookst+5 −RevShareNonBookst

∆ Online .1174** .05615 .1252** .1199** .1198 -.1983
(.03911) (.04387) (.04027) (.04023) (.1058) (.1572)

Single-unit .001567 .008867 .006384 .001242
(.02303) (.02737) (.02354) (.03087)

Log chain size -.003231 -.003887 -.003447 -.00865
(.002659) (.003119) (.003495) (.004549)

∆ Online × -.04467 .05091
Single-unit (.1177) (.1223)

∆ Online × .00202 .04508*
Log chain size (.01458) (.02086)

Specialty \ Religious .02745* -.002772 .01687 -.02003
(.01173) (.01378) (.0151) (.01873)

College \ School .06096*** .05608*** .06372*** .06371***
(.007224) (.01112) (.008423) (.008504)

∆ Online × .2422*** .3428***
Specialty \ Religious (.05531) (.1002)

∆ Online × .0301 .007938
College \ School (.1205) (.1045)

Log number of employees .03307*** .03271*** .02598*** .03566*** .026*** .03583***
(.004658) (.004527) (.003688) (.004276) (.003685) (.004123)

Number of MSA-Year’s 900 900 900 900 900 900
N 7100 7100 7100 7100 7100 7100
r2 .1519 .1542 .1362 .1558 .1363 .1602
F 213.1 223.2 181.5 204.8 194.3 291.9

Standard errors in parentheses
* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001
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Table A.12: Relationship Between Growth in Product Variety and Growth in Online
Penetration, Controlling for Initial Product Variety

Dependent Variable: RevShareNonBookst+5 −RevShareNonBookst
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

∆ Online 0.023 0.016 0.110*** 0.079** 0.085 0.009
(.01762) (.01737) (.02641) (.02617) (.05522) (.05798)

Nonbook revenue share -0.439*** -0.757*** -0.389*** -0.711*** -0.683*** -0.721***
(.01018) (.02929) (.01524) (.0325) (.03414) (.04025)

(Nonbook revenue share)2 0.452*** 0.439*** 0.378*** 0.278***
(.03915) (.03933) (.04123) (.04473)

∆ Online × -0.306*** -0.225** -0.234** -0.154
Nonbook revenue share (.06975) (.06914) (.07432) (.08319)

Single-unit 0.005 -0.047
(.01949) (.02967)

Log chain size -0.009*** -0.004*
(.001793) (.001762)

∆ Online × -0.017 0.048
Single-unit (.0587) (.0606)

∆ Online × -0.003 0.010
Log chain size (.007683) (.007969)

N 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000
Standard errors in parentheses
* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001

Coefficient estimates are obtained from the Heckman’s two-step procedure by augmenting the
OLS regression describing the growth in product variety. Heckman’s two-step estimator ad-
justs for selection bias arising from store exit or missing product variety in year t+5 by jointly
estimating the growth in product variety regression and a “survival” (between CRT years t
and t+ 5) regression as a function of variables including product variety in year t.
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Table A.13: Relationship Between Growth in Product Variety and Growth in Online
Penetration, Controlling for Initial Product Variety (Continued)

Dependent Variable: RevShareNonBookst+5 −RevShareNonBookst
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Specialty \ Religious 0.094***
(.008925)

College \ School -0.015*
(.006782)

∆ Online × 0.088
Specialty \ Religious (.05153)

∆ Online × -0.093*
College \ School (.04189)

Log number of employees 0.028*** 0.027*** 0.028*** 0.027*** 0.014** 0.036***
(.002671) (.002636) (.002672) (.002633) (.004905) (.009121)

N 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000
Standard errors in parentheses
* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001

Coefficient estimates are obtained from the Heckman’s two-step procedure by augmenting the
OLS regression describing the growth in product variety. Heckman’s two-step estimator ad-
justs for selection bias arising from store exit or missing product variety in year t+5 by jointly
estimating the growth in product variety regression and a “survival” (between CRT years t
and t+ 5) regression as a function of variables including product variety in year t.
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Table A.14: Relationship Between Growth in Product Variety and Growth in Online
Penetration, Controlling for Initial Product Variety (Continued)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Dependent Variable: RevShareNonBookst+5 −RevShareNonBookst

Specialty \ Religious .1126***
(.0194)

College \ School -.01792
(.009595)

∆ Online × .02905
Specialty \ Religious (.0861)

∆ Online × .07317
College \ School (.08402)

Log number of employees .02905*** .0376*** .02858*** .03717*** .03826*** .03917***
(.003921) (.004613) (.003959) (.004679) (.004296) (.004127)

N 7100 7100 7100 7100 7100 7100
r2 .3221 .3562 .3241 .3571 .3591 .3914
F 215.7 221.6 241.6 228.2 310.9 413.2

Standard errors in parentheses
* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001

The underlying sample consists of surviving stores reporting product variety measures in both
years t and t+ 5.
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Appendix B

Appendix to Chapter 2: Dynamic Oligopoly Model
of the Bookstores Industry

Reposition Cost Estimates

Reposition costs, projected onto a quadratic function of market condition vari-

ables, are chosen to best match the share of “Both” type within each chain size

category observed in the actual data. Recall that the static payoff without the logit

shock is defined as the difference between the expected revenue and reposition cost.

Conditional on having a consistent estimate of the expected revenue from either

choice, reposition cost is derived as the residual of the observed component of a

store’s “Books only” versus “Multiproduct” decision. More specifically, I specify the

expected payoff from being the “Both” type as

E
a−imt

[Ri((ai,a−imt), smt|θ1, ChainTypei)]

− 1(ai = Both) ·Λ(MarketControlsmt,1(Y ear2002),1(SmallChain),1(LargeChain))

where Λ(.) is the sum of a quadratic polynomial of market condition variables and

a component that is linear in the large chains, small chains, and year 2002 dummy

variables.
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Expected revenue from either choice is a nonlinear function of the number of

brick-and-mortar stores by chain size category and the “books only” versus “both”

distinction. Estimates for expected revenue is calculated by Monte Carlo integration,

where realizations for store i’s competitors’ product reposition decisions, a−imt, are

drawn using the first-stage estimates of the reduced form choice probabilities from

section. Once the approximation Êa−imt [Ri((ai, a−imt), smt|θ̂1, ChainTypei)] is ob-

tained through simulations, a binary logit regression of reposition choice on Êa−imt [·]

and the covariates entering Λ yields estimates for 1
σRepos

, the coefficient on expected

revenue, and Λ scaled by 1
σReposition

. The derived estimate for Λ is my reposition cost

estimate.

Dynamic Continuation Cost, Entry Cost Estimates

I employ a similar revealed preference approach to recover the continuation cost

distribution and entry cost distribution. Recall that an incumbent makes a continua-

tion decision based on the difference between its expected continuation value and the

average entry cost within the MSA-year-chain size category as well as its privately

observed cost shock. Continuation cost is the kitchen sink, capturing all residuals

that are not observed or formally modelled beyond its continuation value. Draw-

ing on methods originally introduced by Hotz and Miller (1993) from the dynamic

discrete choice literature, one forms estimates for the store’s continuation value in a

first-stage. The remaining continuation cost is backed out along with measurement

error component σCont from a logit model of the store’s continuation decisions. The

exact steps are as follows.

Producer surplus calculation for each chain size category requires estimates for

market-year specific average continuation cost FCI(θ1|ChainTypei, smt) and the vari-

ance σCont for unobserved factors affecting continuation cost. I implement the fol-

lowing steps for obtaining cost estimates.
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• The value of continuing in operation relative to the standard deviation of the

unobserved factors, the expression in Equation 3.6, can be re-expressed as a

function of expected static profit from period t+ 5 and observed local market

characteristics from period t , smt. Having obtained an estimate for static profit

from period t+ 5, I then implement the binary logit regression is

1Continuation = γ · β(1− β5)

(1− β)
Ê
[
πi(Ω(smt+5, ε), smt+5, εi)|smt

]
+ Γ(smt) + νit.

Here Γ(smt) is a flexible function of local market characteristics in period t.

Inverse of the coefficient γ on Ê
[
πi(Ω(smt+5, ε), smt+5, εi)|smt

]
is my estimate

for σCont.

• The recovered entry/continuation cost term, F̂C
σCont

is γ · Ê
[
πi(Ω(smt+5, ε), smt+5,

εi)|smt
]
+Γ(smt), net of the estimate for tomorrow’s continuation value function.

In other words, the estimate for entry/continuation cost terms, FC
σCont

is the

difference between the adjustment terms that enter the ex-ante value function in

period t+1 and Γ̂(smt). The residual is calculated as Γ̂(smt)+β5{
∫
ln(P̂ r(χi =

0|smt+5))f̂(smt+5|smt)dsmt+5 − γ}, where P̂ r and f̂ are empirical probabilities

estimated directly from the data.
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Table B.1: Impact of “Books Only” Versus “Both” Choice on The Relationship
Between Online Penetration and Store-Level Sales

Dependent Variable = log(Sales)
(1) (2) (3)

Single-Unit Stores Small Chains Large Chains

Online -0.711* -0.425 -0.816***
(0.346) (0.531) (0.144)

Both 0.067 0.062 -0.867***
(0.062) (0.135) (0.067)

Online x Both -0.418* 0.296 1.904***
(0.192) (0.388) (0.176)

Brick-and-Mortar X X X
Competition Measures

Demand and Cost Shifters X X X
at the MSA-Year Level

Year FE X X X

MSA FE X X X

N 4700 2400 12900
R2 0.213 0.408 0.1

Note: Measures for competition from brick-and-mortar stores include linear and quadratic
terms in establishment counts outside of the focal store, broken down by the “Books only” ver-
sus “Both” distinction for each chain size category.
Standard errors in parentheses.
* p<0.05, **p<0.01, *** p<0.001
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Table B.2: Summary Statistics for
Predicted Entry Rates
Chain Size Category Mean SD
Single-Unit Stores 0.18 0.06

Small Chains 0.2 0.06
Large Chains 0.24 0.07

Note: Summary statistics for predicted en-
try rates from establishment-year regression
described in section 3.1.2. A potential en-
trant is defined as either a realized entrant or
an establishment-year from the retail trade
sector Hobby, toy, and game stores (NAICS
451120) or News Dealers and Newsstands
(NAICS 451212).

Table B.3: Summary Statistics for
Predicted Survival Rates
Chain Size Category Mean SD
Single-Unit Stores 0.48 0.06

Small Chains 0.6 0.08
Large Chains 0.68 0.08

Note: Summary statistics for predicted con-
tinuation rates from establishment-year re-
gression described in section 3.1.2.
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Table B.4: Expected Benefit Versus Cost (in $10, 000) Comparison for the Decision
to Become a “Both” Type, By Chain Size Category

Mean and Standard Deviation Across Establishment-Years Reported
Single-Unit Stores

Year Benefit=E[revi|Both]−E[revi|BooksOnly] Reposition Cost
Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev

1997 2.79 1.406 56.32 31.22
2002 -2.842 2.242 -7.18 20.87
2007 -4.228 3.319 52.53 21.59
2012 -8.214 5.159 58.69 245.7

Small Chains
Year Benefit=E[revi|Both]−E[revi|BooksOnly] Reposition Cost

Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev
1997 3.476 2.811 61.57 28.2
2002 8.325 6.995 -1.521 21.46
2007 12.24 9.343 60.41 21.32
2012 9.525 8.112 57.85 19.98

Large Chains
Year Benefit=E[revi|Both]−E[revi|BooksOnly] Reposition Cost

Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev
1997 -71.69 21.39 73.26 29.2
2002 -29.57 19.02 8.291 20.59
2007 3.195 22.56 66.13 21.42
2012 19.14 40.4 66.39 187.2
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Table B.5: Continuation Cost and Ex-Ante Store Value (in $10, 000) Among Incumbent Stores

Mean and Standard Deviation Across Incumbent Establishment-Year Observations
Chain Size Fixed Cost Fixed Cost of Continuation Ex-Ante Store Value Expected Static Profit
Category of Continuation Conditional on Choosing Continuation from Reposition Subgame

1 1679 123.2 1954 472.9
(325.20) (337.20) (213.70) (129.40)

2 1406 129.1 2539 625.3
(682.60) (680.00) (499.20) (173.60)

3 1567 29.32 3676 761.9
(835.80) (802.20) (711.10) (152.80)

Note: Standard deviation reported in parenthesis. Summary statistics for the fixed cost of continuation and ex-ante value func-
tions are reported for all establishment-year bookstore observations from years 1997, 2002, and 2007. Static profit from the repo-
sition substage of the game is reported for all establishment-year observations and every five years between 1997 to 2012. Fixed
cost for each establishment-year is the mean of the fixed cost distribution, where the mean varies across msa-year-chain size cate-
gories. Reported fixed cost conditional on continuation is the truncated mean over the values of the unobserved logit cost draws
for which the “continuation” choice is the store’s optimal best response. Ex-ante store value is an incumbent store’s discounted
sum of expected future profits, prior to observing the continuation cost shocks. Ex-ante store value is defined recursively from the
Store Value and Policy Functions section of the Model description.
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Table B.6: Entry Cost and Ex-Ante Store Value (in $10, 000) Among Entrants
Mean and Standard Deviation Across Entrant Estblishment-Years

Chain Size Category Entry Cost Entry Cost Ex-Ante Store Value
Conditional on Choosing Entry

1 9930 817.7 2840
(1012) (1262) (166.7)

2 10370 1757 2908
(1005.00) (1295.00) (161.90)

3 9998 2189 3148
(1065.00) (1183.00) (214.50)

Standard deviation reported in parenthesis. Summary statistics for the entry cost are reported for all entrant
bookstores from years 2002, 2007, and 2012. Entry cost for each establishment-year is the mean of the entry
cost distribution, where the mean varies across msa-year-chain size categories. Reported entry cost conditional
on entering is the truncated mean over the values of the unobserved logit cost draws for which the “entry”
choice is the store’s optimal best response. Ex-ante store value is a potential entrant’s discounted sum of ex-
pected future profits, prior to observing the entry cost shocks.
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Table B.7: Impact of Online Competition On Industry Composition
Comparison of Distribution of Establishment Counts

Establishment Counts Online=0 Online Penetration Observed in Data
Mean SD Mean SD

Number of Single-Unit Stores 9251 1201 8571 1142
Number of Small Chain Stores 2355 529.5 2254 511.6
Number of Large Chain Stores 11380 1147 10300 1047

Number of Simulations=100 for Each Market Regime
Establishment counts for each simulated path is summed across years 2002, 2007, and 2012
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Table B.8: Impact of Online Competition On Industry Composition
Comparison of Distribution of Establishment Counts Across Two Regimes

Single-Unit Stores Small Chains Large Chains
Online=0 Online Penetration Online=0 Online Penetration Online=0 Online Penetration

Observed in Data Observed in Data Observed in Data
Year Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

2002 3594 483.1 3594 483.1 930.3 168.1 930.3 168.1 3898 388.2 3898 388.2
2007 3237 519.3 2944 500.5 756.3 209.1 725.9 204.5 3876 445.3 3498 431.9
2012 2420 478.8 2033 394.4 668 217.2 598 215.9 3601 543.1 2903 462.9

Number of simulations=100 for each market regime.165



Table B.9: Impact of Online Competition On Industry Composition
Comparison of Distribution of Establishment Counts Across Two Regimes

Among Incumbent Stores
Single-Unit Stores Small Chains Large Chains

Online=0 Online Penetration Online=0 Online Penetration Online=0 Online Penetration
Observed in Data Observed in Data Observed in Data

Year Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

2002 2118 336.5 2118 336.5 684 151.1 684 151.1 2699 274.2 2699 274.2
2007 1759 410.1 1760 410.2 556.8 188.9 575 191.2 2836 373.6 2624 371
2012 1503 402.6 1366 374 444.3 204.5 444.1 188.1 2749 456.9 2237 378.5

Number of simulations=100 for each market regime
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Table B.10: Impact of Online Competition On Industry Composition
Comparison of Distribution of Establishment Counts Across Two Regimes

Among Entrants
Single-Unit Stores Small Chains Large Chains

Online=0 Online Penetration Online=0 Online Penetration Online=0 Online Penetration
Observed in Data Observed in Data Observed in Data

Year Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

2002 1477 321.3 1477 321.3 246.2 98.28 246.2 98.28 1199 268.9 1199 268.9
2007 1479 317.1 1183 298 199.4 100.5 150.9 88.97 1040 263.9 874.3 252.7
2012 917 246.4 667.2 209.7 223.7 99.89 154 85.78 852.4 271.5 666.9 247.3

Number of simulations=100 for each market regime
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Table B.11: Impact of Online Competition On Growth in Prod-
uct Variety

Impact of Online Competition on Growth in Product Variety
Fraction of Stores Being the Both Type

Using Online Penetration Rates Observed in the Actual Data
Year Single-Unit Stores Small Chains Large Chains

Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std
1997 0.4004 . 0.4627 . 0.1646 .
2002 0.4076 0.0733 0.4018 0.1148 0.3134 0.0571
2007 0.4198 0.0828 0.4362 0.1314 0.374 0.0635
2012 0.418 0.1019 0.4447 0.1378 0.4358 0.0704

Mean and standard deviation across 100 simulated time paths reported.

Table B.12: Impact of Online Competition On Growth in Prod-
uct Variety

Fraction of Stores Being the Both Type
Using Online=0

Year Single-Unit Stores Small Chains Large Chains
Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std

1997 0.4004 0.4627 0.1646
2002 0.3739 0.0722 0.4291 0.1158 0.1744 0.0526
2007 0.3725 0.0776 0.4422 0.1275 0.1646 0.0553
2012 0.3626 0.0889 0.4557 0.1326 0.1774 0.0602

Mean and standard deviation across 100 simulated time paths reported.
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Table B.13: Producer Welfare Effects of Eliminating Online Competition
Percentage Difference in Net Present Value of Producer Surplus

Chain Size Category All Establishments Incumbents Entrants
1 0.086 0.083 0.086
2 0.039 0.027 0.040
3 0.173 0.094 0.179

Note: Changes in producer surplus reported refers to percentage difference in industry-wide NPV across
the two regimes. For each regime, industry-level total producer surplus is taken to be the average across
100 simulated time paths. Producer weflare is summed across stores from years 2002, 2007, and 2012.
However, long-run profitability measures for incumbents from year 2012 are omitted when calculating
changes in producer surplus. The reason is that CCP-based methods for calculating the value functions
at time t requires estimating the one-period-ahead continuation/exit choice probabilities at time t + 5.
Due to data on missing explanatory variables such as online penetration measures, predicted choice prob-
abilities are msising for year 2017.

Table B.14: Producer Welfare Effects of Eliminating Online Competition, by Chain
Size Category and Year

Percentage Difference in Net Present Value of Producer Surplus
All Establishments

Year Single-Unit Stores Small Chains Large Chains
2002 0.006 -0.006 0.060
2007 0.108 0.042 0.188
2012 0.206 0.115 0.335

Note: Changes in producer surplus reported refers to percentage difference in
NPV across the two regimes. For each regime, industry-level total producer
surplus is taken to be the average across 100 simulated time paths. How-
ever, long-run profitability measures for incumbents from year 2012 are omit-
ted when calculating changes in producer surplus. The reason is that CCP-
based methods for calculating the value functions at time t requires estimating
the one-period-ahead continuation/exit choice probabilities at time t+ 5. Due
to data on missing explanatory variables such as online penetration measures,
predicted choice probabilities are missing for year 2017.
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Table B.15: Producer Welfare Effects of Eliminating Online Competition, by Chain Size Category, Year, and Incumbent
Versus Entrant Distinction

Percentage Difference in Net Present Value of Producer Surplus
Incumbents Entrants

Year Single-Unit Stores Small Chains Large Chains Single-Unit Stores Small Chains Large Chains
2002 0.033 0.011 0.035 0.004 -0.008 0.063
2007 0.152 0.057 0.190 0.105 0.040 0.187
2012 0.206 0.115 0.335
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Table B.16: “Direct Effect” of Online Competition on the
Distribution of Establishment Counts
Year Single-Unit Stores Small Chains Large Chains
2002
2007 ++
2012 - - ++

Note: Difference in establishment counts reported refers to percent-
age difference in establishment counts across the two regimes. For
each regime, industry-level establishment count is taken to be the av-
erage across 100 simulated time paths. Small and negative difference
is denoted by “-”, whereas large and positive difference is denoted by
“++”. Establishment counts for single-unit stores and small chains
are identical across regimes in years 2002 and 2007. The reason is that
competition variables which enter the policy functions are lagged on-
line penetration measure and brick-and-mortar store counts from the
previous Census waves.
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Appendix C

Appendix to Chapter 3: Figures and Tables for
Hard Drive Industry Background
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Figure C.10: Desktop Market Concentration
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Figure C.12: Enterprise Market Concentration
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Figure C.13: Enterprise Market Consolidations and Firms’ Market Shares
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Figure C.14: Mobile 2.5 inch Market Concentration
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Figure C.15: Mobile 2.5 inch Firms’ Market Shares
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Figure C.16: Evolution of Maximum Capacity Across Desktop Firms
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Figure C.17: Evolution of Maximum Capacity Across Mobile 2.5 inch Firms
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Figure C.18: Evolution of Maximum Capacity Across Enterprise Firms
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Figure C.19: Evolution of Profit Margins Across Firms
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Figure C.20: Evolution of R & D Intensity Across Firms
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Figure C.21: Declining R & D Efficiency Over Time

Table C.1: Summary Statistics for the Desktop Market

Min Median Mean Max StdDev N
Maximum Capacity 1.495 89.950 386.788 3495.000 665.577 625.000
Range(Max Capacity) 0.000 20.000 269.721 2400.000 490.637 169.000
Std(Max Capacity) 0.000 60.166 183.291 1153.527 258.787 111.000
Average Capacity 1.495 49.950 144.967 2245.000 245.895 625.000
Range(Avrg Capacity) 0.000 7.487 81.103 1567.487 183.564 169.000
Std(Avrg Capacity) 0.022 11.273 57.586 858.285 110.979 111.000
∆(Max Capacity) -1695.500 0.000 40.955 2400.000 237.494 595.000
∆rel(Max Capacity) -0.755 0.000 0.237 20.922 1.253 595.000
∆ (Avrg Capacity) -1736.726 2.692 12.645 2163.918 130.418 595.000
∆rel (Avrg Capacity) -0.774 0.083 0.201 26.688 1.439 595.000
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Table C.2: Summary Statistics for the Mobile 2.5 Market

Min Median Mean Max StdDev N
Maximum Capacity 1.000 89.950 195.264 1745.000 248.359 570.000
Range(Max Capacity) 0.000 1.495 71.979 1195.500 160.780 189.000
Std(Max Capacity) 0.000 12.247 46.598 423.641 76.639 129.000
Average Capacity 1.000 62.346 98.418 472.148 106.737 570.000
Range(Avrg Capacity) 0.000 2.629 22.705 180.172 37.765 189.000
Std(Avrg Capacity) 0.026 7.292 14.864 67.786 17.971 129.000
∆(Max Capacity) -459.550 0.000 17.881 895.500 73.735 538.000
∆rel(Max Capacity) -0.836 0.000 0.238 68.950 2.981 538.000
∆ (Avrg Capacity) -109.746 2.203 6.876 202.648 20.972 538.000
∆rel (Avrg Capacity) -0.640 0.062 0.172 50.768 2.190 538.000

Table C.3: Summary Statistics for the Enterprise Market

Min Median Mean Max StdDev N
Maximum Capacity 3.495 69.950 152.665 849.500 171.667 596.000
Range(Max Capacity) 0.000 0.000 54.707 500.000 93.361 193.000
Std(Max Capacity) 0.000 10.246 37.861 212.132 55.417 154.000
Average Capacity 3.495 46.873 81.760 563.786 99.759 596.000
Range(Avrg Capacity) 0.000 10.841 27.878 312.466 48.471 193.000
Std(Avrg Capacity) 0.000 8.384 18.896 174.543 30.277 154.000
∆(Max Capacity) -99.550 0.000 9.677 300.000 41.822 559.000
∆rel(Max Capacity) -0.834 0.000 0.130 11.676 0.626 559.000
∆ (Avrg Capacity) -100.784 2.147 5.533 70.268 12.475 559.000
∆rel (Avrg Capacity) -0.826 0.060 0.080 2.248 0.174 559.000

Table C.4: Summary Statistics for the Desktop Market (II)

Min Median Mean Max Standard Deviation N
NumFirms rpm5400 1 1 1.7857143 6 1.4360841 56
NumFirms rpm7200 1 2 1.9056604 4 .9660417 53
NumFirms rpm10000 1 1 1 1 0 31
Num Products 1 5 5.1872 12 2.6284616 625
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Table C.5: Summary Statistics for the Mobile 2.5 Market (II)

Min Median Mean Max Standard Deviation N
NumFirms rpm4200 1 1 1.8928571 4 1.154888 56
NumFirms rpm5400 1 1 2.1041667 6 1.6789001 48
NumFirms rpm7200 1 1 1.7096774 5 .97274691 31
Num Products 1 5 4.6035088 11 2.3849237 570

Table C.6: Number of Products for the Enterprise Market

Min Median Mean Max Standard Deviation N

NumFirms rpm10000formfactor25 1 2 1.9259259 4 .957799 27

NumFirms rpm15000formfactor25 1 2 2 3 .84016805 18

NumFirms rpm10000formfactor35 1 3 2.5892857 5 1.4988091 56

NumFirms rpm15000formfactor35 1 2 2.372093 4 1.15518 43

Num Products 1 3 2.9278523 5 .98552349 596
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Figure C.22: Declining Price Trends for Selected Capacity Ranges
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Figure C.23: Declining Price Trends for Selected Capacity Ranges
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Figure C.24: Declining Costs Across Products For Selected Firm
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Figure C.26: Declining Costs Across Products For Selected Firm
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Figure C.27: Declining Costs Across Products For Selected Firm
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Appendix D

Appendix to Chapter 3: Solving and Simulating
Industry Equilibrium

Outline of the backward induction algorithm:

Each period t (or t.2 to be exact) market structure At describes the identities

of the active firms in the market. If a merger becomes feasible at the beginning

of period t̃, for all t ≥ t̃, one set of market configurations corresponds to merger

realization and another set of market configuration corresponds to no merger off the

equilibrium path.

1. For the terminal time period T , determine the ex-ante value function VT (ω, i;

AT−1) for all industry states (ω,AT−1).

2. Start for t = T −1, simultaneously solve firms’ first-order conditions for invest-

ment choices given each firm’s continuation values or pre-merger value function

Vt+1(·, i;At).

Firms at time t decide on investment amount to solve

max
xi
−xi + βE[Vt+1(ω′, i;At)|(ωi, ω−i), xi] (D.1)
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where the expectation integrates out over next period’s values for firm’s own

state and its competitors’ states.

Rewrite E[Vt+1(ω′, i;At)|(ωi, ω−i), xi] as follows so that solving for x∗i becomes

essentially a single-agent optimization problem:

E[Vt+1(ω′, i;At)|ω, xi] =
∑
v

Wt+1(ν|(ωi, ω−i);At)p(v|xi) (D.2)

where Wt+1(·) is the expected discounted value of the firm conditional on its

investment outcome being ν. Specifically,

Wt+1(ν|(ωi, ω−i);At) =
∑
ω′−i

Vt+1((ω′1, . . . , ω
′
i−1, ωi + ν, ω′i+1, . . . , ω

′
N ), i;At)q(ω′−i|ω),

where q(ω′−i|ω) represents the firm’s perceived probability of the next period

value of its competitors’ state ω′−i given ω.

Under the functional form assumption for the investment technology, the op-

timal investment strategy satisfies

x(ωi, ω−i) = max

{
0,
−1 +

√
βαφ(q̄ − ωi)(Wt+1(ν = δ|(ωi, ω−i))−Wt+1(ν = 0|(ωi, ω−i)))

αφ(q̄ − ωi)

}
(D.3)

if Wt+1(ν = δ|(ωi, ω−i)) ≥ Wt+1(ν = 0|(ωi, ω−i))) and x(ωi, ω−i) = 0 otherwise.

To obtain Wt+1(ν|(ωi, ω−i);At), the expected discounted value of the firm con-

ditional on investment outcome, one needs to integrate out over the distribution

of possible outcomes for the firms’ competitors. The expectations are rational

in that the expected distribution match the distribution resulting from com-

petitors having according to their optimal strategies x∗j . The x∗i ’s give a fixed

point to the system defined by D.3.
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3. For each industry state vector summarizing maximum qualities across firms,

compute the incumbent firms’ static profits. Each active firm i makes pricing

decisions for each of the k quality grids below its maximum quality level ω̄i.

Using period t demand parameters to compute market shares st(·) and marginal

cost estimates recovered from the implied FOC’s, the equilibrium prices solve

p = mct + Ωt(p)
−1st(p), (D.4)

where the Ωt matrix defines ownership structure and price sensitivity.

4. Taken as given the current market configuration At, compute the interim value

function at the start of t.2 for each state:

V t(ω, i;At) = πi({ωf}f∈Fi , {ωf}f∈F−i) + max
xi

−xi + βE[Vt+1(ω′, i;At)|(ωi, ω−i), xi]

5. Compute the period t ex-ante value function for each beginning of the period

market configuration At−1. For example, for the Seagate-Maxtor merger in

Y2006Q3, At−1=Y 2006Q2 defines Seagate and Maxtor as separate firms.

Let ω̂ij be the re-ordered state vector resulting from a merger between firms i

and j. Firm i’s ex-ante value Vt(ω, i;Ano merger
t−1 ) at the beginning of the period

is given by

V t(ω, i;At = Ano merger
t−1 )

+
1

2

[
V t(ω̂

ij , {i ∪ j};Amerger
t )︸ ︷︷ ︸

joint surplus

−
(
V t(ω, i;At = Ano merger

t−1 ) + V t(ω, j;At = Ano merger
t−1 )

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

sum of disagreement payoffs

]

where the interim value V t(ω, i;At) is firm i’s ENPV before production deci-

sions.

Firm k that is not a merging partner has ex-ante value Vt(ω, k;Ano merger
t−1 ) =

Vt(ω̂
ij, k;Amerger

t ), where ω̂ij is the reshuffled state vector resulting from a

merger between i and j.
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In our backward induction setting, for each time period and in each state, we take

the future value functions as given and solve the (# firms) incumbents’ first-order

conditions for investment. That is, given continuation values determined by V t+1,

we simultaneously solve firms’ first-order conditions in equation D.3 for {x∗i }
#firms
i=1 at

each state ω in the state space for period t.

We implement the following iterative fixed point algorithm to determine an opti-

mal strategy {x∗i }
#firms
i=1 . Argument in support of convergence of this algorithm to a

fixed point typically relies on the contraction mapping theorem. Since equation D.3

does not define a contraction mapping, this algorithm is not guaranteed to yield a

fixed point.

Iterative procedure for solving the fixed point problem in D.3

1. Choose a convergence criterion ε for
∥∥xk+1 − xk

∥∥ < ε and an initial guess for

the optimal investment level x(0) ≡ {x∗i }
#firms
i=1 .

2. For each state, given the current guess for the vector of investment levels x(k) ≡

{x∗i }
#firms
i=1 , substitute x(k) into the RHS of equation D.3 to obtain the new guess

x(k+1).

3. Check for convergence. If convergence continues to fail as the iterative process

proceeds, rather than employing the investment amounts x(k+1) for the sub-

sequent iteration, we use a convex combination of the previous and the new

coefficients x(k+1) = (1− λ)x(k+1) + λxk.

As the iterations increase, we increase the amount of dampening, λ, before

returning to step 2.
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Scaling Market Size and Transforming the Investment Problem

To aid with computing the firms’ equilibrium investment levels as defined in eq

(??), we normalize the market size in period 1 to be 1 while keeping the same market

size growth rate in the following, equivalent formulation of the firms’ game.

In each period except for the last, the firms first play a standard static differentiated-

products game and then make investment decisions to maximize the interim value

of the firm, given by

V t(ω, i;At) = max
xi≥0

∑
j∈Fi

(p∗j −mcj,t) · Mt · σj({ωj}j∈Fi , {ωk}k∈F−i)− xi

+
∑
ν

Wt+1(ν|(ωi, ω−i);At)

×
[
(ν = δ)

αφ(q̄ − ω̄i)xi
1 + αφ(q̄ − ω̄i)xi

+ (ν = 0)
1

1 + αφ(q̄ − ω̄i)xi

]
.

Market share σj is given by the standard logit model for aggregate demand.

In the penultimate period, x∗i maximizes the period T − 1 value function iff

y∗i = x∗i /M1 solves the scaled version of the value function with readjustment in the

investment technology:

max
xi≥0

∑
j∈Fi

(p∗j −mcj,T−1) · MT−1

M1

· σj({ωj}j∈Fi , {ωk}k∈F−i)− yi

+
∑
ν

WT (ν|(ωi, ω−i);At)
M1

[
(ν = δ)

αφ(q̄ − ω̄i)M1yi
1 + αφ(q̄ − ω̄i)M1yi

+ (ν = 0)
1

1 + αφ(q̄ − ω̄i)M1yi

]
.

By backward induction, for each period before to T − 1, x∗i,t is a solution to the

original period t game iff y∗i,t =
x∗i,t
M1

is a solution to the modified game.
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